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Introduction: The Contested Space
It is customary for efforts such as this thesis to begin with a note explaining one’s process
of engagement with a text. This I will do in the pages that follow. I will also situate my process
in the context of translation theory and the specific demands of the Latin source text. But before
getting into such specifics, a more general question arises: What kind of note is this—an
“author’s” note, or perhaps an “adapter’s”? Should I even dare to utter the word “translator”? In
attempting to explain the effort that has produced Two Pair, a play that might be described as a
mutant “transladaptation,” I am instantly forced to confront one of the central tensions that has
followed me throughout this project, which lives in what I have come to call the contested space
between adaptation and translation.
My approach to Plautus’s Menaechmi is deeply connected to—even grounded in—the
original Latin text. But it simultaneously takes significant liberties in pursuit of recreating the
comedic sense of the play for a modern audience. Playability is the central focus. Although a
classicist could quite fairly assert that this work is not faithful enough to be considered a
translation, a theater scholar might observe how adaptations today often appear almost estranged
from the source text. Many adaptations are written by authors with little or no knowledge of the
original language, working more from a sense of the plot and characters, often using other
translations. Shakespeare’s relationship to ancient sources has been the subject of much debate,
for instance; Charles Martindale and A. B. Taylor’s definitive work on the topic suggests that he
appears to have referred to the original Latin text of the Menaechmi while writing The Comedy of
Errors, but in other instances seems to have relied on translations where available, especially
when drawing from Ovid’s Metamorphoses (Martindale and Taylor 1). In more recent years,
several adaptations of the Orpheus and Eurydice myth have resulted from this approach,
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including Anaïs Mitchell’s musical Hadestown (2006) and Sarah Ruhl’s play Eurydice (2003).
Other adaptative works might reject nearly all specifics from the original as they apply its core
premise to a newly created plot, as Dori Pierson and Marc Reid Rubel did in their 1988 Comedy
of Errors adaptation Big Business, a film in which Bette Midler and Lily Tomlin each played a
set of twins who had been mixed up at birth.
Both of these categories of adaptation are distinct from my process here, in which I
worked directly from Plautus’s text, going line by line to derive the meaning and then passing
this through a modernizing filter. Where I could hew closely to the original language, I did, but
when elements of the original play came into conflict with social or theatrical conventions of the
modern day, I consistently emphasized reception and staging considerations over fealty to the
original language and did not hesitate to adjust the substance if necessary. The main goal, at its
essence, was to create a playable, stage-worthy version of the play that would recreate as fully as
possible the spirit of Plautus’s comedy for a present-day viewer while remaining relevant to
today’s socio-cultural context. Above all, I did not want my work to read as a historical
document, but as a living, vital piece of theater. A secondary goal was dramaturgical: to
document my process and draw attention to this productive tension between translation and
adaptation. To this end, I have annotated the text of the play with a series of notes, placed at the
end of each scene, flagging and justifying my more substantial interventions. I think it necessary
to begin by orienting the reader not just to my process and the conceptual considerations upon
which it is based, but also to my own sense of Plautine comedy that has, in one way or another,
informed every decision I made.
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Translation as Theory, Adaptation as Craft
Thus far I have mostly defined this project by disclaiming what it is not, but I might also
(perhaps more productively) observe what it is. My take on this classic Roman comedy combines
tools of both translation and adaptation, considering Plautus’s language on a word-for-word basis
while transporting the play on the macro scale into a modernized setting and social context. I
kept in mind that, although mindfulness of the original language was a vital part of my process, it
would ultimately be the deviations that are sure to jump out at a reader (or viewer) more
obviously. (Chief among these is the contemporized setting; indeed, an astute observer of ancient
comedy likely would not expect to find the play’s prologue delivered by a hotel shuttle driver in
the arrivals zone of Las Vegas’s McCarran International Airport.) Even where I diverged in
language or substance, it felt essential to preserve a sense of presentational theatricality that
remained true to the original. To cast things in the paradigmatic terminology of John Dryden’s
more technical scheme for translation, I have tried to see how far metaphrase would get me
before paraphrase became the more compelling option. On some occasions, whether because of
the limitations of these two approaches or simply because an irresistible opportunity for a
creative intervention presented itself, I have not hesitated to resort to imitation to pave over the
remaining holes in the play and fully massage the content into its new form.
Some of these imitative additions are relatively minor, such as using my imagination to
fill in short blanks where fragments are missing from the text or coming up with new
contemporary names for characters that sound similar to the original ones (or that serve as the
basis for jokes within the play). Others are more significant, most notably the addition of some
new dialogue throughout the final scene in order to bring several major characters back on stage
and end the play in a way that fits the new context, recognizing that while the three-actor rule of
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ancient plays meant that Roman audiences would expect to conclude with only three characters
onstage, audiences today would be baffled by the finale including so few from a fully developed
ensemble. Where making more liberal interventions such as this, I have aimed to act with
restraint. For example, the new lines in the last scene are minimal, and could be considered more
as ad libs than actual dialogue. But I have gone as far as I felt necessary to fully achieve the
intended effect; enough of these smaller additions are present so that it feels like these characters
are integrated into the scene, rather than being brought back simply to spectate.
In beginning to engage with the Menaechmi, I considered several possible approaches to
the deceptively simple act of “modernizing.” It quickly became apparent that I would be courting
a potential disjunction between diction and context. The most obvious option was to silently
modernize the play through more visual elements like sets and costumes while emphasizing
faithfulness to the original language, as is often done for Shakespeare. This would mean keeping
the content more or less the same while updating the general tone and saving liberality for only
the most idiomatic expressions. But things would quickly get murky with culturally defined
reference points—what, for example, does it mean to speak in a modern tone but then exclaim
“By Pollux”? On the other hand, if I retained a setting reminiscent of ancient Rome and focused
my attention on more aggressively contemporizing the diction, what kind of time warp might be
created if a character were to use “Jesus Christ” as an exclamation?
These are, to be sure, reconcilable questions that others have tackled quite nicely.
Wolfgang De Melo’s Loeb Classical Library translation, for example, is as close to a literal
translation as one might come while still seeming of a contemporary milieu—an incredibly
reasonable approach for an edition with Latin and English side by side, generally intended for
use in an academic context. When it comes to actually staging the work, a translation created for
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a production at Rhodes College (now archived on Pomona’s website with frustratingly little
other information about its origins) takes more liberties in using distinctively modern language
and expressions but preserves the original social context, including the major role of prostitutes
and slaves as defined by Plautus’s era. I read these translations early on as I was thinking about
the play, and their approaches have undoubtedly influenced mine by offering both inspiration
and a sense of what already-completed efforts I did not wish to simply replicate.
To shape my own take on the play, I began by defining a set of aspirations and
parameters, which I referred to as my “Rules of Engagement.” These ranged from broad
reminders of the spirit of Plautine comedy—which Robert Miola characterizes as “inventive,
exuberant, [and] varied” (Miola 740)—to a specific decision to overstep as a writer into territory
that might normally be ceded to a director, making extensive use of notes on delivery in
recognition that performance plays as significant a role in creating humor as the text does. More
philosophically, I committed to prioritizing what Mary-Kay Gamel refers to as “‘inductive’
authenticity: to inspire an authentic reaction in the audience without being ‘formally’ authentic,
i.e., overly-literal” (quoted Moodie 11). Keeping in mind that, as Erin Moodie notes, “the Roman
adaptation process involved increasing the quantity of word-play, verbal jokes and puns, deleting
or rearranging lines or scenes to maintain the rhythm of the play, increasing the role of stock
characters such as the clever slave, and increasing metatheatrical language” (Moodie 15), I gave
myself permission to follow Plautus’s lead in bringing my own comedic sensibility to the process
of transforming the text. Even as I hoped to use sense translation to attempt to authentically
capture and recreate as many jokes as possible, I quickly realized that conveying original devices
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like meter into the new version would prove too cumbersome, opting instead to remain attentive
to overall rhythm and flow. 1
As I worked through this early stage of the process, I also became increasingly convinced
that the true modernization of the work I wished to pursue would require a full transplantation
into not only a new language but also a new physical setting and social context. To be clear, I do
not believe we can—or should—overlook the vastly different mores of the Romans, particularly
their less-than-enlightened attitudes toward women or their full acceptance of slavery as an
institution (albeit a very different one than the chattel slavery system that developed around the
transatlantic slave trade). For my part, however, I was more interested in pursuing the goal of
approximating the reaction for a modern audience that Plautus would seem to have been aiming
to elicit from his own two millennia prior: finding delight in comically heightened scenarios and
characters, farcical twists, and spirited linguistic play.

The Domesticized Text
This goal meant pursuing a process ideologically aligned with what Lawrence Venuti
would call domesticization, derived from Friedrich Schleiermacher’s notion of foreignizing
translation first discussed over a century earlier. 2 Schleiermacher conceives of translation in
largely spatial terms: “Either the translator leaves the author in peace as much as possible and
moves the reader toward him; or he leaves the reader in peace as much as possible and moves the
writer toward him” (Schleiermacher 49). These approaches are distinct, but not completely
Peter Brown offers a reasonable justification for such a decision in his translation of Terence (a similar playwright
to Plautus in many respects): “Like all ancient dramatists, he wrote in verse; but I have not translated him into verse,
because I am not a poet and I think I can do him greater justice in prose… In general we believe that the music was
regarded as subordinate to the text; it was the words and actions, rather than the tunes, that the audience
remembered” (Brown xxiii).
2
The authors discussed in this section are focused on translation theory and refer exclusively to translations, but
their ideas remain applicable to the process of adaptation as well.
1
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hierarchical. While Schleiermacher is often considered to be the first proponent of foreignizing
translation—an idea his essay theorizes but does not explicitly label—he in fact acknowledges
advantages and disadvantages to both and explores each stance in significant depth. He is, above
all, firm in the position that the two are mutually exclusive, suggesting that “any attempt to
combine them” would be “certain to produce a highly unreliable result and to carry with it the
danger that writer and reader might miss each other completely” (ibid.). The correct choice, then,
would ultimately have to be informed by the mediator’s own goals in bringing the author and
audience together.
For Venuti, looking back at this 1813 framework from the very different academic
context of the 1990s, the act of translation appears more politically charged, and he forms
stronger value judgments on these two methods as a result. A foreignizing translation, by
Venuti’s account, makes an audience actively aware of the alien nature of the source; it honors
social differences and avoids “an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target-language
cultural values,” with the effect of “sending the reader abroad” as opposed to “bringing the
author back home” (Venuti 15). While foreignization is focused on signifying “the differences of
the foreign text,” it—perhaps counterintuitively—hinges on “the cultural codes that prevail in the
translating language” and can only exist by disrupting these conventions (ibid.). In the context of
postcolonialism and cultural imperialism, Venuti advocates for such a methodology as “a
strategic cultural intervention in the current state of world affairs,” casting domesticizing
translation aside as a tool of ethnocentric violence (ibid. 16).
While this is undoubtedly true when considering English-language translations of texts in
the context of modern geopolitics—and especially when confronting translations of texts from
cultures that have historically faced racism or erasure in the West—it was precisely these same
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considerations that led me to the opposite conclusion for my project: that it was necessary to
challenge the cultural primacy of the ancient original by refusing to perpetuate its dated social
norms, which Amy Richlin goes so far as to call “untranslatable” (quoted Moodie 11). The
“violence” of domesticizing translation (or adaptation) was more the point, a key tool in
presenting a world that is as acceptably “normal” to a contemporary viewer as the original’s was
to an ancient audience. Engaging with older works often becomes a labor for modern audiences,
who are forced to struggle with vocabulary, mores, and dramatic or literary conventions that are
alien to them; why not invert this and try leaving the reader in peace, as Schleiermacher would
say? As Moodie points out, such a technique is particularly well suited to a comedic work, given
that humor is generated through proximity: “An accurate, literal translation of Roman comedy
may demonstrate knowledge of Latin grammar and vocabulary without affecting its audience as
the Latin version did in Republican Rome—that is, it will not be very comical” (ibid.).
Approaching the text with inductive authenticity in mind would require viewing the original
Latin of the Menaechmi “not as a rigid text but as a flexible script” (ibid. 12). In other words, a
less faithful approach to the syntax might allow for a more faithful approach to the play’s
intended impact and resonance.
If this was to be my approach, then it was important that I do so consciously and
transparently so that I might avoid the sort of “corrupt” translation practice described by Abé
Mark Nornes while considering practices for subtitling foreign-language films. Nornes observes
that a translator often “pretends to move toward the foreign, dwell there, and bring its wonders to
the waiting crowds,” but he suggests that today’s many rules and standards “designed to
guarantee a translation’s quality” can have the opposite effect (Nornes 463). Ironically, the result
is often the domesticization of the text by “conform[ing] the foreign to the framework of the
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target language and its cultural codes” (ibid.). He calls the resulting translations “impoverished,”
and faults these subtitlers who “claim to bring their readers/spectators to a pleasurable
experience of the foreign, but in fact… keep audiences ignorant of the conspiracy and the riches
that remain hidden” (ibid.). Taking this rejoinder to heart, I wanted to avoid such deceit in part
by conspicuously embracing the domestic as well as by emphasizing transparency in my
supplemental discussion.
As I worked, slaves became semi-liberated compatriots and assistants, and prostitution
was supplanted by a different sort of transactional relationship. I often had to navigate changed
attitudes towards gender, recognizing that—while sexism could not be excised from the play
completely, and in some cases offered fruitful opportunities for satire—audiences today would
not respond as Plautus’s did to casual sexism toward Erotium and the main character’s wife
(unnamed in the original and named Marina here in a subtle nod to her original designation as
the matrona stock role). Even things as simple as a passing reference in the prologue to the
second Menaechmus being raised by his grandfather had to be scrutinized, since the boy passed
to his grandfather in the context of a patriarchal society where a widowed mother could not have
primary responsibility for raising her child. For that reason, I switched out the grandfather for a
mother who was not mentioned in the original—arguably a means of simplifying the plot, but
also potentially seen as a greater act of aggression toward the original language. Other causes for
similar interventions were new understandings of health and medicine (as when Sosicles/Isaac
feigns madness, for instance) or different attitudes toward sex and sexuality (relevant, for
example, to several references to men engaged in feminine behavior that could be seen as sexist
or homophobic). Even theatrical conventions have changed—the prologue and final scene, in
particular, test the limits of what audiences might accept in terms of heavy-handed exposition
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and plot contrivances. As I made all these adjustments, the play itself morphed from a Roman
street scene into a contemporary farce.
Las Vegas quickly came to mind as a setting uniquely identified with farcical and
acceptably bawdy mayhem in the American cultural consciousness. Much of the play’s content
felt as though it could be recreated with relative ease in a space where entertainment and
mischief seem to reign, but under the actual control of big businesses that lurk in the background,
ready to intervene as soon as their own interests are threatened. The final decision to re-set the
play goes deeper, shaped by a desire to engage with some of Plautus’s underlying thematic
concerns. As a playwright, Plautus is perpetually metatheatrically aware, and the prologue to the
Menaechmi in particular nods toward the play—or any play, for that matter—as a place that
audiences “visit.” Vegas, too, is a destination for vastly more people than it is a home, and it is a
theatrical destination at that, from the lights and elaborate scenery of the Strip to the lavish
shows that grace its stages. The decision to set the prologue at the airport, a literal point of entry
and a liminal and transitory space, recognizes the remove between the introduction and the rest
of the play, while also helping to balance out the overwhelming (but necessary) amount of
exposition that starts the performance.
Once we arrive at the Epidamnus—a resort envisioned in the vein of Caesar’s Palace but
named after the original city in which the Menaechmi is set—the Roman streetscape is replaced
for the rest of the play by a casino floor. The space is quite deliberately a recognizably modern
one that has been constructed as an explicit imitation of the past. Doubling is a central theme in
the play, not just in the overt importance of the brothers’ twin-ness but registering more subtly as
well. Menaechmus’s name, as De Melo explains, “is cleverly chosen: in the fourth century there
was a Syracusan mathematician of the same name, who solved the problem of the duplication of
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the cube; and ‘duplication problems’ are at the heart of this comedy” (De Melo 419). Further,
Plautus is always inclined towards innuendos and double entendres, ensuring that double
meanings are a key pillar of his humor throughout the play, a topic to which I will return
momentarily. I was intrigued, then, by the idea of a setting that is also, in and of itself, a kind of
double for the work’s original cultural context—and sometimes quite an imperfect and
inauthentic one, no less, thanks to the generous liberties taken in its construction (not unlike in
my own version of the play).
Yet despite these significant modifications in the setting and underlying context of the
work, I would still argue that my language and choices remain grounded in Plautus’s original
text, even if in subtler ways that exceed the allowances given to translation. I have largely
attempted to recreate the script on a line-for-line basis (the correspondence is sufficiently direct
for nearly all the play that I could continue to number my lines to indicate the exact line of
Plautus’s text that a new line reinterprets), though not with literal word-for-word accuracy.
Rather, I have attempted to distill each line into several components: the core meaning; the
presence of linguistic devices such as alliteration or anaphora; and any intended jokes, wordplay,
or other references. I have then endeavored to create a new version of the text—contemporized
but still theatrical and presentational, rather than naturalistic—that resituates the meaning within
the updated context while preserving as many of the literary “accoutrements” as possible and
finding analogous sources of humor through modern cultural references and linguistic norms.
In some cases, jokes could not be recreated on a one-to-one basis (not every instance of
wordplay, for example, can be reproduced in another language). I kept track of such
metaphorical debts and repaid them elsewhere, where the opportunity presented itself, by
injecting several of my own innovations—what Dryden would call imitations—that seemed to
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follow precedents of Plautine humor. Again, I considered my first and foremost goal to be
creating playable moments that would resonate in a humorous way with today’s audiences. Such
an objective made some degree of re-authorship necessary, emphasizing literary concerns over
linguistic similarity and recalling Michael Riffaterre’s suggestion of the key difference between
literary and non-literary translation: “The latter translates what is in the text, whereas the former
must translate what the text only implies” (Riffaterre 217). Taking the implied to be not just
subtext but an intended effect and mood, I looked beyond what the text literally said and strove
to allow a modern audience access to these “implied” features. I used my understanding of
Plautus’s approach to comedy as a foundation for my own inventions where I felt such
interventions, despite their presence in that contested space between adaptation and translation,
could nonetheless be justified.

Plautus’s Language of Accumulation and Excess
All this begs the question, of course, of what exactly “Plautine humor” comprises, which
was another important point of orientation for this undertaking and is worthy of some extended
discussion here. 3 To understand how best to approach Plautus as an adapter, it was helpful to
first consider his own position as such. While the source texts remain elusive, it is believed that
every Roman comedy is based on a work from Greek New Comedy (in many cases by
Menander) that outlined a similar plot. It is all but certain, though, that the modifications of the
Roman playwrights were extensive, reflecting the different cultural values of their own time, a
greater reliance on a stock character system, and an approach to language that was, especially in
the case of Plautus, wholly novel. M. M. Willcock describes the distinction between Greek and
Portions of this section are adapted from a presentation I gave in Mira Felner’s graduate play analysis course in
February 2020.

3
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Latin as “chalk from cheese,” explaining “Attic Greek was elegant, accurate, clear, a perfect
means of communication; Plautine Latin is vigorous, inventive, takes pleasure in sound effects…
puns, words themselves” (Willcock 8). This unique flavor of Latin, George E. Duckworth
observes, is:
…both the delight of the reader and the despair of the translator. Highly colloquial in its
nature, it is swift-moving, yet copious to the point of verbosity. Colorful and imaginative
in its use of metaphor, it is rich in comic formations and characterized by alliteration and
assonance. (Duckworth 331)
This list of strategies gestures towards Plautus’s overall strategy to create comedy through
accumulation, often to excessive lengths, through sounds, as with his extensive use of alliteration
and assonance; through words, seen in his reliance on devices of repetition like anaphora; of
meanings, demonstrated by his tendency toward puns and exploitation of words’ multiple
definitions; and even through characters, since the plot of the Menaechmi hinges on the fact that
there are two, and too many, Menaechmuses.
The repetition of sounds is highly common throughout Plautus, with alliteration,
assonance, and consonance used throughout the Menaechmi. Even in the first sentence of the
prologue, this rhythmic tool is readily visible: “Salutem primum iam a principio propitiam / mihi
atque uobis, spectatores, nuntio” (Men. 1–2). 4 The first line emphasizes p and m sounds, while s
and t are more prominent in the second. By its nature, Latin, with fixed endings based on
declensions and conjugations, tends to surface particular sounds. The m sounds, for example, are
often part of noun endings in the first line, and s sounds are also common in noun and verb
endings. But it is clear that Plautus is nonetheless choosing his words deliberately, even within
the framework of the language, to create a rhythmic sense of repetition.

“First and foremost I announce that Salus is well-disposed toward myself and you, spectators.” Menaechmi text
and translations in this introduction are those from Wolfgang De Melo’s 2011 Loeb Classical Library edition.
4
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We can take as a point of contrast, for instance, his approach to the much shorter
prologue of Pseudolus, quoted in its entirety: “Exporgi melliust lumbos atque exsurgier: /
Plautina longa fabula in scaenam venit” (Pseu. 1–2). 5 The alliterating ex- prefix symmetrically
frames the first line, while the second uses the singsong assonance of the -a ending to playfully
emphasize and heighten the author’s self-mockery. This comparison reveals how the author
could still use diction to control what sounds repeated, even despite the linguistic tendency of
certain ones to recur more frequently.
Returning to the Menaechmi prologue with this in mind, we can note a difference
between the dominant sounds in each line. The first line’s p and m come from the very front of
the mouth, formed in the lips; the forceful p in particular announces itself, fitting for a longer,
more declamatory prologue. The s and t sounds in the second line—formed between the front of
the tongue and the back of the teeth—offer a bit of linguistic contrast while continuing the trend
of consonance. Employing sonic repetition immediately, in a way it would not typically be used
in other genres, tonally prepares the audience for the comedy they are about to watch. It is for
this reason that I tried to be particularly attentive to the presence of this device early in the play,
in some cases ending up with language that is arguably more awkward in order to recreate this
sense of repetition. As the play continues and the plot becomes faster moving and more complex,
my focus shifted toward an increased emphasis on narrative clarity, although I still sought to
incorporate sonic play where I could.
Not only does the repetition of sounds within words occur throughout the play, but
Plautus also makes use of a separate set of literary devices wherein entire words and phrases
repeat, including anaphora (the precise repetition of a word/phrase at the beginning of a line) and

5

“You’d better stand and stretch your loins: a long play by Plautus is coming on stage.” Translation is my own.
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epistrophe (its opposite, repeating at the end of a line), polyptoton (the repetition of a word in a
slightly different form such as a cognate), and antanaclasis (where a word repeats with a different
intended meaning). These can appear in combination, as when Sosicles employs various forms of
the adjective mala in his first confused encounter with Peniculus: “Adulescens, quaeso, quid tibi
mecum est rei / qui mi male dicas homini hic ignoto insciens? / An tibi malam rem uis pro male
dictis dari?” (Men. 494–6). 6 Plautus uses the word in both adverbial and adjectival forms and
relies on slightly differing senses of the meaning: Because Peniculus speaks to Sosicles wickedly
(male), he can expect an unlucky thing (malam rem) to happen to him in return. For an audience
fluent in Latin, it would be easy to discern the nuances of each usage and find delight in a subtle
but meaningful redeployment of the same root word—the antanaclasis—with the changing of the
form—the polyptoton—drawing an underline for emphasis. While these do not always translate
smoothly, I have done my best to recognize and approximate them to the extent possible, or to
insert additional instances where I was so inspired to make up for others that I was unable to
adequately recreate.
Meanwhile, the echo of a word repeated verbatim can be used to further a sense of
mayhem, as seen in the confrontation between Menaechmus, his wife, and Peniculus (acting as
the parasite stock role) in scene IV.2. The fast-paced, chaotic discussion features several
instances in which a word or phrase is thrown around until it practically sounds nonsensical. One
example is the accusation involving the theft of the matrona’s mantle (palla):
MEN Quid negoti est?
MAT
Pallam—
MEN
Pallam?
MAT
Quidam pallam—
PEN
Quid paues?
“Young man, please, what business have you with me? You’re giving me hard words, without knowing me, a man
unknown here. Or do you want to get a hard time for hard words?” De Melo’s use of “hard” for mala is a fairly
gentle translation; the word is typically taken to mean something more like “wicked” or “ugly.”

6
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MEN Nil equidem paueo.
PEN
Nisi unum; palla pallorem incutit. (Men. 609–10) 7
As the decorum of the conversation deteriorates and the parasite injects himself into the business
of the husband and wife, the rigid repetition of pallam starts to decay into similar sounding
words such as paues (fear) and pallorem (pallor). But when the matrona regains control of the
conversation and exclaims how wretched she is, her wording is resolutely consistent:
MEN
MAT
MEN
MAT
MEN
MAT
MEN
MAT
MEN
MAT

… Eloquere. Impune non erit.

Nugas agis.
Tristis admodum es. Non mi istuc satis placet.
Nugas agis.
Certe familiarium aliquoi irata es.
Nugas agis.
Num mihi es irata saltem?
Nunc tu non nugas agis.
Non edepol deliqui quicquam.
Em rursum nunc nugas agis. (Men. 621–5) 8

Here, Plautus carefully works around the comedic rule of threes, repeating nugas agis (“you’re
delivering garbage”) as the matron’s entire line three times, allowing a fourth instance to suggest
the opposite, and then doubling down on the original meaning with the fifth. The rule of threes is
predicated on the important role of patterns in comedy, and the epistrophe here emphasizes the
patterning of the exchange. Using a phrase with absolutely no changes, unlike in the previous
exchange that morphs when Peniculus speaks, Plautus underscores the matrona’s clarity about
her husband’s wrongdoing and lack of interest in any easy reconciliation. Meanwhile, the use of
repetition in both exchanges, much like in Abbott and Costello’s “Who’s on First” routine,

“What’s the matter?” “The mantle—” “The mantle?” “The mantle, someone—” “What are you afraid of?” “I’m
not afraid of anything.” “Except for one thing; the mantle is dismantling your confidence.”
8
“Tell me [why you’re so wretched]. It won’t go unpunished.” “You’re talking rubbish.” “You’re in quite a bad
mood. I’m not happy about it.” “You’re talking rubbish.” “You’re definitely angry with one of the slaves.” “You’re
talking rubbish.” “Surely at any rate you can’t be angry with me?” “Now you’re not talking rubbish.” “I haven’t
done anything wrong.” “There, now you’re talking rubbish again.”
7
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serves to create or heighten a general sense of confusion and to exploit the misunderstandings
between characters.
Another similarity between “Who’s on First” and Plautine style is a reliance on double
meanings, puns, and the potential for misconstruing a speaker’s intent, especially with names. As
already mentioned, double meanings are apt sources of humor for a play that is about twins and
takes the notion of doubling as a central concern. In addition to the reference to the
mathematician embedded in the Menaechmuses’ shared name, the first scene begins by
exploiting the double meaning of Peniculus’s name as he introduces himself: “Iuuentus nomen
fecit Peniculo mihi, / ideo quia . . . mensam quando edo detergeo” (Men. 77–8). 9 Peniculus, as
with many parasite characters in Roman comedy, has a crude nickname—in this case, the
diminutive ending -culus is attached to penis. A diminutive suffix can always be used simply to
indicate size, but in this context, it is likely that attaching it to such an anatomical term would
add an element of ridicule as well. A seemingly literal translation as “little penis” would fail to
capture that edge; “the little prick” is more apt.
The question immediately presented, then: Does Peniculus bear this nickname because he
is anatomically lacking, or is his personality so abhorrent he has been earned such a crass title?
Apparently neither, we find out, when Plautus draws on the other—notably different—definition
of peniculus, “brush.” The new meaning surprises the audience while also serving the parasite’s
role, dictated by tropes, to consume in excess. The double meaning is exploited later in the play,
as well, when Sosicles and Messenio encounter their first Epidamnian, the cook Cylindrus:
SOS Quem tu parasitum quaeris, adulescens, meum?
CYL Peniculum.
MES
Eccum in uidulo saluom fero. (Men. 285–6) 10
“The youngsters have given me the name ‘Peniculus, the Brush’ because . . . when I eat I wipe the table clean.”
“What hanger-on of mine are you looking for, young man?” “The brush.” “(Producing a brush) Look, I have it
safe and sound in my traveling bag.”
9

10
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The initial confusion of Sosicles for Menaechmus is thus heightened not only by the plot
machination of mistaken identities but also by the literal mistaken meanings of words, opening
up an additional opportunity for physical prop comedy, all of which I have attempted to capture
in my own approach, using the “little prick” translation to similar ends (explained further in the
notes on the play).
Other examples of wordplay appear throughout the Menaechmi, including the punning of
the setting of Epidamnus with the noun damnum (damnation or ruin, usually of a financial
nature), as Messenio explains that “Propterea huic urbi nomen Epidamno inditum est, quia nemo
ferme huc sine damno deuortitur” (Men. 263–4). 11 In this case, the close nature of the English
derivative makes the translation of the joke rather simple. In scene V.5, on the other hand,
Menaechmus refers to Peniculus as “meus Vlixes, suo qui regi tantum conciuit mali” (Men.
902), 12 an “allusion taking its point of departure from the double meaning of rex: ‘king’ and
‘patron of a hanger-on’” (De Melo 519). The usage is, therefore, technically apt in describing
Menaechmus’s relationship with the parasite, yet would nonetheless read as an amusing
exaggeration, especially as he compares his situation to the mythological past, positioning
himself as Agamemnon being persuaded by Odysseus to sacrifice his daughter. Given that the
gag is already somewhat convoluted and dependent on meanings that are not as adjacent to
English vocabulary, the additional challenge of updating the mythological reference in play here
makes this one of the more challenging sections to translate faithfully to the original sense.

“This city is called Epidamnus because practically nobody puts up here without being damnified.” De Melo’s
translation takes liberties with the grammar, recasting damno as an adjective; more literally, treating it as an ablative
noun, sine damno deuortitur translates as “without having been diverted by damnation.”
12
“This Ulysses of mine, who stirred up so much trouble for his king.”
11
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Some wordplay is altogether elusive to modern ears, such as when Sosicles tells the cook
Cylindrus that he can go to hell, “si tu Cylindrus seu Coriendrus” (Men. 295). 13 A joke is clearly
intended here, but translators have struggled to comprehend it. Acknowledging the uncertainty
around the passage, Michael Fontaine suggests that the names are constructed via a complex
string of transformations by which Plautus Latinizes Greek words to create what linguists have
termed a “Cranberry morpheme.” 14 “To Latin ears familiar with some Greek,” he explains, “the
name Κύδενδρος [Cydindrus] sounds like a compound of -δενδρον [-dindron] whose first
morpheme, like cran- or mul- or rasp-, cannot be figured out” (Fontaine 825). Such bilingual
humor—playing with how a Latin-speaking audience would hear Greek words forced to sound
like Latin—speaks to Plautus’s facility with language and linguistic play, and offers a sense of
the extent to which meaning could be layered in ways both overt and subtle.
This survey, cursory as it is, starts to shine a light on the strategies used by Plautus to
create a comedy of excess through language, and points to the unavoidable reality that in any
reinterpretation of the text—from the loosest adaptation to the most faithful of translations—
some of the brilliance of Plautine Latin will inevitably be lost. Nonetheless, I carried this notion
of excess in mind and took it as a foundational charge and challenge in my own project.
Willcock describes Plautus’s intended effect as “a new kind of enthusiasm, with constant verbal
jokes, often unrelated to, or even inconsistent with, the dramatic situation” and notes that while
he was, on one level, operating as a translator of Greek originals, his own liberty with the text is
sufficiently marked that “it is a reasonable assumption that the verbal jokes are Plautine addition
to an original which kept closer to ‘life’” (Willcock 8). A key word in Willcock’s observation is

“Whether you’re Cylindrus or Coriendrus.”
“Everyone knows what a berry is and can figure out immediately what a blackberry or a blueberry is, but what is a
‘cran’, or a ‘mul’ or a ‘rasp’? Nothing obvious… even to highly educated English speakers” (Fontaine 825).
13
14
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“constant.” Whether creating a uniquely playful rhythm through echoes and repetition, or
exploiting confusion resulting from multiple meanings and wordplay, Plautus is relentless, never
hesitating to add more. His approaches to language and tone are overwhelming by design,
textually heightening the absurdly complex scenarios and misunderstandings that form the
backbone of the genre. It is noteworthy that Plautus himself was taking liberties with his source
texts precisely so that the plays would resonate more deeply with his own audiences, which
offers almost tacit permission for my approach that aims to achieve a similar effect.
This process of transladaptation here, like the many takes on this play that have preceded
it, is hardly scientific and hugely subjective, so I have considered it the least I can do to ground
every liberty taken in some kind of logic, debatable though that logic may be, and with some
specific outcome in mind. It is my hope that illuminating this underlying reasoning provides a
reader with the opportunity and necessary detail to join me in this contested space and critically
consider my own choices alongside possible alternatives. Translation is often considered to be a
process best left unseen, with authorial intervention a covert operation; Venuti even titles his
seminal text on the history of translation theory The Translator’s Invisibility. Adaptation may
take on a more visible guise through its liberties, but more faithful decisions can easily be
overlooked. Through my approach here, I hope not only to offer a Menaechmi for the modern
era, but to render the process of engagement with the text—whatever terminology one may or
may not wish to apply to it—as something more tangible, palpable, and transparent. Viva Las
Plautus!
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TWO, PAIR
(A Modern Menaechmi)
Cast
Shuttle driver, delivers the prologue [can be double-cast with Manny’s father-in-law in later acts]
(Nameless in the original text, simply indicated as “prologus”)
Prick, an employee at Manny’s casino
(Named Peniculus in the original text)
Manny, owner of the Epidamnus Hotel and Casino
(Named Menaechmus in the original text)
Erotium, a resident burlesque performer at the Epidamnus
(Also named Erotium in the original text)
Celia, a member of Erotium’s entourage [can be double-cast with Manny’s wife in later acts]
(Nameless in the original text, indicated as “ancilla” [slave girl])
Cyril, Erotium’s assistant [can be double-cast with the doctor in later acts]
(Named Cylindrus in the original text)
Isaac, Manny’s long-lost brother; also goes by Manny
(Named Sosicles in the original text, and also referred to as Menaechmus)
Sonny, Isaac’s friend and traveling companion
(Named Messenio in the original text)
Marina, Manny’s wife [played by Celia from earlier acts]
(Nameless in the original text, indicated as “matrona” [wife])
Mr. Senior, Marina’s father [played by shuttle driver from prologue]
(Nameless in the original text, indicated as “senex” [old man])
Doctor [played by Cyril from earlier acts]
(Nameless in the original text, indicated as “medicus” [doctor])
Two security guards at the Epidamnus
(Nameless in the original text, indicated as “lorarii” [floggers])
Setting
Las Vegas, sometime around now
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Note on Character Names
Characters’ names have been updated along with the rest of the play, and several unnamed
characters have been given names in this version. (The one exception is Erotium, whose status as
a performer made it possible for her to have a more unusual moniker in the new context and thus
retained her original name.) Most of the new names were chosen to have some sonic
resemblance to the original, and while it would be inaccurate to characterize them as Anglicized
versions of the older names, the idea is to create a similar effect by including some of the same
letters and sounds. Prick and Mr. Senior, meanwhile, have names that were chosen to set up
specific jokes within the play.

In the text notes, I distinguish between references to the characters in the Latin text and those in
the new version by using their original names to refer to the former and the new names to
indicate the latter.
The text notes also make frequent reference to the original Latin text, which can be found for
reference in the appendix following the script (starting on page 127).
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THE SUBJECT
The parents of twins split up,
With the twins’ own separation following soon after.
Over the years, one sought the other,
Passing from place to place in pursuit,
Arriving, finally, where his answer awaits.
In a confusing twist, identities need to be interrogated.
Revealing, finally, a chance for the rarest of reunions.
Note:
1. It is common for the text of Plautus’s plays to open with an acrostic plot summary,
although whether this text is original is uncertain, especially because it is unlikely these
lines would have been performed. Either way, the device presents a challenge between a
literal translation and one that honors the linguistic play afoot. In this instance, I forsook
the original language in favor of a rewrite that primarily honored the hallmark feature of
this section—the acrostic. For fun, and in the general spirit of Plautine wordplay, I
imposed the further constraint of trying to repeat the initial letter as many times within a
line as possible while still clearly presenting the story arc.
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PROLOGUE
McCarran International Airport just outside Las Vegas. A shuttle van from the Epidamnus Hotel
and Casino (think the aesthetic and branding of Caesar’s Palace) pulls up and the DRIVER gets
out, approaching some bags piled to the side. He takes in and addresses the audience.
DRIVER. Well hello there, welcome to you all. Wow, what a crowd.
I like these vibes! Very… vibrant, even vital.
You’ve come in to see Plautus—well, [opens the trunk] here he is!
All this, I mean [gestures around the stage], I’m not him, he’s not, you know, here in my hand.
But this, [gestures towards mouth and speaks self-consciously] from my tongue. [Pause]
Hope you’re loving it so far. [Clears throat; speech becomes steadier and more confident]
So listen up, as I set the stage.
(5)
I’ll try to keep it concise, okay?
Here’s what writers do in ‘ye olde comedies’:
They’ll make everything seem foreign, have you think, “It’s Greek to me!”
Now I’m not a writer, I’m not making anything up.
What I say has happened here, it happened here—full stop.
(10)
Truly, too, this topic has a little Grecian flair,
It comes by way of Italy, specifically from Sicily,
[He trips over this last phrase, pauses, repeats “specifically from Sicily” several times as if a
tongue twister. After a moment, laughs.]
Can you imagine? If I talked like that?1
[The following while loading bags into the trunk, though frequently getting lost in storytelling]
That was the preamble, this is a summary.
Now I’m going to explain the plot to you,
And I’m not going to be stingy or withholding, no—here’s the whole shebang.
(15)
And it’s a lot! [Pause for emphasis] But I’m going to explain it all because [an earnest pause]
I’m a good person… [with an edge] at least in terms of this.
There was an older businessman who lived all the way in Syracuse… New York,
To whom two twin sons were born.
These boys looked so similar that their own mother—
The very woman who gave birth to them, the same woman who nursed them— (20)
Even she couldn’t tell them apart.
Or that’s what they say, anyway—the people who saw the boys.
I wasn’t there, if you were wondering.
Anyway, when the boys turned seven, their mother sent the father packing. A nasty breakup, I
hear. Don’t ask what he did, though, it’s none of my business.
In any event, he sent off all his stuff in a sizeable ship…ping truck.
(25)
And, with one twin by his side, set sail for Tarentum… Pennsylvania. [As a side thought] (It’s
just northeast of Pittsburgh.)
The other twin remained home with his mother, made an only child by bitter divorce.
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And don’t get all excited, this isn’t a Parent Trap. Honestly, it’s pretty sad.
When they got to Tarentum, there happened to be a festival,
a great gathering to which many souls had come,
(30)
during which the boy became separated from his father.
He was found by the proprietor of one Epidamnus… Hotel and Casino, who asked the child
where his parents were, only to be told he had none (don’t blame the boy—like I said, the
divorce was a brutal business).
And so it happened that the man took Twin One back home with him to the Epidamnus.
This did not turn out particularly positively, as you might perhaps perceive, for the boy’s pap,
who, adding this to his already-significant marital melancholy, simply gave up. (35)
[Makes some sort of solemn gesture – hat over heart, a sign of the cross, pours out some of a
drink, etc.]
He died in Tarentum shortly thereafter.
Back in Syracuse, the sad news arrived
of a boy lost, and a father deceased.
And though we can’t say that mom was too broken up about the latter, the former left her utterly
distraught.2
Absentminded from anguish, she would call her son by the name of his brother,
(40)
while he, unsure of what to do, eventually just stopped correcting her.
And so Isaac—Twin Two, who never left home—
became Manny, same as his brother,
and after their mother Manuela, too.
It’s simple for me to remember their names, for one simple reason:
(45)
she owes me some money. [Shrugs.]
So don’t get confused, just listen close:
Yes, both of these twin brothers have the same name.
[Shuts the now-loaded trunk, moves towards the driver’s seat.]
Now, let’s get back to Epidamnus—that’s why you’re here—
so that I might share exactly what’s happened.
(50)
By the way, if any one of you should have any sort of business you may want to have taken care
of at Epidamnus,
you can ask, don’t be afraid to be demanding!
I’m here to serve, just as long as you front me the funds to get the job done.
[Suddenly menacing] It’d be a bad idea if you didn’t give me the money in advance.
The only idea that’s even worse is [drawing out the sinister tone, and then breaking]… if you did
give me the money in advance. [Laughs, then with concern:] (55)
Anyhow, I’ve lost the point; should we try to find it?
[He starts driving.]
OK, now that man, Mr. Epidamnus I was talking about before?
Who, however inadvertently, flew the coop with Twin One of Two?
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He was [feigning sympathy] poor in children, but [now jealously] rich in, well, everything else.
With no problem providing, he signed some papers and suddenly found himself a father. (60)
He treated the boy as his own son, sharing with him all the same comforts he had enjoyed in
life—a nice home, good food, a socially desirable marriage to an outrageously wealthy wife.
And he made the boy his heir when he died, for not even his money could save him
from a bizarre hiking accident. It doesn’t rain here often, but when it does… [gives some nonverbal indication of scale—a whistle, splash noise, pantomime, etc.]
He made the mistake of crossing a river outside of town while it was swollen and strengthened
from the deluge.
The water yanked him away—not all that different, when you think about it, from how he took
that boy those many years ago—
(65)
and carried him off to a rather undignified undoing.
Leaving his dear adopted son poor in fathers, but rich in everything else.
[Hits this last line with the same emphasis as the similar line above, with a beat after as if to say
“See what I did there?”]
We’re just about here—that [points off SR] is where this stolen twin now lives, mostly
indifferent to his past.
Not so for the the other twin, though—the one who was kept in Syracuse?
He’s here, if you’d believe it. Today! He came in a little before you, him and his pal.
Hoping to have a chance to bother his brother.

(70)

[Stops, gets out of the van, gestures around again.]
So here we are at Epidamnus, this is where you’ll be, as long as this is the play you want.
Play somewhere else, the scenery will be different.
It’s like how actors change their parts, you can find everyone here.
[“Acting” out each of the roles] Look, there’s a pimp, there a kid, there an old geezer, (75)
Someone who’s poor, someone who’s woefully poor, someone who lives like a king, someone
who lives off kings, someone who [emphasizing this last one] somehow seems to know
everything that’s going on?
That sounds convenient.3
[DRIVER winks and exits.]
Notes:
1. The sing-song prologue broken by “Can you imagine if I talked like that?”
a. This is intended to set a precedent for a balance between a more realistic manner
of speech and a more presentational one, which recurs intermittently.
b. Plautus often uses playful metatheatricality in a self-deprecating manner. The
addition of the line “Can you imagine if I talked like that,” while using language
not included in the Latin, serves the intent of the original language in a way that
will read more clearly to a modern audience.
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2. The parents’ divorce/the boys’ separation
a. I used unusually liberal modifications throughout this section in order to create a
more modern setup, while still acknowledging and recreating the degree of
absurdity in the original premise. While it would be possible to create something
simpler (the parents split up and the kids fell out of touch), I tried to preserve as
many of the original plot points as possible while avoiding what would be
considered an outright criminal abduction today. The young Manny’s
participation in creating the confusion by claiming he has no parents is fabricated
to this end.
b. A pattern of using the original language with a modern tack-on (for instance,
while referring to place names), self-consciously calls attention to how the
material has been tweaked while paying homage to the original.
c. I removed a superfluous grandfather character, who in the context of ancient
patriarchal society was considered next-of-kin over the remaining boy’s mother,
acknowledging that today the mother could simply serve as her own son’s
guardian.
3. Placement of lines 72–76
a. There is some debate where these should be placed (De Melo moves them to
between lines 10 and 11, following A. S. Gratwick’s Cambridge edition of the
text). I decided to leave them in this same spot, even if it is possibly a corruption,
as I preferred the opportunity to end the prologue with this transition out of the
exposition.
b. The final line “That sounds convenient” is an embellishment with no specific
anchor in the original text, but this serves the spirit of the original by acting as
another metatheatrical gesture that acknowledges the prologue’s heavy-handed
and improbable didacticism.
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ACT I
Scene I.1
The shuttle from the prologue is removed, as the Epidamnus’s guests and employees throng the
stage. Attire is a mix of modern and what-modern-people-think-ancient-people-looked-like—
cocktail servers in tunics, uniformed workers wearing laurels, bachelorette party guests with
tridents, conference attendees in business attire, a group in general vacation leisure, and so on.
As appropriate/at the director’s discretion, these bystanders come and go throughout the play.
Lights, sound, set, and/or projections evoke the overload of entering a Vegas casino. Slots, card
tables, music, etc. come and go, revealing a symmetrical stage picture featuring a classicallooking statue of a Roman soldier at center, flanked by posters for numerous shows at the
Epidamnus Theatron, including a standup comedian named Plautus, a Cirque du Soleil–style
troupe named The Eumenides, a hypnotist named Circe, and an actual quintessential Vegas act
like Celine Dion. Toward SL is a suggestive poster for “A Stripper on the Strip,” a burlesque
show starring a performer named Erotium.
At each end of the posters are Pompeiian-style paintings, one of which features Phaedra eyeing
Hippolytus, who rides atop a chariot, from behind a drape; the other depicts Leda caressing the
Swan.
In front of/near the paintings sit several empty slot machines. At far SR and SL are sets of
elevator doors going up to the residential/hotel towers.
Out of the chaos emerges PRICK, dressed in a Roman soldier costume, who poses for a photo
with a group of frat bros before they move along, finally leaving him alone on stage. He spies the
central sculpture and moves next to it, carefully mimicking the pose with staged gravitas.
PRICK. [Grandly] The kids call me “The Little Prick,” because…
[He seems to gesture towards his crotch, as if by way of explanation, but then continues moving
his hand towards a pocket, from which he removes a glucose meter. Uses the meter to test
himself, seems satisfied with the result, and continues self-importantly.] 1
Let me tell you something I’ve realized in my short but significant life:
If you were to take a prisoner and bind ’em up, no—
[This confident façade crumbles into doubt; not really satisfied, he restarts, grappling as if
improvising.]
Say, you loved someone, but they didn’t love you back, and so you… um… chained them up in
your basement?!2
(80)
Then you’d be, at least in my humble opinion, a complete idiot.
If you have someone who’s miserable, and you make more misfortune from their misfortune,
you’ll push them away—they’ll flee in a flash.
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One way or another, someone who wants out gets out.
Like that person, [with sudden censoriousness, and maybe a stern finger wag] in your basement?
Turns out they have a nail file.
(85)
Or, maybe, a jagged stone that can smash a lock. What good are those chains now?
But if you really want to keep someone close, and not have them flee in fright,
they say the best way to the heart is through the stomach.
Forget about tying a man’s legs to the bed—fasten his face to a full plate!
Lucky is the lady who’s got plenty to devour and plenty to swallow… at the dinner table.3 (90)
If you give a mouse a cookie, every single day,
I swear to god, it’ll never run off, not even as the exterminator’s setting the traps.4
Yep, it’s easy to keep someone chained in a chain that never ends—just keep adding new
sausage links.
You’ll find the chains of gastronomy pleasingly pliant:
The more you stretch them, the tighter they become.
(95)
I’m living proof! I’ve dined with Manny time and time again,
and now I’m… [looks back to the statue, then at himself] willing clay in his hands.
With him, you don’t just eat ‘well’—you learn anew the very meaning of what eating is
and emerge reborn! It’s a high not even drugs will give you.
But that’s how Manny does it—[in an official tone] “Hospitality fit for the gods,” as we say
here.
(100)
Have you been to the buffet? He likes those trays piled up
with piles SO big—[from the corner of his mouth, as if ventriloquizing a game show audience]
(How big are they?)—
SO big, you would need to climb a ladder to reach the top.
I’ve been off the last few days,
enjoying some time at home with my loved ones—
(105)
I had a whole fridge full of ’em, until I drank ’em all.
Now I’m all alone—all my roommates have moved out of the pantry and into my stomach.
So I swallow the absolutely only thing I have left, my pride, and come back to lunch, er… work.
Oh, and there he is now—Manny’s coming onto the floor!
Notes:
1. Prick and the glucose meter
a. In the Latin, Peniculus’s name is a pun off of the words for “penis” and “brush,”
but this joke fails to translate directly into English without requiring an
explanatory footnote, which makes a more literal approach inadequate for
performance.
b. I have, instead, translated “Peniculus” literally (“little prick”) and then came up
with a comparable way of infusing the seemingly obscene nickname with an
innocuous double meaning.
c. This compromise approach both honors the spirit of Plautus’s wordplay/entendre
and pays direct homage to the Latin by using a translation of the original name as
the basis for the new joke.
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2. “Chained them up in your basement”
a. The original features a discussion of taking a slave that wouldn’t register the
intended effect in a modern context, so I replaced this with a heightened crime-ofpassion scenario that ultimately plays into the same point.
3. “If you have someone who’s miserable… at the dinner table.”
a. While the Latin text refers repeatedly to homini—men—whom the listener might
be trying to imprison in this hypothetical situation, I’ve relied more on the
ungendered “them” instead of “he” throughout this section as a more modern
touch. When gender is specified, I have mixed references to men and women.
4. “Forget about tying a man’s legs… even as you’re setting the traps.”
a. The language of devouring and of bondage that is used throughout could be
argued as having sexual connotations; I added some language to overtly
acknowledge these and to make some thinly veiled innuendos along similar lines.
b. “If you give a mouse a cookie…” is a modern touchpoint; the actual lines say that
if you keep a man fully satiated, he’ll never leave even if his life depended on it.
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Scene I.2
SR elevator doors open on MANNY, dressed in a sharp suit jacket with jeans. A pair of
sunglasses are clipped to his front pocket. Everything looks expensive, but the vibe is more
Richard Branson than Rich Uncle Pennybags. We get the feeling that if we could get closer, we
would find that he reeks of cologne.
As MANNY enters, he rants into his cellphone, aggravated. This conversation has clearly been
going on for a while. PRICK doesn’t hide, but just blends into the surroundings next to the
statue, listening and giving small gestures of support throughout. MANNY doesn’t notice him,
too absorbed in his own anger.
MANNY. If you weren’t so ugly, so stupid, so impressively insane,
(110)
not only would you see what I hate about you, you’d even hate yourself too.
And let me be perfectly clear—if you try to pull this kind of crap EVER again…
If you do, then what I’ll do, is ding-dong-ditch your divorced derrière right on your daddy’s
doorstop.
Whenever I want to go out, you hold me hostage for interrogation:
[In a bitterly mocking tone] “Where are you going?” “What are you doing?” “What deals are you
mixed up in?”
(115)
What ends, what means, what external schemes.
Last I checked, I don’t need to go through passport control to leave home—
to share everything I’ve done, and am doing, and maybe might do.
And what have I done to deserve this? Nothing but spoil you! But that all changes today.
Since you’ve always been more than happy to fill your mouth with my big fat largesse1 (120)
and have been pleased to peacock around in the fancy clothes and fine jewelry I bought you,
and [intending to build to a crescendo, but realizing that he has nothing left to say and instead
petering out…] have been so well supplied… in all senses… so as not to need… nothing…
It would be wise of you to cease this insipid inclination towards examination and back off your
beleaguered beau.
[A moment of silence, both to let this sink in and also as he weighs whether or not to twist the
knife further. After a moment:]
And by the way, you can’t even spy on me right, because—
[A click, followed by a harsh tone and “If you’d like to make a call, please hang up and dial
again” message; she has hung up a while ago. MANNY growls in frustration but keeps
shouting into the phone anyway; he’s actually enjoying this and needs to finish, even if
nobody’s listening. The error tone keeps beeping and he has to shout over it.]
You don’t even know that I’ve got a date tonight! With a hot juicy tart—[making a final stand
(to nobody), he moves the phone away from his ear and in front of his face, glaring intently
at it as he shouts into it] and I DON’T mean one made from FRUIT.
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[Hangs up, starting to slam down the phone before disappointedly remembering it isn’t a
landline. As he struggles to come up with a commensurate gesture, PRICK speaks aside:]
PRICK. Aw crap, this guy thinks he’s telling off his wife, but in reality he’s speaking to me.
(125)
He never takes her out to dinner, but if he wants a hot piece of ass at his table now, what are the
odds it’s going to be mine?
[Breaks his statuesque pose as he casually tries to examine his own butt, like a dog
lackadaisically chasing its tail, ending up hidden behind the statue. MANNY doesn’t notice,
riding the high of his rage.]
MANNY. Phew! Christ almighty, this feels amazing. Not only did I finally show my wife to the
door—I opened it wide, let myself out, and slammed it right in her face!
I’m like the new posterchild for marital infidelity.
Cheaters everywhere will throw a party and present me with a lifetime achievement award, along
with their congratulations on the noble fight I have fought here today.
[He suddenly produces a dress from a pocket, wrapped tightly in a bundle unbecoming of its
quality.]
And what’s this? Oh, just one of the miss’s favorite dresses—which I stole! And which I intend
to give… [gleefully flutters to the poster for Erotium, placing his hand longingly over her
photo but without looking; it unintentionally lands right on her breast] to her!2
(130)
[He glances back, notices the ungentlemanly placement of his hand, and awkwardly slides it up
towards her face, tapping it affectionately before moving it away.]
This is the universe in balance: if she [gestures up toward his apartment] thinks she’s such a
great guard, isn’t it right that I [gestures towards himself] be a terrific thief?
My actions today are admirable, uh… [hesitates with a bit of self-awareness] honest, er
[cringes—that’s not it—then a revelatory grin]—charming, and ingeniously enacted!
The war’s not won—I’m sure to suffer when Benito Gruesome-lini finds her mantle’s missing—
but she’ll bleed more than I.3
The spoils have been liberated from our enemy, with our allies on a course for affluence!
PRICK. [Still hidden behind the statue, solicitously] Hey, you strapping young gent, that gift
wouldn’t happen to be for me? (135)
MANNY. Goddamn, did I just get entrapped?
PRICK. Far from, sir! Extrap-olate safety from my words.
MANNY. Who is this?
PRICK. [Presenting himself] Ta-da!
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MANNY. Ah! What a convenient opportunity. Hello, my friend.
PRICK. [Takes MANNY’s right hand, clasps it meaningfully] Right back atcha.
[He doesn’t let go. A moment. MANNY seems like he wants to speak, but he’s distracted by the
hand holding.]
MANNY. What are you doing?
PRICK. [With fake sentimentality] Just returning a hand to the hand that’s lifted my hand up so
many times before.
MANNY. [Delicately shaking his hand free] Well, you couldn’t have shown up at a better
moment than [emphasizing each word] this. very. moment.
PRICK. What can I say? I’m Mr. Timeliness.

(140)

MANNY. I’ve whipped up something brilliant, can I share?
PRICK. I’d love a taste—if I review the leftovers, I can tell you how to improve next time.
MANNY. [Ignoring him, wrapped up in his own fantasies. Talking about his crush reduces his
tough demeanor to a boyish bashfulness.] Tell me, have you ever looked at the mural off the
lobby where Jupiter disguises himself as the majestic eagle to snatch up his boy-toy
Ganymede? Or the one near the pool where the stunning Venus takes Adonis to be her manmeat?
PRICK. [Eyeing the painting of Phaedra] We do have a lot of these, now that you mention it…
very unsettling, sir, why do you ask?
MANNY. Look at me. [Vulnerably] There’s no reason that can’t be me, no?
PRICK. A catamite?
MANNY. [Rolling it off] A man who’s aesthetically agreeable… [Looks at PRICK with dead
seriousness, full eye contact] Tell me I’m pretty.
PRICK. [Trying to ignore the request] What’s for lunch?
MANNY. We’ll only eat if you say it back to me!
PRICK. OK. [Sigh.] You’re pretty.
MANNY. Don’t just repeat it, make it your own.
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PRICK. … and you’ve got a great personality?
MANNY. [Is he really flattered?] Go on!
PRICK. I won’t say any more until you tell me why we’re having this conversation. I’m not
trying to seduce a guy while he’s fighting with his wife.4
MANNY. I know a place where we can have a good time, without my wife getting wise, and
watch the entire day go up in flames.
PRICK. Well now we’re talking! Just tell me when to light the match. And don’t wait too long,
the day’s already more than half gone.
(155)
MANNY. The longer you talk, the more the day wastes away.
PRICK. Manny, if I had a dollar for everything I’ve said that you hadn’t asked me to say…
[Starts to wander off towards SR] I’d be a very poor man.5
MANNY. Wait, don’t go that way.
PRICK. Ok. [Pivots right back around, as naturally as a revolving door, and stops.]
MANNY. Come on, closer.
PRICK. Ok… [Scoots a bit closer, prompting a snort from MANNY.]
MANNY. Ironic—the bitch upstairs has the balls of a lion, while this man’s acting like a pussy.6
PRICK. Oh, that’s rich. Have you ever thought about becoming a spy?7

(160)

MANNY. Why do you ask?
PRICK. You haven’t stopped glancing around to make sure your wife hasn’t snuck up on us.
MANNY. So what do you say?
PRICK. Me? Say? [He has lost the train of conversation, tries to stall but gives up.] Uh, that
which is… what you wish… which is to say… yes!—if that’s what you want. [Still unable to
figure out if he’s getting it right.] But no, if that’s what you want.
MANNY. How’s your nose? [PRICK, excited, starts to pull out a bag of cocaine from a pocket,
but returns it just as quickly when he hears MANNY (who doesn’t notice) continue.] If you
were to smell something, could you guess what smell you’d been dealt?
PRICK. That was my college major.8 I wish you could have seen my thesis presentation, the
examining board was entranced.
(165)
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MANNY. Get to it, then, have a whiff of this dress I have. [Lifts the dress from the bottom,
conspicuously offering the crotch area to PRICK to smell.] What does it smell like? Why
aren’t you smelling it?
PRICK. [Delicately] A woman’s garment is best smelled… from higher up? That part there,
smell that and the nose could be… soiled with an inescapable stankiness.9
MANNY. [Rotating the dress] Then smell here, you Prick. [PRICK smells, politely trying to
contain his revulsion as he pulls back.] Are you pulling away pleasurably?
PRICK. If you say so.
MANNY. So, what? What’s the smell? Tell me!

(170)

PRICK. Deception and depravity. And dining. I’ve done my share for you, what about lunch?10
MANNY. You’ve spoken as you said you would, and I keep my promises too. Soon you’ll have
your lunch.
Now, I’ll bring this to my lady friend, our lovely Erotium here.11
And I’ll have a meal made up for me, for you, and for her.
PRICK. A standing ovation!
MANNY. And we’ll drink the whole night long, well into tomorrow.

(175)

PRICK. I’m on my tippytoes! Couldn’t have said it better myself. Shall I ring up to her, then?
MANNY. Go for it! [PRICK starts to walk over SL, but MANNY stops him, anxious again.] Or,
wait, just a second.
[He tosses the dress to PRICK and then, trying to make sure he looks as cool as possible, takes
off his sport jacket, flings it over his arm, unbuttons an extra button on his shirt, and makes
any other adjustments. As he fumbles, PRICK grows restless.]
PRICK. You’ve punted so many times, the ball’s bounced into the next stadium over.
MANNY. You have to do this casually, gently.
PRICK. What, you’re afraid the elevator will shatter?12
MANNY. Just wait a second, jeez! Ah, ah—look, she’s coming out. Oh mama, see how brightly
her body shines? That’s why you can’t see the sun in here—she’s blotted it out.
(180/1)
PRICK. [Glancing around] Where would it even come in, this place has no windo—13
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Notes:
1. “Big fat largesse”
a. This is reworded to approximate a sense of a sexual double (or even triple)
meaning in the Latin, where the word “penum” could translate as a form of penus
(food/provisions), penis (exactly what it sounds like), and even pena
(punishment).
b. While the usage is contextually made clear to be the accusative of penus, it seems
likely that an audience would be expected to hear the resonance with the other
terms and find a humorous reference to Menaechmus’s struggle for sexual
domination. This approach is supported by James Adams’s definitive work on The
Latin Sexual Vocabulary (1982), arguing that Plautus avoids lexical obscenity
altogether in favor of double entendre (Adams 219) but that “most of [his]
punning allusions to the sexual organs concern the penis” (ibid. 77).
c. I also removed a reference to the wife being well served by slave women
(ancillas).
2. Erotium
a. As with slaves, Plautus’s references to sex workers register quite differently today
and carry a significantly modified charge; thus, I have recast Erotium as a
burlesque performer at the casino rather than her original role as a prostitute (who
a modern audience would not expect to see operating so publicly or with such a
large staff).
b. Her adjusted profession is chosen to preserve the transactional relationship
between her and Manny and the openly sexual nature of her work and persona.
3. “Benito Gruesome-lini”
a. This line is awkward to translate literally; there seems to be some kind of
wordplay going on with meo malo a mala. I decided to invent a more
contemporary wordplay picking up on the militaristic overtones of the next line.
b. The emphasis on alliteration in the original line is preserved in several pairings:
war/won, sure/suffer, mantle/missing.
4. “Seduce a man who’s fighting with his wife”
a. The original line essentially says “You’re fighting with your wife, so I’m being
careful with you,” and is usually translated to emphasize Peniculus’s fear of
violent retaliation for an unwelcome remark. However, the threat of violence
doesn’t have the same humorous effect that it likely once did. In the context of the
preceding flattering exchange, reading the line as a joke about giving the wrong
impression seemed a valid alternate approach.
5. “If I had a dollar”
a. The Latin uses an obscure oath—“Gouge my eye out by the roots” (De Melo
441)—that I replaced with a more contemporary idiom, twisted into an awkward
double negative in the spirit of Plautine linguistic confusion.
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6. “The bitch upstairs… like a pussy”
a. This is a difficult line to approximate in contemporary language without resorting
to more vulgar language than is typical of Plautus.
b. The original line—“Now boldly come over even further from the lioness’s den”
(De Melo 443)—lacks explicit profanity, but centers on an implied challenge to
Peniculus’s boldness (which is linked to manliness), which is contrasted with the
leonine qualities of the matrona. But a sense of gender blurring is created by the
phrase leonino cavo (the lion’s den), an innocent enough pairing of words that
also reads as a double entendre. Adams cites precedents for animal metaphors
referring to the sexual organs; an example from Martial links a lion to the female
genitalia (Adams 34). Meanwhile “the identification of the cunnus… with a cave
is an obvious enough image” (Ibid. 85). Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that both
words used together would register with Plautus’s audiences as having a sexual
charge.
c. The adjusted language here is an attempt to recognize the bodily implications of
the line, the intended insult to and contrast between both characters, and the
blurred sense of gender confusion, while still preserving the original animal
imagery.
7. “A spy”
a. Originally “you’d make a good charioteer.” I considered options for transposition
from contemporary sports but even in comparable sports (horse and automotive
racing), jockeys/drivers don’t routinely look back at the competition. Rather than
force an athletic parallel, I opted for another reference point altogether.
8. “My college major”
a. Due to a missing fragment here, this section is anyone’s guess. The text cuts out
after “make a guess from the smell” in Menaechmus’s line, and resumes with
Peniculus referencing “the captive college” (with college functioning as a
metonym). I opted to fill in the blank with dialogue that felt true to the character.
9. “Inescapable stankiness”
a. The Latin “illutili” used here is disputed; this word appears as inlutibili, inlutili,
and inlucido in other versions of the text – see De Melo 442 n. 168.
b. All of these possible forms have one thing in common: they don’t really exist.
John C. Traupman’s New College Latin Dictionary equates the “inl-” prefix to
“ill-” (Traupman 220), while the Whitaker’s Words online dictionary and parser
returns no results for any except inlucido—a possible form of the verb lucido,
which is qualified as a medieval uncommon form and thus not plausible here
given the year in which the work was completed—and illutibili, which registers
the following note: “May be 2 words combined (illuti [unwashed]+bili [bile]). If
not obvious, probably incorrect” (Whitaker). Additionally, illuti is qualified as a
very rare form.
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c. In any scenario, then, Plautus appears to be using a morphed form of either a very
rare word form or an even further distorted version of the more common adjective
illotus (also illautus), also meaning “unwashed.”
d. The choice of the slangy corruption “stankiness” attempts to match the deliberate
word (or not-word) choice likely intended by Plautus.
10. “What about that lunch?”
a. Another fragment is missing from the text here. The text cuts after “for you” in
Peniculus’s line, and resumes with a truncated line with Menaechmus saying “you
have spoken, for ___ lunch.” The language used here is my best guess at patching
this transition.
11. “Our lovely Erotium”
a. Literally “the prostitute Erotium,” obviously reworded to reflect her shifted
occupation, but also adding the possessive “our” to gesture towards the shared
affection felt towards this entertainer whom Manny does not exclusively possess.
12. “You’ve punted so many times…” and “You’re afraid the elevator will shatter?”
a. Two idiomatic updates were made in this section. The first replaces a line that
translates literally as “The goblet’s been delayed a mile.” In updating this idiom, I
seized upon the opportunity for a sports metaphor to replace the charioteer one
that I’d removed above (see n. 7).
b. The second is a reference to “Samian earthenware”—intended to mean “of low
quality and fragile” (De Melo 445 n. 7). With no obvious analogue, I opted for a
more direct translation of the sentiment rather than a parallel metaphor.
13. “This place has no windo—”
a. Prick’s final line does not exist in the Latin, but given how key the absence of
natural light is to the casino atmosphere, it felt useful to call out the faulty logic of
Manny’s hyperbole. I originally tacked this acknowledgement onto Manny’s own
line, but realized that for Prick to do so felt more appropriate to the character.
b. The newly added line also helps to serve the transition between scenes.
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Scene I.3
PRICK stops dead as he sees EROTIUM’s entrance from the SL elevator, which is attentiongrabbing and spotlight-stealing. Her dress is stylish and could be called traditional if not for the
very deep cut, in the style of Mariah Carey’s Vegas concert outfits. Her hair seems to be blowing
in the wind; sure enough, after a moment, CELIA emerges into view from the corner of the
elevator holding a fan and trying to wrangle a long electrical cord. The effort behind the
glamourous entrance is visible to the audience but not to MANNY and PRICK.
As EROTIUM steps out of the elevator, CELIA starts to follow, but EROTIUM stops her and
motions her back upstairs, not wanting the illusion spoiled. As EROTIUM passes the slot
machines, each one spins without provocation and hits a jackpot—just by her passing by it. One
of the slot machines on the other side of the stage goes off just by her merely looking at it.
She milks this; it’s like a Marilyn-on-the-grate moment, and both men are clearly in her thrall.
EROTIUM. Mmmmmanny, how are you my dear?
[She runs to MANNY, bypassing PRICK, and pecks him on the cheeks, not chastely but in a
withholding fashion, teasing more that could come.]
PRICK. Hey, what am I, chopped liver?
EROTIUM. Then I’m a vegetarian.1
PRICK. [Aside] I may not elicit her longing for meat eating, but I’m still along for this illicit
meeting.
MANNY. Let’s spend the day at your place. I’m already in a war and for the next battle I’ve
ordered a siege on your turf.
(185)
[The two are beyond flirty, staring at each other so intensely and closely that they’re practically
touching faces.]
EROTIUM. As you wish, commander.
MANNY. In battle, we’ll imbibe generously.
PRICK. Oh, yes! And whoever drinks the most is the noblest warrior and enjoys a night of
further sparring with you—[EROTIUM glares at him for this suggestion]—if you deem him
worthy of the honor, of course.
MANNY. [Ignoring PRICK] When I’m with you, when I’m enjoying you, I can’t help but [takes
a deep breath, like he’s about to say something really steamy]… despise my wife even more
than I usually do.
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PRICK. [Inserting himself into the situation, draping the dress around MANNY’s neck.] If you
hate her so much, why are you wearing her clothes?
(190)
EROTIUM. What’s this?
MANNY. An outfit fit to be filched from my female familiar, [again, as if this is sexy] to whom
I feel the flimsiest fidelity. [She gives him a confused look—she follows his meaning, but
doesn’t get the wife fixation.] You’ll look dashing in it, my sweet.
[MANNY hands the dress to EROTIUM, who unfolds it, holds it up against herself, and lets out a
squeal of delight.]
EROTIUM. Hands down, you’re above and beyond all my other boyfriends. When I’m with
another man, [using MANNY’s own words against him] when I’m enjoying him, I can’t help
but think about you. [MANNY looks at her with concern—is she serious? She winks back
mysteriously.] 2
PRICK. [Witnessing this, aside.] A golddigger can always find new sources of flattery as long
as there’s still more gold left to dig.
[Back to them] You find him so appealing, I’m surprised you haven’t taken a bite out of him. Or
screwed his nose right off of his face. [Reaches for MANNY’s face, miming an unscrewing
motion] He does kind of look like Mr. Potato Head…3
(195)
MANNY. [Offering his jacket] Would you hold this, Prickster? I want to be able to properly
present this present!
[PRICK takes it, and MANNY goes to fuss over the dress with EROTIUM.]
PRICK. She gets your wife’s clothes, I get yours. Did you want to wear mine?
MANNY. Yours? Now that’s an ungodly vision.
PRICK. What’s wrong with my outfit? If you won’t switch, you can hold your own jacket.4
[PRICK tosses the jacket back at MANNY, who fumbles to catch it, practically falling to the floor
in the process. MANNY hates letting PRICK have any power over him, but he’s more upset to
imagine his expensive threads touching the floor. He regains his composure and, pretending
nothing happened, redirects his attention to EROTIUM. Everything they’re saying is still
very flirty.]
MANNY. It was just today that I secreted this away, at great risk to myself I do dare say. It was
like The Great Escape, call me Steve McQueen!
(200)
PRICK. [Aside] I’d rather call you Steve McQueenie [“McWeenie”].5
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MANNY. But it was worth it to brazenly share this bounty with this beauty, the only one who
can make me come [pauses just a moment longer than normal between words] alive.
EROTIUM. A deed itself quite become-ing of a decent lover.
PRICK. [Aside] “Decent” meaning “willing to hastily thrust himself right into buggary,” er,
beggary. I always get those two mixed up…6
MANNY. I paid a fortune buying this for my wife last year…

(205)

PRICK. [Aside] What a wonderful way to waste a fortune.
MANNY. So do you think you can give me what I want?
EROTIUM. Yes, I’ll give you anything you want.
MANNY. Then in that case, [suddenly the sexual tension is broken] why don’t you order up a
lunch for the three of us at your place.
And get the good stuff, from the Forum Marketplace.
A meal full of superheroes—Daredevil-ed eggs, Hawk-rib-eye, Captain Carvel.7 (210)
Or a half portion of pork cheeks, something like that,
something [back to sexy] wet and juicy that’ll really get me going when it’s cooked and put on
the table in front of me. I can hardly contain myself.
EROTIUM. Heavens, as you wish.
MANNY. Until then, we’ll go off to the Forum ourselves. Soon to return—worry not—but
might as well throw back a few while everything cooks up.
EROTIUM. When you get back, everything will be ready.

(215)

MANNY. Be quick! [To PRICK] You, come with me.
PRICK. Off for a drink? A hard job but, by god, I swear to follow you and watch over you, like
your guardian angel, and would not waver from my task even for all the gold in Fort Knox.
[They exit SL; PRICK trails off sometime during the following:] Well, maybe for all the gold,
but not a penny less! Say, how much gold do you think is in Fort Knox…
EROTIUM. [Pulls out a cell phone and dials her assistant.] Cyril, I’m downstairs, you see me?
Good, get over here, I need you.8
Notes:
1. “Chopped liver… vegetarian”
a. The original is along the lines of Prick: “What am I?”; Erotium: “You are beyond
numbers to me.” The reply is awkward, translated by De Melo as “That same
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thing is always said to happen to supernumeraries like me in the army too” (De
Melo 445).
b. A simple modernization would be for Erotium to say “You don’t count,” but that
might be construed as a mere sign of disinterest, whereas I think the intended
sense is really one of outright distaste. What more brutal way for her to diss Prick
than using the very language of food he holds so dear?
c. I then used the meat language for a homonym-based wordplay for the next line.
d. It is also worth noting that there is some dissent throughout this section which
lines to attribute to which character. I followed De Melo’s Latin text, but see
Maurice 39 n. 14 for further discussion of the debate.
2. “An outfit fit to be filched … I can’t help but think about you.”
a. I embellished this line to create an alliteration in the spirit of the aggressive use of
the -ae dipthong in the Latin (Induviae tuae atque uxoris exuviae). I tried to come
up with some sort of repeating word ending but such efforts came at the expense
of the meaning, so I abandoned them.
b. Erotium’s reply centers on the use of the Latin impetrant, meaning “to
obtain/procure,” specifically here in the sense of prostitution. The wording is
disputed, but Maria Marsilio notes that “whether we read in [line] 192 Ussing’s
conjecture imperant, ‘have command over,’ or the manuscript reading impetrant,
‘have their way with,’ Erotium’s innuendo is clear” (Marsilio 137). Adams
additionally notes a connection to the more violent but linguistically similar
penetro, saying that the terminology of penetration “used of a rupture caused by
sexual excess is not metaphorical” (Adams 151).
c. In application, then, Erotium uses language that is nearly graphic but not
explicitly so, while potentially also using militaristic language in the same vein as
Menaechmus’s earlier remarks. I tried to capture this here by explicitly
acknowledging her other lovers (but creating a sense of ambiguity as to whether
she means it—and as to whether she’s complimenting Manny or not), and doing
so by inverting the language Manny has used shortly earlier.
3. “You find him so appealing… Mr. Potato Head”
a. The Latin simply asks, “If you loved him, why haven’t you bitten his nose off?”
De Melo feels compelled to footnote this “Through passionate kissing” (De Melo
446 n. 8), illustrating the disconnect between the existing language and the
intended meaning.
b. Rather than simply switch to “taken a bite out of him,” which might do the trick
in conveying the sense, I added the second sentence to also recognize the sexual
connotations of abreptum, “to snatch” but also “to remove by force.” The Mr.
Potato Head reference is intended to change the context of the word “screwed,”
which by itself would be crasser than Plautus’s own innuendo.
4. “Would you hold this, Prickster?” … “Hold your own jacket.”
a. These lines contain a tangent about Menaechmus wearing the mantle, Peniculus
making a joke about him dancing in it, and Menaechmus’s taking it off.
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Massaging some jokey back and forth between the two into the context here
required particular liberality with the language.
5. Great Escape/Steve McQueen(ie)
a. The Latin here references Hercules stealing the girdle from Hippolyta, a reference
to his ninth labor—to steal the belt from the queen of the Amazons—but uses the
word for “undergirdle” instead. As De Melo notes, this subtle shift “turns this into
something ridiculous” (De Melo 446 n. 9).
b. To capture the sense of false heroism, I employed this reference to a well-known
modern film and added a line for Prick to create a bit that also involves wordplay.
c. The “come… alive” joke is inspired by the use of meis in the Latin—a totally
common word meaning “my,” but also a form of the verb meio, meaning “to
urinate/ejaculate.” Adams observes that while that word appears to have been
considered “sub-standard,” vocabulary relating to urination “may not have been
under such a strong taboo as that of defecation” (Adams 246). It’s far from certain
Plautus was aiming for a wordplay here (again, meis as “my” is an incredibly
standard form), but such a connection is obviously in his wheelhouse, and so I
incorporated a similar entendre into my language here.
6. “Buggary, er, beggary”
a. This joke is not in the Latin (which simply says “a man who might hurry to
reduce himself to poverty”), but I seized upon the opportunity to amplify the
possible sexual subtext of detrudere (to push, thrust, or expel).
7. “A meal full of superheroes…”
a. The Latin contains several references to pork, constructed using what George
Duckworth describes as “comic patronymics, hybrid formations with the Greek
patronymic added to a Latin word; cf… glandionida, pernonida, ‘the son of a
glandule of pork, the son of a fattened ham’ (Men. 210)” (Duckworth 345).
b. Emily Gower notes that these are also “mock-heroic,” along the lines of “Sir
Pigling Sweetbread, Lord Hogg, Temple Swinehead, or something of the kind”
(Gower 63). De Melo adds similar aggrandizing flourishes in his translation:
“sweetbreads the pig’s daughters, bacon the son of ham, or pigs’ heads or
something of that sort” (De Melo 447).
c. These patronymics therefore make specific reference to the way that heroes are
referenced in ancient epic (e.g. Paris, son of Priam), riffing off of a more
heightened form of storytelling in a lower-stakes context. This series of food puns
aims to similar effect with a contemporary flavor by riffing off the names of
several Marvel superheroes.
8. “Cyril, I’m downstairs.”
a. Erotium originally asks a slave girl to fetch the cook for her; I removed the slave
and changed the line to a direct request.
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Scene I.4
EROTIUM holds the dress up against her body again, feeling it and twirling in it until CYRIL
enters. His manner is competently officious with a hint of flamboyance; his dress is stylish and
has some more subtle flourishes but stops short of anything that would upstage his boss.
EROTIUM. I need you to run an errand for me. Do you have my wallet?
CYRIL. Yes, I do.
EROTIUM. Take it and arrange for some room service—enough for three.

(220)

[CYRIL gives her a suggestive look that indicates he’s impressed, but she indicates it’s not like
that, to which he responds with disappointment. There aren’t full lines that accompany this,
but maybe some noises, sort of like: C. “Hmmm?” E. “Ehh…” C. “Aww.”]
Make it the right amount—enough so it doesn’t seem skimpy, without going so far as to be
generous.
CYRIL. Don’t tell me it’s for—
EROTIUM. Myself, Manny, and that little prick. [She means it the other way.]
CYRIL. So you actually mean a meal for ten, since that parasite does the work of about eight
people.
EROTIUM. Math isn’t my job! I’ve told you who’s coming, you figure it out.
CYRIL. [Trying to avoid a meltdown.] OK, ok, consider it done—consider it already done.
Like, you can go ahead and tell them they can be seated alre—
EROTIUM. Just do it!
CYRIL. [Shouting back as he rushes off SL] It’s basically already done!

(225)

EROTIUM delicately folds up the dress and pleasantly laughs to herself before exiting back into
the elevator.
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ACT II
Scene II.1
As the elevator doors close on EROTIUM, from SR enter ISAAC (a.k.a. Manny #2) and his friend
SONNY. They are clearly tourists, toting bags from shops and gawking at everything around
them. The two have been off enjoying themselves; they hold mostly empty tall plastic cups with
really long straws that frozen drinks are served to-go in.
ISAAC is dressed cleanly, but without the stylish (and moneyed) aura of MANNY, in a polo shirt
with golf shorts. The one similarity is he has the same sunglasses clipped onto his shirt. SONNY
is gaudier, wearing a Vegas t-shirt and visor, and he also wears a camera around his neck.
SONNY sees the statue and has ISAAC pose with it for a photo, mimicking the statue’s posture as
PRICK did at the beginning of Act I.
ISAAC. What greater thrill is there, Sonny,
to arrive in a place like this after days on the road?1
SONNY. The greater thrill, I’m not going to lie,
will be to get off the road and be back at home!
Seriously, Man, what are we doing here? Why have we come to the Epidamnus?
Don’t tell me you intend to try out each establishment on the Strip.

(230)

ISAAC. I need to find my brother—my twin brother.
SONNY. But what if you don’t find him—where does this end?
We’ve been at this for six years already.
San Francisco, Santa Fe, Saint Louis, and Seattle…
(235)
It feels like we’ve searched everywhere between Athens, California, and Rome, New York, that
can be reached by car.2
[With a “Don’t hate me for saying this…” tone; this argument has happened many times before,
but the grim conclusion still needs to be approached delicately.]
Just… in my humble opinion… if you were looking for a needle in a haystack, you would have
found it by now—that’s how thorough we’ve been.
We’re looking for a ghost among the living.
(240)
If he were alive, we’d know by now.
ISAAC. Then I need to find someone who can say that to me!
Someone who can say for certain that… [pause] someone who knows that he’s dead.
Once I’m sure of that, I won’t have to keep looking.
But until then, I’ll never stop this search. I can’t.
(245)
I know in my heart that I can’t, he means too much to me.
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[A moment of earnest silence. SONNY is obviously unconvinced, but when he jokes around to
shift the tone, it is a gesture of reconciliation rather than one of cruelty.]
SONNY. Why couldn’t we have looked for the Loch Ness Monster at Bigfoot’s wedding
instead? It’d have taken less time to find.3
If we don’t head home next, you want to start a travel blog?
ISAAC. You’re a pain in the ass, you know that?
Please, just let me do this my way.4
(250)
SONNY. [Aside, with an eye roll] Ha! We always end up doing things his way, and he knows it.
But perhaps with persistence I’ll ply him enough to perceive some progress on our proceedings.
You can’t shut me up, I’ll always speak my peace.
[Back to ISAAC] Listen, Manny? I do just want to call your attention to our financial situation.
Our wallets are, shall we say, rather summery—as light and airy as they’ve ever been.
(255)
And I imagine that if we don’t return home soon, you’ll be beside yourself when your search for
your twin leaves you with nothing left.
Just think about where we are: Epidamnus,
where the hedonist’s skill at pleasure-seeking is only rivaled by the lush’s gift for imbibing.
[SONNY becomes a bit more frenzied, bordering on paranoid.]
And that’s to say nothing of the plentiful scam artists and sycophants
(260)
who call this place home, and that’s to say nothing of the, erm, exotic escorts
who—even among their ilk—are considered among the more gifted in the arts of flattery.
This place is called Epidamnus for a reason:
nearly everyone who passes through these doors is damned when they leave!
ISAAC. [Amused] I’ll take care of this problem: give me your wallet.

(265)

SONNY. Why do you want it?
ISAAC. After that speech, I’m scared!
SONNY. Which part are you scared of?
ISAAC. That you’ll bring some Epidamnian damnification upon both of us.
I know you, Sonny, you’re a lover of the ladies.
But me? I’m a miserable man, with a tumultuous temperament.
If I have all the money, I can avoid both of our most pressing problems:
You’ll behave yourself, and then I won’t have to turn my misery on you.

(270)

SONNY. Take it and keep it safe. [Hands his wallet over.] It’s your problem now!
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Notes:
1. “What greater thrill…”
a. In the Latin, Sosicles asks what’s more thrilling to sailors who have been out at
sea for a while than to see land; Messenio’s reply is to see one’s own shore, and
asks if they intend to visit every island in the sea. Modifications were made to this
section to fit the new context.
2. “San Francisco… Athens, California”
a. The list of locations obviously needed to be adjusted to move away from the
European continent. In translating the first of these several lines, I focused on
preserving the alliterative element of the original line rather than on finding U.S.
analogues for the exact listed locations.
b. I did, however, employ that latter approach for the remaining two lines, swapping
out U.S. cities named after Athens and Rome for the references to Greece and
Italy.
3. “The Loch Ness Monster at Bigfoot’s wedding”
a. Literally “You’re looking for a knot in a bulrush.” While this seems at first glance
to resemble the contemporary phrase “needle in a haystack” (which I’ve already
used several lines prior), the main sense here is not one of simple difficulty but
rather the impossibility of finding “something that does not exist” (De Melo 451
n. 11). A secondary sense is something that does not logically belong in the stated
location.
4. “You’re a pain in the ass…”
a. This section of the original features a detailed discussion of Messenio’s status as a
slave. Sosicles tells Messenio, “Do what you’re told, eat what you’re given, avoid
wickedness. Don’t be annoying, this won’t be done your way.” Messenio then
gives an aside saying “It’s through this word that I know that I am a slave. He
wouldn’t have been able to say so as plainly in fewer words.”
b. As elsewhere, I have modernized by removing references to slavery. Instead, I
opted to cast this as a friendship, albeit an uneven one.
c. In one of the lines I replaced, I deliberately recreated the original’s p alliteration
in the new version.
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Scene II.2
Immediately upon receiving SONNY’s wallet, ISAAC goes over to one of the slot machines at SR
and puts in a dollar. SONNY runs over to stop him, unsuccessfully, as CYRIL reenters from SL,
holding bags of takeout and coming down from the stress of rushing. He stops in front of
EROTIUM’s elevator without seeing ISAAC and SONNY, and they don’t see him.
CYRIL. That ought to be everything. [He puts the bags down for a second, takes a deep breath,
and addresses his reflection in the mirror of the elevator doors.] You’ve done a great job.
You are competent, you are valued.
Everyone’s going to have a great lunch, thanks to you. You are valu—
[As he talks to himself, the elevator doors open, revealing an unsuspecting couple. CYRIL turns
away, embarrassed, and steps aside toward center to allow them to pass. They give him
judgmental glances and whisper between themselves as they exist SL. As CYRIL moves, he
inadvertently approaches ISAAC and SONNY, seeing them and stopping before they can see
him—though they’re still too distracted by the slots anyway.]
Crap, is that Manny? What’s he doing?
(275)
[The panic comes surging back.] If he already went upstairs and things weren’t ready, I’ll be in
big trouble.1
I’d better go and talk to him just to make sure. [Collects himself, putting on a most solicitous
expression and dripping fake amiability, and approaches ISAAC] Manny, hi!
ISAAC. [Cautiously polite, taken aback by the familiarity of a stranger] Hello… and whoever
might you happen to be?
CYRIL. [Taken aback by the unfamiliarity of an acquaintance] Whoever I might happen to be?
ISAAC. Well don’t ask me, I certainly haven’t the slightest idea.

(280)

CYRIL. And where are the other guests?
ISAAC. Depends what other guests you’re looking for.
CYRIL. [Trying to hide his frustration and his distaste for PRICK.] Your, uh, one-man fan
club? Your posse?2
ISAAC. [Laughs] I?? Have a fan club? [To SONNY] This guy’s crazy.
SONNY. But I’m not, see! Didn’t I tell you? These con artists are everywhere.
ISAAC. [Back to CYRIL] Hey, kid, do tell me about this “squad” [ISAAC is trying to be hip;
CYRIL winces] of mine?
(285)
CYRIL. You know, the Little Prick.
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SONNY. [Confusedly drawing a glucose meter from one of his bags.] This? I’ve been keeping it
safe here in my bag.
CYRIL. [With a forced laugh that hides frustration, still suppressing his annoyance through
excessive kindness.] Manny, you’ve come too early for lunch—I’ve only just returned from
shopping.
ISAAC. Tell me, kid: how much does a strong cup of coffee run over at the stand over there?
CYRIL. Around $3.
ISAAC. [Fishing out his and SONNY’s wallets] Then please, [momentarily considers which
wallet to draw from, before reaching into SONNY’s; SONNY groans] accept $3 from me.
(290)
It’s my treat for you to go grab a cup and sober up,
because I know for sure that you must be drunk out of your mind—[CYRIL burns]
whoever you are [that makes it worse]—to be acting this way towards me, a total stranger.3
CYRIL. [Bursting] I’m Cyril, do you not even know my freaking name?
ISAAC. I don’t mind if you’re Cyril or Cereal, but you can go to hell either way.4
Not only do I not know you, I don’t want to get to know you.

(295)

CYRIL. Well I know your name, Manny. [He says it with a clenched jaw and total disdain.]
ISAAC. You do seem to know my name, that much about you is sane—but how do you know
me?
CYRIL. What do you mean, how do I know you? I work for your [with air quotes and an eye
roll] “close associate” Erotium. You just ignore all the help, huh?5
(300)
ISAAC. [A bit concerned now and trying to diffuse the situation, he crosses his heart.] With
God as my witness, neither do I have a girlfriend, nor do I have the faintest clue who you are.
CYRIL. You really don’t recognize me? Who do you think pours the wine you drink so readily
at Erotium’s place? The glass doesn’t magically refill itself!
ISAAC. [Aside to SONNY] It’s a pity I’m a pacifist, otherwise I’d put this poor man out of his
misery.
[Back to CYRIL] Are you sure that you remember filling my wine glass? Because before today,
I’ve never set foot in the Epidamnus—never even seen it, in fact.
(305–6)
CYRIL. [Bursts out laughing.] You’re really going to try that?
ISAAC. It’s true, I swear.
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CYRIL. But you live just right over there! [Gestures to MANNY’s elevator at SR.]
ISAAC. I don’t! Burn it down, for all I care! [Aside to SONNY] You don’t think he’ll really burn
it down, do you?6
CYRIL. [Aside] He’s truly lost it, to wish himself ill like that. I’m almost—barely—tempted to
feel sorry for him.
[Back to ISAAC, now talking the slow, awkwardly loud way people talk when they want to seem
concerned but actually just come across as condescending.]
Listen, Manny, can you hear me?
ISAAC. Yes, what?!
CYRIL. [Speaks somewhere between sincerely and cruelly] In my opinion—
(310)
those three bucks you offered me before? Charity begins at home, isn’t that what they say?
So if you were smart, you’d spend them on yourself.
Get rid of… whatever this is, because I don’t know what’s going on but you’re clearly not in
your right mind.
The Manny I know would certainly never invite any misfortune on himself.
SONNY. Christ, what a tedious and insufferable fellow.

(316)

CYRIL. [Aside, exhausted to realize this might all be a joke.] Wait, he’s joked this way with me
before—it’s his sense of “humor.”
He fancies himself quite funny whenever his wife isn’t around.
[ISAAC and SONNY have decided to go back to the slot machine and ignore him in hopes that
he’ll go away. CYRIL tries to calmly reengage, but as they ignore him, he gets impatient.]
So what do you think? … ahem, what do you think, I asked! Does it seem like I bought enough
food for the three of you? Or should I get more?
(320)
[With no reply, resorts to drastic measures.] For you… and your hanger-on… and your… [in a
tone both hushed and loud] mistress?
ISAAC. [Cracks, he’s roped back in.] I don’t know what you’re talking about! What mistress,
what hanger-on??
SONNY. What is wrong with you, what’s possessing you to keep bothering this man?
CYRIL. [Dismissing SONNY] Excuse me, sir, this doesn’t concern you. I don’t know you, but
I’m trying to talk with this man who I do know.
SONNY. I swear, you’re unwell – of that, I’m quite certain.

(325)
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CYRIL. [Giving up, and feigning kindness to part on amiable terms.] OK, well, on that note,
I’m going to go up and get everything ready so that there won’t be any delay.
Don’t go too far. Can I get you anything in the meantime?
ISAAC. You can go jump out a window.
CYRIL. Charming, even better if you follow me out…
[Remembering himself] I mean, follow me upstairs, so you can take your seat while I put the heat
back to this meat.7
(330)
[He takes the food over to the elevator at SL, assuming they’re following; only when he looks
back, he realizes they’re still ignore him.]
Or I’ll go ahead and tell Erotium that you’re down here,
and maybe she’ll want to come down and invite you up herself.
[CYRIL gets in the elevator and his polite face morphs into a giant scowl. He starts to shout to
himself in anger just as the doors close on him. ISAAC and SONNY continue to intently stare
at the slot machine, unwilling to chance possible reengagement.]
ISAAC. Is he gone? [Slowly peeks his head over.] Phew, he’s gone. My god, you really weren’t
kidding before about the crazies here.
SONNY. This is how it starts. And now we know, at least if anything that loon said is to be
believed, that this is a hangout for of one of those “loose ladies.”
(335)
ISAAC. But isn’t it strange that he knew my name?
SONNY. Honestly, I’m not surprised. This is how such hustles happen.8
Every good scammer’s got sources; staff share information about guests and get gifts in return.
You only need to know a person’s name and where they’re from, then you lure them in. (340)
Next thing you know, they’re heading home, returning bankrupt and broken.
Over there? [Gestures to EROTIUM’s elevator.] That’s the Hotel California… check in any time
you’d like, but you can never leave.
So we’d be smart to take care around here.
(345)
ISAAC. You don’t have to tell me twice.
SONNY. Easy to say, but that’s only true if you actually listen.
[A gentle rattling noise marks the descent of the elevator.]
ISAAC. Hold on, I hear something. [The elevator chimes, doors open.] Let’s see who’s coming.
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SONNY. I might as well put all this stuff down in the meantime. [Unloads his bags.] Keep these
safe, feet!9
(350)
Notes:
1. “I’ll be in big trouble.”
a. In the original text, Cylindrus expects to receive a whipping, which obviously
didn’t resonate in the modern tone.
2. “Your, uh, one-man fan club? Your posse?”
a. The concept of the parasite carries over well enough from the original, but the
specific term registers as more extreme in a modern context. I’ve opted to go for
several imperfect modern descriptors that gesture towards this character trope that
is no longer as firmly fixed as a cultural reference point.
3. “A strong cup of coffee”
a. There are some significant departures here from the original, translated by De
Melo as follows: Sos. “Answer me, young man: for what price are sacred,
unblemished pigs sold here?” Cyl. “For a sesterce each.” Sos. “Take a sesterce
from me; have yourself purified at my expense. I know for sure that you’re mad,
you’re annoying me, a man you don’t know, whoever you are.” (De Melo 455).
b. Although mental illness is generally a more obvious parallel for (and probably
explanation of) the madness resulting from supposed ritual impurity referenced
here, I opted for drunkenness both to avoid a flippant approach to mental health
and because a cure would be easier to propose.
c. Not wanting to wildly distort the extent of Sosicles’ charity, I checked the
approximate modern value of a sesterce (roughly estimated between $1 and $5
according to calculations here: historum.com/threads/sestertius.34040/). This is a
good match for a cup of coffee, which averaged just below $3 in Los Angeles and
just over $3 in New York in 2019 (workandmoney.com/s/coffee-cost-worldcities-8636e3c52b924cd7).
4. “Cyril or Cereal”
a. The Latin—“Cylindrus or Coriendrus”—is described by Michael Fontaine as a
bilingual wordplay that Latinizes Greek words to create what linguists call a
“Cranberry morpheme” (explained on page 22 of the introduction here).
b. The humor depends, in large part, on the presumption of an audience with at least
some bilingual facility, leaving little option to approximate this device in English.
c. Rather than attempt a wordplay based on translation, I opted for a fairly simple
one that accomplishes the primary goal of making the retort humorously
dismissive.
d. At the risk of belaboring a subtlety, the choice of a word with a clear Latin
etymology (from cerealis—relating to the goddess Ceres) also nods to the
interlingual wordplay in which Plautus engaged.
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5. “You just ignore all the help, huh?”
a. This is my own addition, to help keep the conversation as acrimonious as
possible. The play, of course, constantly begs the question why the second
Menaechmus doesn’t put two and two together (he is specifically searching for his
twin, after all). Here, I felt that one way to avoid that question feeling quite so
obvious is to keep him constantly under siege and distractedly defensive.
6. “You don’t think he’ll really burn it down, do you?”
a. This aside to Sonny is my invention, to complement the aside from Cyril and
further emphasize the shared assumption of the other’s insanity.
b. Ditto for “I’m almost, barely, tempted to feel sorry for him” in Cyril’s aside.
7. “Go jump out a window.” / “Put the heat back to the meat.”
a. Two bits of diction here were updated. The first is that Sosicles tells Cylindrus to
go hang himself, which I changed to a more modern (but slightly less violent)
expression of ill-will.
b. Cylindrus talks about “applying Vulcan’s violence” to the food—in other words,
just heating it up. The wording was chosen to recreate the echoing effect of
Volcani violentiam.
8. “This is how such hustles happen…”
a. Contextual retooling was done throughout Sonny’s line, but the general meaning
stays the same, even though the final version came out a bit shorter. In the
original text, Messenio explains how prostitutes send male and female slaves
down to the harbor to get information about sailors coming into port.
b. Messenio then refers to Erotium’s house as a pirate ship (navis praedatoria);
while this reference would translate fine, it has less impact as a contrasting
metaphor after the removal of the harbor references from the first part. As a result,
I felt the Hotel California reference was a better fit in the hospitality-focused
context, although it wasn’t a strictly necessary switch.
9. “Keep these safe, feet!”
a. This nods to how in the original text, Messenio orders their ship’s rowers, whom
he refers to as its feet (navales pedes), to watch over their belongings.
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Scene II.3
During SONNY’s last line, the elevator doors open, revealing EROTIUM and CYRIL. She looks
annoyed, he seems defeated and clearly wishes this was going differently. They mutter inaudibly
between themselves, with CYRIL gesturing around the corner as to indicate where the men are.
EROTIUM composes her face into something more seductively beatific and steps out. CYRIL
begins to follow, but she holds out a hand both to stop him from exiting the elevator and to keep
the door from closing. She carefully turns her back to the others while addressing CYRIL.
EROTIUM. Leave it to me, go back up and make sure that everything is ready.
If something is left to be done, just do it.
Make sure there’s comfortable seats, pleasant smells.
That’s the sort of thing that turns a guy on… [She waves him off, the doors close, and she speaks
aside:] Not that you’d know anything about that.
(354–5)
[Smoothing her demeanor] Yes, if you get a fellow feeling good, the moron’s magnanimity
yields a seducer’s spoils.
Now where are these loiterers? [Eyeing ISAAC and SONNY]
Ah, there he is—my patron and partner, [sidles up to her poster and imitates her photograph]
never a greater lover of the arts than when the “arts” [seductively runs a hand down her side] say
they love him back.
He’s my ticket to a great gig, a rich residence, the finest food—of course he can come by any
time he wants. And he’s not completely hideous, at any rate.
But while he plays his games, I’m always the one calling the shots.1
(360)
[EROTIUM approaches ISAAC with an exaggerated flourish, speaking and moving as if she’s
fluttering. Each gesture she makes is exaggerated and overly articulated. As she speaks,
ISAAC and SONNY are too flustered from her attention to reply.]
Ah, my dear! I know I always tease you for being an odd one.
But if I may say so, the food’s better upstairs than here [gestures to the slot machine].
And between one home [gestures to his apartment SR] and another [to hers, SL], you know
there’s no comparison.
You’re already a winner, now the victor needs to come and claim his spoils.
Everything’s like you wanted, so there’s no need to wait.
(365–6)
The feast you ordered—just see how I delivered.
Whenever you’re ready, I’m waiting.
ISAAC. [Regaining his wits.] Wh-who’s this woman talking to?
EROTIUM. Well, aren’t you silly.
[EROTIUM pokes ISAAC, grazes a finger across his cheek, or something like that.]
ISAAC. I’m truly sorry to say I’m not sure what business we have with one another. I don’t
believe we’ve ever met?
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EROTIUM. [Playing the game, she thinks.] Well, a girl needs a guy to appreciate her.
Appreciate her right, and you won’t do too badly for yourself either.2

(370)

ISAAC. [As his brain explodes] I’ll be damned, Sonny, if she’s not either crazy or drunk—
talking to a total stranger with this kind of, [eyeing her] um, uh, intimacy.
SONNY. What’d I tell you, huh? This is what happens here! She’ll start off gentle,
(375)
just plucking leaves off your branches [obnoxiously pulling at ISAAC’s arm hairs], but in a few
days, she’ll take a chainsaw and [miming an attack at ISAAC] chop you down for lumber.
This is how some women are here—they can smell a target miles away.3
But I can put a quick end to this. [Back to EROTIUM] Hey, lady, I’m talking to you.
EROTIUM. [Her tone sharpening significantly.] What do you want?
SONNY. If you know this man, how did you get to know him?
EROTIUM. The same place where he got to know me, right here in the Epidamnus. We go way
back, if you must know.
SONNY. [Like he’s Atticus Finch] Right here, you say? Epidamnus… a place in which this man
has never before set foot, not even once in his life, til today? (380–1)
EROTIUM. [Faking laughter.] Ha, well now, what a good laugh—you little fiend, hasn’t this
been fun?
But now, my beloved Manny, shall we get going? I know a way we can have even more fun.
ISAAC. [Clearly tempted] Well, let’s see, if she knows my name, maybe I should find out what
she wants with me. What’s the harm?
SONNY. Don’t be an idiot, she can tell you’re a rube with money. I’m sure her spidey senses are
tingling.
ISAAC. It must be contagious, then, [looking down towards his crotch] ’cause I feel a tingling
too. But, let’s see, you haven’t steered me wrong yet.
(385)
So here, take these. [Passes both wallets to SONNY.] We should at least find out whether she’s
interested in me [lets it linger, indicating it’s his preferred option; he offers the alternative
hastily, as an afterthought] or my wallet.
EROTIUM. [Cutting back in; she hasn’t heard them.] Come inside, sweetie, let’s have a bite.
ISAAC. A lovely invitation! So sorry, but I simply must decline.
EROTIUM. [Struggling not to reveal more than a bit of indignance] Well, but… why then did
you ask for me to get something ready for you?
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ISAAC. I? Asked you to cook?
EROTIUM. [Snorts, then catches herself.] Well, for someone to. For you and the other gent
who’s always hanging around you.
ISAAC. Dammit, who is this hanger-on everyone’s talking about? [To SONNY] Well, she’s
clearly drunk too, now I’m quite certain.
(390)
EROTIUM. The Prick!
ISAAC. What prick? I’m up to date on all my vaccinations!4
EROTIUM. The one who came with you before—obviously. [This next part is gushing at first:]
He was with you when you brought me that dress, that lovely dress, you know, that lovely,
lovely dress that you [dangling a threat] stole from your wife?
ISAAC. What are you talking about!? I? Gave a dress to you? Which I stole?? From my
wife???? [To SONNY] Actually, she’s sleepwalking through some crazy dream—I’m quite
certain.5 (395)
EROTIUM. Why have you chosen to mock me so miserably? You want comedy, go to a
comedy show. I’m not here to be your laughingstock. Just acknowledge what we both know
you did!
ISAAC. You’ll have to tell me one more time what it is I’m telling you that I didn’t do that you
tell me that I told you.
[ISAAC checks the math of this sentence in his head and decides to let it stand.]
EROTIUM. Just earlier today, you gave me a dress that belonged to your wife.
ISAAC. And just this very moment, I’m again denying that this ever happened.
The evidence is stacked against you: Exhibit A, I don’t have a wife. Exhibit B, I’ve never had a
wife.
Exhibit C, I have never—not since the day I was born—set foot in this town before.
(400)
And exhibit D, since flying in today, I’ve barely done a thing besides grab a bite and then have
the misfortune of meeting you.
EROTIUM. [Under her breath.] Oh, F me… [Back to ISAAC] What is this—“just flew in”?
How is that even possible, please, pray tell?
ISAAC. On an A320, I believe… mostly smooth, mostly on schedule, mostly comfortable. The
engines create thrust and the wings have flaps to control the altitude… Ask an aviation
authority, I’m hardly an expert on such—6
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EROTIUM. [Cutting in] Now, I love your jokes, but please, since you’ve had your fun, don’t
you think it’s time we go upstairs?
(405)
ISAAC. Not to sound like a broken record, but lady, whoever you’re looking for, it’s not me.
EROTIUM. I’m looking for you, Manny—that is your name, right? After your mom, Manuela?
Born in Syracuse, way off on the east coast, back when Jimmy Carter was president? [The
precise timing of the play and ages of the characters are unfixed, so this last reference point
can be changed as desired.] 7
(410)
ISAAC. I’ll give you one thing, you do seem to know your facts.
SONNY. By god, the woman seems to know you so well, you’d almost think you grew up
together.
ISAAC. [Pulling SONNY aside.] Clearly, there’s something here. An undeniable chemistry.
(415)
SONNY. Don’t be an idiot. The moment you step into that elevator, you’re a goner.
ISAAC. Won’t you be quiet, just for once? Things have been going well. Whatever this
woman’s proposing, I’ll say yes—
that way we might be able to partake of some local hospitality.
[Taking EROTIUM aside, privately] Now, miss, back to your proposition I’d previously
opposed, quite carefully. That man? [Referring to SONNY] I was worried he would blab to
my wife about her dress and our lunch.
(419–21)
But lead the way; I’m ready to go up when you are.
EROTIUM. What about the other guest you were expecting?
ISAAC. Screw him—[overcomplicating as he leans into the lie] neither am I waiting for him,
nor do I want to wait for him, nor do I want him allowed to come in even if he shows up!
EROTIUM. [Cautiously; this seems too good to be true.] Wait, really?
[She searches ISAAC’s face, looking for a clue to dictate her next step. He does the same.
They’re both playing a game of chicken in uncharted territory.]
Well, I’m happy to shut him out… because it’s what you wish, of course.
[Sensing an opportunity.] Oh, so I don’t forget, you know what I’d love for you to do?
ISAAC. Your wish is my command.

(425)

EROTIUM. That dress, the one you gave to me before, I’d love if you could bring it to the
tailor. There’s some spots I’d like touched up, and I might even have some embroidery
added.
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ISAAC. Brilliant idea! In that same way, it’ll become impossible to identify. Then, if my wife
were to see you wearing it, she wouldn’t suspect a thing.
EROTIUM. So you’ll take care of that first?
ISAAC. Nothing would make me happier.

(430)

EROTIUM. Then let’s go up and get it!
ISAAC. I’ll follow you in a moment. I need to have another word with this fellow first.
[EROTIUM goes over to the elevator as ISAAC turns back to SONNY]
Psst, Sonny, come here.
SONNY. What’s going on?
ISAAC. That’s what I need you to find out.
SONNY. Do I have to?
ISAAC. You absolutely have to.
SONNY. I see, I have to go so you can stay here and be reduced to poverty? So much the worse.
ISAAC. I’ve hatched a plan and great rewards await. Go, as quickly as you can, take everything
with you up to the room.8
(434–6)
Then make sure that you’re ready to come and find me before sunset.
SONNY. You’re way out of your league on this one, buddy.
ISAAC. Shush! I’m telling you, just go and leave it to me.
If things go south, I’ll be the one to suffer for it—not you.
I get the sense this woman’s not very bright or worldly.
And as far as I can tell, we can reap rich rewards.
(440)
[ISAAC winks, cockily, and heads off to join EROTIUM. They leave in the elevator, he
pretending to lead and she pretending to follow. Too late, SONNY calls after him…]
SONNY. Don’t go, I have a bad feeling about this! Nice knowing ya… [To himself/the
audience] Welp, he’s a goner.
The U.S.S. Us has just been boarded by pirates.
But I shouldn’t be surprised. In his universe, he’s the sun, and I’m Pluto—a distant planet…
[remembers] or not even that, anymore.
Why would he listen to me? I’m along for the ride, the driver’s seat is off limits.
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[Gathering the bags] So, off we go, as we eagerly await another chance to swoop in and save the
day.
[SONNY exits SR.]
Notes:
1. “My patron and partner… calling the shots.”
a. Erotium’s original monologue explains that Menaechmus is her best source of
income, and therefore he is welcome at her home anytime he wants (as he is
always paying for the pleasure). She ends simply by seeing him and saying she’s
going to approach and speak to him.
b. Placing this monologue in the new scenario, I used this as an opportunity to offer
more insight into the modern Erotium’s motivation. Drawing from the language
of the original Latin that emphasizes the power wielded by the prostitute, I wanted
to make sure she retained some control even in a situation that skirts around the
entertainment industry’s exploitative dark side. To do this, I made sure the stakes
were not existential but rather linked to privilege, and put a finer point on the
subtext of her manipulation of Manny.
2. “A girl needs a guy to appreciate her…”
a. Literally, “Because, by Pollux, Venus wanted you of all men to prize me, and not
hardly for you to do it without merit. For, by Castor, you alone let me flourish
with your beneficence.”
b. I struggled to approximate the complimentary invocations of Pollux and Castor,
the semi-divine sons of Jupiter. The use of edepol is far more common in the play
than ecastor, and the twinning of the two here seems designed to elicit a response.
3. “They can smell a target miles away.”
a. Literally “They’re all magnets for silver.”
4. “I’m up to date on all my vaccinations!”
a. As the Latin double meaning for Peniculus’s name is “brush,” the literal meaning
of the line here is “What brush? One that is used to wipe sandals?”
5. “She’s sleepwalking through some crazy dream.”
a. The Latin says, “Certainly, this woman is dreaming while standing up, like horses
do.” While not a strictly inaccurate reference for a modern version, this felt a bit
too obscure to leave literally translated.
6. “…since flying in today…”
a. In the Latin, Sosicles explains that prior to meeting Erotium, all he did was have
lunch on his ship and disembark. Erotium then asks “what ship,” and Sosicles
responds quite literally by describing the physical traits of the ship and
emphasizing its physical damage. De Mello translates this reply as follows: “A
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wooden one, often battered, often pierced, often shaken by the mallet; just like the
stage material of Pellio, stake next to stake” (De Melo 467). On “mallet,” he
notes, “Sosicles refers to different types of damage, so the mallet is probably a
weapon or projectile” (ibid. n. 15).
b. The reworked line here strives to still recognize the mixed communication around
Isaac’s means of conveyance and his literal reply to an incredulous question.
7. “Born in Syracuse, way off on the east coast, back when Jimmy Carter was president?”
a. This original line is rooted in the geopolitics of the ancient world, listing a series
of Sicilian kings in order of succession: Agathocles, Phintias, Liparo, and Hiero.
8. “Go, as quickly as you can, take everything with you up to the room.”
a. In the Latin, Sosicles instructs Messenio to take the other slaves (istos—“those
people”) to the inn, and Messenio ends the act by leading them off. I replaced
human slaves with material possessions—not intended as a slight, but reflecting
the same attitude of the ancients towards their property.
b. Other vocabulary around the master/slave dynamic appears throughout the
following ten lines. Replying, Messenio refers to Sosicles as ere—“master” (here
replaced with “buddy”)—and, shortly thereafter, its synonym domino. In lieu of
this, I’ve further developed the uneven dynamic between the two.
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ACT III
Scene III.1
PRICK rushes on from SL, flustered from indignation.
PRICK. I’ve been on this earth for more than thirty years, and in all that time,
I don’t know if I’ve ever made a bigger, more maddening mistake
than I did today, when, faced with the choice between work and play, I chose… to do my job. I
thought it would be just a moment, thought I could have it all.1
[Doing a bad impression of a child.] “Can I take a picture with the man, daddy?” What a cute
kid. How could I say no? But when we were finished, Manny had vanished.
Given me the slip, I guess—gone to his girlfriend, like he didn’t even want me to join. (450)
Damn the miserable man who first invented the woe of work,
who gave people with better things to do things they had to do instead.
Don’t force anyone to do a job if they don’t have the time for it—the only people who should be
working are retirees.
And if they start slacking off, take away their social security so they have to be employed anew.
(455)
Make me head of HR (not that I have the time for it), I’ll tell you who’s great for these jobs:
People who are content to only have one main meal a day,
who lack business to busy themselves, who don’t get invited out just like they don’t invite in.
These are the folks who should pick up the slack for those of us with real matters to attend to.
If only we lived in that kind of world, today I wouldn’t have lost out on lunch,
(460)
which I honestly, truly, deeply believe with all my heart that Manny wanted me to enjoy, too.
[A sigh] You know what? I’ll do it. I’ll go. Even now, I’m salivating just thinking of the
leftovers.
[The elevator at SR chimes and ISAAC steps out, sent down with Erotium’s dress. He consults a
property map looking for the tailor’s shop. His shirt has a noticeable food stain, and a
lobster bib pokes out of his shirt pocket.2]
But look, what have we here? Manny’s leaving, marked with the telltale signs of a meal.
The party’s winding down, so it looks like I’ve not a sec to spare.
I’ll watch what he does for a moment, then I’ll confront him.
(465)
Notes:
1. “The choice between work and play”
a. In the Latin, Peniculus discusses at some length his experiences getting bogged
down in a meeting of the local assembly, curses the man who first decided to hold
one, and suggests that the only people who should serve in these assemblies
should be “men of leisure” (otiosos homines) with nothing else to do—
presumably the mega-rich. He further suggests that any of these men who fail to
do their duty would be punished by Consus, “a god of agriculture, commonly
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associated with assemblies because of the formal similarity with consilium” (De
Melo 473 n. 17).
b. There’s a lot of layers to unpack around the complexities and contradictions of
ancient democratic practice (in which many were still excluded from a
“participatory” system of governance), but there may be an intended irony in a
lower-class character ceding his political autonomy to the ultra-privileged, in
addition to the absurd notion that these men would sacrifice their leisure so
willingly. I tried to keep these points in mind while adapting the discussion of the
assembly to reflect Prick’s established working role in the casino.
2. Manny’s shirt stain/lobster bib
a. In the original, Menaechmus leaves the house wearing a garland, a sign that he
had been enjoying the festivities.
b. While it would be closer to have him wearing a plastic party lei or some other
party favor along those lines, that felt too cheesy for the new context; I couldn’t
imagine that being Erotium’s approach to entertaining. Instead, I went with the
more passive shirt stain, even though it strayed a bit further from the original. The
lobster bib replaces the garland as physical detritus left at the end of the meal.
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Scene III.2
ISAAC speaks to himself, clearly less in control of his situation and more in Erotium’s thrall
than he previously insisted, as PRICK watches from nearby. Perhaps at some point another
passerby comes along and tries to take a photo or ask him a question, but he won’t make the
same mistake twice and furiously waves them by.
ISAAC finds what he’s looking for on the map and laughs giddily until he catches himself.
ISAAC. Ok, ok, be quiet. [Takes a breath and holds up the dress.] She wants this fixed up?
Well I’m going to get it completely rejuvenated.
[ISAAC flips the dress out of its fold, and he also holds it up against himself to examine it. As he
continues, he can’t help but be impressed with the finery and, glancing around to make sure
he’s alone, even gives it a twirl before starting to fold it back up.]
When she gets it back, she’ll think it’s a whole new dress—that’s how unrecognizable it’ll be.
PRICK. [Aside] I see how it is. He’s taking the dress to the tailor now that he’s finished off his
feast,
wound down the wine, and pushed away his pal.
(470)
[Striking another heroic pose characteristic of his outfit] By Hercules! What kind of man would
I be if I don’t stand up for myself?
Today I’ll be a hero and protest this injustice. Just you watch!
[PRICK starts to step out to confront ISAAC but as ISAAC speaks again, he panics and hides.]
ISAAC. [Still to nobody in particular] Honestly, even here—of all places—has any man ever
had a luckier day than me?
Especially when you consider my low hopes coming in.
I’ve lunched, I’ve lushed, I’ve dined with a dashing dame, (475)
and now I find myself in possession of this present, the true giver of which she’ll never give
another thought to after today.
PRICK. I missed that last part—what’s he saying?
Has he realized the error of his ways? Is he ready to apologize and feed me?
ISAAC. She said that I’d given this to her as a gift…
(480)
that I’d stolen it from my wife.
As soon as I realized no ruse was afoot, but simply that she was wrong,
I quickly adjusted to a more agreeable attitude: anything she said,
I’d say it too. Wouldn’t it be unnecessary to say anything else?
I’ve never had such a good time at so little cost.
(485)
PRICK. Enough stalling, time to confront him. I’m ready to cause some trouble.
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ISAAC. [Noticing PRICK approaching, still to himself] But who’s this coming towards me?
PRICK. [To ISAAC, melodramatically] What do you have to say for yourself?
You lightweight! You worst and worthless-est of men!
You disgrace to all mankind, a deceitful creature of no value to anyone!
What did I do to deserve this, this pain that you’ve caused me?
(490)
How could you sneak away from me in the Forum before!
And then to give my lunch a proper burial in my absence… a very improper act if I do say so.
What made you do it, when I had equal claim?
ISAAC. Young man, I beg your pardon, what’s your problem with me?
You’re speaking inhospitably to an alien arrival around these parts.
(495)
[Threatening.] I hope you’re not in search of an inhospitable answer to this inhospitable address?
PRICK. How rich, talking about hospitality, after what you’ve done. It’s almost like everything
I know about hospitality, I’ve learned from you!
ISAAC. Tell me, sir, if you don’t mind, what’s your name?
PRICK. Ack, yet another insult, acting like you don’t even know my name?
ISAAC. As far as I know, it’s not acting if you mean it [PRICK shouts, wounded], and I swear
I’ve never seen you or made your acquaintance before today [another shout]. (500)
But, whoever you are [a last shout], here’s my advice to you:
If you want to talk like adults, you shouldn’t be such a whiny brat.
PRICK. Manny, wake up already!
ISAAC. Trust me, I’m far more conscious than you are—[half-aside] unless this is all a
dream…
PRICK. So you know you know me.
ISAAC. I wouldn’t deny that I did if I did.
[Both pause a beat to figure out the math of the preceding statements; eventually, it tracks.]
PRICK. As if you don’t recognize your most loyal wingman.

(505)

ISAAC. I recognize that you don’t have even half a working brain to keep you sane.
PRICK. [Flustered; this isn’t how he imagined the confrontation.] But… aha! Tell me this:
didn’t you steal that dress from your wife just today, and give it to Erotium?
ISAAC. Again with the wife… I do solemnly swear: I don’t have a wife, I didn’t give any dress
to Erotium, and I certainly didn’t give her a dress I didn’t steal from my not-wife.
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PRICK. And you’re quite sure you haven’t lost your mind?
(510)
This will be the hill I die on, I s’pose. Didn’t I see you come out, just now,
from right there [gestures emphatically at the elevator, pausing and pointing excessively for
emphasis] with a dress?
ISAAC. You poor soul…
[Looks around discreetly] You may have certain fantasies about men prancing around in
gowns—it’s not my place to judge—but it’s just not everyone’s thing. Certainly not mine.
[Insecurely] Do you really think I’m the sort to wear a dress?1
(514–15)
PRICK. [Mocking ISAAC by miming how he held the dress up against himself earlier.] You
certainly were interested in seeing how it fit…
ISAAC. Go to hell! You and the eternally damned deserve each other’s company, anyway.
Or you could always commit yourself, a great option for the living lunatic.
PRICK. Well I never! Mistreat me once, shame on you. Mistreat me twice, shame on… you
again!
Why should I keep your spousal secrets from your wary wife? Suddenly I feel my tongue
untighten, my lips loosen.
[PRICK starts to move threateningly towards the elevator at SR.]
What goes around comes around, isn’t that what they say?
Hell hath no fury like a luncher scorned.2

(520)

[He laughs maniacally as he exits into the SR elevator, the doors shutting on him mid-laughter.]
ISAAC. What the hell was that? Is the price I pay for all my good luck today having everyone I
meet treat me like a plaything?
[A chime is heard from the elevator at SL, jolting ISAAC out of reflection and back to attention.]
But wait, I hear something.
Notes:
1. “Fantasies about men prancing around in gowns”
a. While Isaac’s attitude is not exactly accepting, I reworked this passage to reflect
more modern attitudes towards sexuality; in the original Latin, Sosicles rebukes
Peniculus for supposedly being a catamite (cinaedos) and projecting his desire to
play the woman onto Sosicles.
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2. “Well I never… Hell hath no fury like a luncher scorned.”
a. The language in Prick’s last line here has been manipulated more liberally to play
up the exaggerated nature of the character’s indignation; the faulty idioms are my
embellishment. De Melo translates this section as “No one will ever prevail on me
not to tell your wife how the entire thing happened. All those insults will fall back
onto you. I’ll make sure that you haven’t eaten the lunch without punishment”
(De Melo 477).
b. As I haven’t always been able to recreate Plautus’s own riffs on idiomatic
expressions because of a lack of a clear modern/English analogue, this felt like a
natural place to invent my own, in a Plautine spirit.
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Scene III.3
Erotium’s elevator opens and CELIA steps out, now holding a gold bracelet. She wears an airy
dress that exudes a free spirit vibe, further emphasized by her light walk and composure as she
approaches ISAAC.
CELIA. Manny! Hello. Hi. [Makes a namaste gesture.] I’m Celia, you always see me around
Erotium’s but she doesn’t like it when I talk to her male vis—[Remembers herself.] Anyway.
Hi. How are you?
[An expectant pause, but as soon as ISAAC starts to reply, she cuts him off.]1
Erotium wanted me to ask just one more favor of you.
[Holds up the bracelet.] Isn’t this beautiful? [Another pause and interruption as ISAAC starts to
reply.] She was hoping you might take it to the goldsmith for her.
(525)
It could use a bit more gold, don’t you think?
[A third pause. ISAAC doesn’t reply. She stares intently at him. He cautiously opens his mouth
without making a sound. She continues to stare. He decides he’s supposed to answer and
starts to speak, when she cuts him off.]
It’s a rhetorical question.
Anyway, she’d like for him to add an ounce of gold and make it look like new.
ISAAC. I’m here to serve—this [indicating the dress], that [taking the bracelet],
whatever else she might want [tries to casually indicate his body]—her wish is my command.
CELIA. Oh! You know which bracelet this is? [Another game of response-chicken, except this
time CELIA actually wants ISAAC to answer, and he has no idea.] Go on, guess.
ISAAC. I’m not sure… a gold one?

(530)

CELIA. Don’t play dumb, you know! This is the one that you told her
you stole out of your wife’s lockbox.
ISAAC. [Deflates like he’s been fooled again, groaning into words] Aiiiiiiiii did no such thing!
CELIA. [Concerned] What, you don’t remember?
Give me back the bracelet, if you don’t remember.
ISAAC. [Sensing he’s endangered an opportunity, struggling to save face.] Oh—wait,
you mean this bracelet. Ah, um, of course. The one, you mean, yes, I gave it to her, right?
(535)
CELIA. Exactly!
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ISAAC. [Now too cocky] Where are the arm bands that I gave her?
CELIA. You never gave her any.
ISAAC. [Recovering] Obviously I didn’t give her any.
CELIA. So I’ll tell her you’ll take care of it?
ISAAC. Tell her I’ll take care of it.
Both the outfit and the ornament shall be fixed most finely.

(539–40)

CELIA. Manny, you’re such a dear, no wonder we all love you. You know what else? Oh, I
hope this isn’t too much of an imposition, but I’d love if you could get me a pair of earrings.
Round ones. Not too heavy, but not too light—like the weight of, hmm, four dimes.2
If you’d do that for me, I’ll be ever so happy to see you every time you happen by.
ISAAC. Then of course I’ll do it. Just give me whatever I’ll need to pay for the work.
CELIA. If it’s all the same, why don’t you pay for it and I’ll get you back for it later.

(545)

ISAAC. Or, another idea, you could pay for it and I’ll see it comes back to you twofold.
CELIA. I don’t have any money on me.
[They both stare at each other, neither breaking a veneer of kindness but with a tense mood in
the air, as if each is testing the other. ISAAC breaks first.]
ISAAC. Well, whenever you do, you can just pay me back later.
CELIA. Anything else you’d like from me, then?
ISAAC. Just tell her it’s all taken care of.
[CELIA smiles and does another namaste gesture to bid farewell. She exits into the SL elevator.]
Yep, I’ll take real good care—in finding the highest price to sell this finery for, fast. Then it’ll
take care of me.
She is gone now, right? [Double checks] Yes, ascended far away.
(550)
Fate is on my side today—it’s helping me, enriching me… maybe it’s even got the hots for me.
But why am I dilly-dallying,
let’s ditch this den of sinful insanity while the timing’s good.
Hurry, Manny, move your feet out to the street.
Ooh! [Remembering the lobster bib.] I’ll leave this over here—
(555)
[He throws the bib on the ground at SL, past Erotium’s elevator.]
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That way anyone who wants to follow me will think I left to the left, when the right is really
right.
Now I’ll go find Sonny, if I can, so that he can hear about this amazing pretzel of a day, with all
its hearty twists of fate.
[ISAAC exits SR.]
Notes:
1. Celia’s entrance
a. The original slave girl character is nameless and functions mostly as a messenger
rather than being developed as an independent character—similar to the cook
Cylindrus, but even more so. Along similar lines to the treatment of that other
character, I’ve invested this role with some additional personality and modified
her status relative to Erotium.
b. Her entrance line is an invention in the service of developing this version of the
character. The original text goes right to the request to bring the jewelry to the
goldsmith.
c. The following recurring bit where she asks Isaac questions and doesn’t let him
reply, ultimately culminating in the “It’s a rhetorical question” remark, is another
invention without precedent in the original but added here as a patterned bit
adding to the comic nature of the characters.
2. “Four dimes”
a. The Latin specifies the earrings should be “two coins in weight” (pondo duom
nummum); De Melo observes that the denarius is the most likely coin being
referenced, weighing in at 4.5 grams (so a total weight of 9g). The closest
approximation using American coins is four dimes—2.268 grams each (according
to the United States Mint’s coin specifications:
https://www.usmint.gov/learn/coin-and-medal-programs/coin-specifications), for
a total of 9.072g.
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ACT IV
Scene IV.1
A tableau of casino life using some of the play’s ensemble can be added at the top of this scene to
allow time for CELIA to make the quick change into the costume for MARINA.
At the conclusion of this entr’acte, the stage starts to clear again. We hear a chime and the doors
to the SR elevator open, revealing PRICK with Manny’s wife MARINA, dressed the part of a
Real Housewife. Everything about her is polished, but with an air of restraint and tightness (very
much the opposite energy that the performer had while playing Celia)—her hair is firmly styled,
rather than blowy and loose, and her clothes are similarly on the more fitted side.
In the scene that follows, MARINA vacillates between anger and detachment, but we never see
her display resignation.
MARINA. Why should I stand for being walked all over in my own marriage?
Can you believe it, swindled by that swine, [gesturing around at the casino] right under my own
roof…
(560)
And what he grifts from me, he gifts to HER!
[MARINA shouts this last line at the Erotium poster, causing PRICK to jump.]
PRICK. Shh, just try to be quiet!
You want to catch him in the act, and I can make it so, but you have to work with me.
Right, so he was drunk, boasting a bib, taking that tutu to the tailor [MARINA seethes]—
You know, the one that he stole from you today?
[He stops to make sure she’s with him. MARINA glares back with daggers in her eyes. PRICK
makes a show of averting his gaze in the other direction and happens to catch sight of the
dropped bib, causing him to gasp and point like he thinks a detective would act.]
A-ha! Behold the bib! See, would I lie to you?
(565)
Here, he went this-a way, if you want you can follow his footsteps, pursue his path.
Or, wait! Even better, here he comes, just in time to save us the trip.
But he doesn’t have the dress…
MARINA. [Eagerly—not a question but relishing the chance.] So what am I going to say to him
now?
PRICK. Treat him horribly, like you always do! [She shoots him another dagger-look. PRICK
shrugs.] Just my humble opinion.
Let’s get out of the way, though—that way we can take him by surprise.
(570)
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Scene IV.2
PRICK and MARINA hide behind the statue as MANNY enters from stage left, a bit tipsy.
MANNY. Here there’s a tradition that’s totally tiring
and troublesome—and the more established entity
is far more ably afflicted:
everyone wants all the customers they can get,1
never mind that some are good and some are bad, they want ’em all regardless; (575)
the cash, not the character, is what matters the most.
If a swell fella’s light in the pockets, why bother with him?
But if a bad girl’s rich, she’ll make a far better customer.2
Someone who doesn’t give a damn about the rules or have any sense of decorum—
(580)
You might be a bit nervous to have them around.
They say their order never came, even if it’s right in front of them, threaten to sue at the drop of
a hat,
because they’re greedy people, and liars too,
who have gained everything they have by ripping someone else off, legally or otherwise.3
Their mind is one in which “I” is the only vowel, forget about “you.”4
When someone like this shows up at your door, you could ask everyone to help them, but you’ll
still have to get involved,
(585)
constantly apologizing for those they think have done them wrong.
They’ll always ask to see the manager, the manager’s manager, the big boss upstairs,
And thus one entitled customer kept me so busy today that I couldn’t do the things I wanted
with the people with whom I wanted to do all those things—constantly delayed, constantly
detained,
as he insisted how he’s been nothing but a “model” guest, never mind that he’s got a file with
security that’s as large as it is… [delicately, after a pause] distasteful.
(590)
And I tried to placate him with tortured and tricky terms,
saying nothing and everything all at once—exactly the minimum required
to reach a truce. [In a mocking tone.] “But I’m a perfect gentleman,” he claimed, “I’ve done
nothing wrong.” Psh!
I’ve never seen someone more obviously guilty than him,
and I have plenty of folks on my staff who could tell you plenty more than I will.5
(595)
If there’s a god, or a bunch of them, let them all rain down destruction on that man, since today
he was guilty of ruining my day,
maybe even ruining me, and certainly my agenda at the Forum.
[A deep sigh.] My whole day, ruined…
I’d ordered that lovely lunch,
and I know my girlfriend would wait ever so patiently.
As soon as I possibly could, right away
I bolted out of there.
(600)
[With a dejected look.] Now I bet she’ll be mad at me…
but hopefully she’ll be prettily placated with some contenting clothes.
[Cleverly grins.] Good thing I took that dress from my wife to give to her.
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[MANNY has mimed taking the dress out and, like ISAAC in III.2, does a little dance as he
mimes holding it up in the air. As he dances, never looking back toward the statue, PRICK
and MARINA whisper to each other so he doesn’t hear.]
PRICK. So whad’ya say?
MARINA. Men are trash and I married a landfill.
PRICK. Were you able to hear him well enough?
MARINA. Oh, I heard enough all right.
MANNY. [Now moving to EROTIUM’s elevator.] If I know what’s good for me, I’ll just zip on
up here where I know I’ll be well cared-for.
PRICK. [Stepping forward with a poor lawyerly affectation.] Now wait just a moment, sir,
because things will get much worse for you if you step in there.
MARINA. You’ve borrowed from me long enough; I’m calling in the loan, with interest.
PRICK. Sick burn!
MARINA. [Bitterly mocking him.] You really thought you’d be able to get away with it? That
you were being so stealthy?
(605)
MANNY. [With a severe, uncaring monotone.] My dear, what ever could you possibly mean?
MARINA. Seriously?
MANNY. [Now with obviously fake sincerity.] Aren’t I asking?
MARINA. [Snorts.] Don’t get polite with me now.
PRICK. You go, girl!
[MARINA shoves PRICK away without even looking.]
MANNY. What could I have done to deserve this scorn?
MARINA. Actually, I think you know.
PRICK. [Trying hard to be part of this.] Yeah, he knows all right, he’s just faking.
MANNY. Won’t someone tell me what’s the matter?
MARINA. [Giving up.] The dress—
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MANNY. The dress?
MARINA. A certain dress—
PRICK. He’s filled with dread!6
[MARINA steps away, frustrated, but MANNY and PRICK have become so focused on each other
that they barely notice.]
MANNY. I don’t dread a thing.
PRICK. Except for one thing: this dress is undressing your deportment.
(610)
This is what you get for eating behind my back! [To MARINA] Hey, come get him!
MANNY. [Hushed, so MARINA won’t hear.] What are you doing? Stop this!
PRICK. [Also hushed.] I most certainly will not—let them hear me up in heaven! [Now
shouting to MARINA.] He’s trying to shush me!
MANNY. [Surprised at the extent of this betrayal and trying to cover his back.] Christ! I most
certainly would never ask you not to say nothing. And I’m MOST CERTAINLY not winking
at you about all of this.
PRICK. How cocky can a man be, to deny something everyone [he makes eye contact with the
audience, but the other characters don’t seem to notice] just saw?
(615)
MANNY. I’ll swear it on a bible, my mother’s grave, whatever you want—is that enough for
you? I never shushed you.
PRICK. Fine, technically that’s credible, but back to the rest…
MANNY. Back to what??
PRICK. Back to the tailor, would be my vote. Then you can bring back the dress.
MANNY. And what dress would that be?
PRICK. [To MARINA, who has started using her phone rather than watch two men she dislikes
bickering.] I shouldn’t be speaking for you, chime in or I’ll have to give up.
MARINA. Oh, I can chime in, all right. Come gather round and hear about my wifely woe!
MANNY. [Condescendingly.] What’s the matter, babe? You can tell me.
One of the staff not up to par? Did someone dare refuse your request?7
(620)
Just say the word, and I’ll see that they get what’s coming to them.
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MARINA. You’re so full of crap.
MANNY. It hurts me to see you in such a bad mood, my dear.
MARINA. You’re so full of crap.
MANNY. I bet it’s that mouthy maître d’ over at the buffet…
MARINA. You’re so full of crap.
MANNY. Well, you couldn’t possibly have a reason to be angry with me, could you?
MARINA. Maybe you’re not so full of crap after all…
MANNY. No, there’s no reason for it because I haven’t done anything wrong.
MARINA. Ah, well, it’s settled: you are, in fact, so full of crap.

(625)

MANNY. Won’t you tell me, my dear, what’s really bothering you?
PRICK. [To MARINA] Flat flattery from a feckless fellow, you see.
MANNY. [To PRICK] Butt out of this already! Didn’t you ever learn to only speak when you’re
spoken to?
[Turning back to MARINA, MANNY tries to take her hand. MARINA replies instantly, as if it’s
an automatic response.]
MARINA. Let go of my hand.
PRICK. Ouch, that had to hurt. Well, hurry along then, go eat your lunch without me.
Then come back to twist the knife, drunkenly waving around your lobster bib right before my
very eyes right after your very meal.
MANNY. [With a sincerity he hasn’t shown to MARINA.] You have my solemn oath, I haven’t
eaten without you, I haven’t even set foot up there [gesturing to Erotium’s elevator, then
whispering to PRICK so MARINA won’t hear this last part:] today. (630)
PRICK. Oh, you haven’t?
MANNY. That’s what I’m telling you!
[PRICK takes a moment to think and starts pacing. When he speaks, it’s as if he is delivering a
closing statement to the audience. MANNY and MARINA can’t see who he’s talking to and
look confusedly at each other, in a rare moment of connection.]
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PRICK. Have you ever met a man with such audacity?
Did I not see you [points emphatically in MANNY’s face] standing here [points emphatically
toward the SL elevator] just a short while ago with said lobster bib?
When you, if I remember correctly, suggested that I “didn’t have even half a working brain to
keep me sane,”
and denied that you knew me at all, and claimed—rather forcefully, I dare say—that you weren’t
even from here!
MANNY. Absolutely not! After parting paths from you earlier, I’m only now just returning to
my refuge.
(635)
PRICK. I know you, I know how you think. You think I’m powerless, that I have no way of
getting revenge on you.
But, [feigning overwhelm] goodness me, I told your wife everything.
MANNY. What did you tell her?
PRICK. Oh, I don’t know, maybe you should ask her.
MANNY. [To MARINA, again trying so hard to sound sweet that it’s condescending] What’s he
talking about now, love? What ever did he tell you? [MARINA snorts and turns away.]
What is it? Why won’t you talk to me? Why won’t you tell me what he told you?
MARINA. Like you don’t know…
My dress was stolen, right from my home!
MANNY. Your dress was stolen?
MARINA. You’re asking me?
MANNY. Christ, I wouldn’t need to ask if I knew the answer!
PRICK. Oh, you snake in the garden,
(640)
with all your deceit! You can’t hide it, we know the whole truth.
I already told you that I already told your wife everything.
[PRICK emphasizes exactly as before, but it lacks the same force the second time.]
MANNY. Pardon?
MARINA. OK, fine. Since you have no shame
and you aren’t willing to fess up without a fight, listen up while I catch you up.
And I’ll be sure to get specific as to what he told me and [mocking MANNY’s condescending
fake-caring] what’s causing my sorrow:
My dress was stolen from my home.
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MANNY. Um, my dress was stolen from my home?

(645)

PRICK. See what he does? The fiend, with all his tricks… Her dress was stolen, not yours.
If yours had been stolen, you wouldn’t know where it was.8
MANNY. I’m not talking to you! But why don’t you [to MARINA] tell me more?
MARINA. I am saying that a dress… [she pauses to make a motion miming a dress, as if
describing something to a child or someone who doesn’t speak English] was in the
apartment… [she pauses to indicate the apartment] and now there is no dress [another dress
motion]… in the apartment [points back up].
MANNY. Who stole it?
MARINA. Gosh, I would imagine that the man who took it would know the answer?
MANNY. Who’s this man?
MARINA. A certain Man… ny.
MANNY. Heavens, what a wicked deed!
And who is this Manny?

(650)

MARINA. I dare say that it’s you, love.
MANNY. [Pointing at himself] Me???
MARINA. [Pointing and jabbing her finger at him] You!
MANNY. Says who?
MARINA. [Pointing at herself] Me!
[PRICK runs between them to reinsert himself into the conversation. All characters’ pointing
becomes increasingly emphatic as the scene continues.]
PRICK. [Pointing at himself with both hands] And me!! [Pointing at MANNY] You stole it
AND you brought it to your mistress Erotium, to boot.
MANNY. [Pointing at himself] I?? Gave it to [points at Erotium’s poster] her??
MARINA. [Tired, trying to push everyone’s pointing hands back down] You, you, already.
[Aside] Must be the only time someone’s tried to get her to put on clothes.9
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PRICK. Should we get you an owl,
so it can follow you around and say ‘whoooo whooo’ for you?
MANNY. I swear to god, and every god who’s up there—would that be enough for you?—
that I didn’t take it.
PRICK. How dare you swear falsely upon the lord and all her friends!

(655)

[MANNY tries to change tactics, chortling as if everything is all a big misunderstanding.]
MANNY. Oh, wait. Oh! Ohhhhh! Well, I see what you—I didn’t give it to her as a gift, no!
She’s just borrowing it.
MARINA. Dammit, Manny, I don’t lend out your jackets, I don’t have a library of your shirts.
It only makes sense when women share clothes with women, or when men share with other men.
Can’t you just bring it back home?
(660)
MANNY. I’ll make sure it’s returned.
MARINA. Oh, you’d better, for your sake,
since you’re not getting back into the apartment without it.
Now I’m going home, without you.
[MARINA calmly approaches the SR elevator.]
PRICK. What about me? Anything for moi, who did you this great service?
MARINA. [Flatly, as she enters the elevator.] I’ll return the favor next time something gets
stolen from you.
[The doors shut and MARINA exits via SR elevator.]
PRICK. [Dejected, to himself.] We’ll never see that day come—you can only get robbed if you
have something worth taking.
(665)
Well then, to hell with both the husband and the wife. I’d better scurry off to the Forum,
since it seems like I’m persona non grata around these parts.
[Exit PRICK SL.]
MANNY. [Sneering, he directs the following monologue to the centerstage statue.] My wife
seems to think she’s really punishing me, locking me out.
As if I didn’t have a better place ready to welcome me with open arms!
Maybe you find me distasteful—fine, I’ll live, especially since I know I’m still tasteful to
Erotium.
(670)
She wouldn’t lock me out, no, she’d lock me in.
[Producing his phone] Now I’ll go beg her to give me back the dress that I gave to her before,
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and I’ll get her an even better one to replace it! [He starts texting as he composes out loud.]
“Hey, there! Prepare the doorman, L-O-L. [He pronounces each individual letter.]
Get ready, Erotium, cause here I come!”10
Notes:
1. “Customers”
a. The Latin uses clientum, a form of the noun cliens—a term for a client or
beneficiary of a patron’s support. In the original version of this section,
Menaechmus refers extensively to a legal scenario where a patron speaks in an
official capacity on behalf of one of his dependents.
b. In updating this monologue, I replaced the outdated Roman judicial context with a
take more characteristic of modern capitalism, where the specifics of the
courtroom setting are replaced with competition for business.
c. Incidentally, though this would have no bearing on Plautus’s use of language, it is
interesting to note that I am not the first to make this adjustment of the word’s
meaning: Whitaker’s Words notes that in the Neo-Latin of Renaissance Italy,
cliens took on the meaning of “customer” in the modern sense (Whitaker).
2. “Swell fella… bad girl”
a. As might be expected, the original Latin casts every hypothetical figure as male.
But since we know that bad behavior transcends gender, I simply used this
opportunity to add some equity as a modernizing touch.
3. “Gained everything they have by ripping someone else off, legally or otherwise”
a. I tweaked the meaning of faenore, which is intended to refer to the interest earned
by usurious lending, to refer more generally to unfair business. While there are
certainly those in the modern era who have, in fact, earned fortunes through such
unfair lending practices, the specificity of this accusation here felt a bit out of
place once transposed.
b. My translation of periuriis (perjury) shifted in tandem to create a more
complimentary opposite, honoring the aut… aut (“either… or”) construction in
the Latin.
4. “‘I’ is the only vowel, forget about ‘you.’”
a. This is another area in which I invented dialogue that suited my purposes to fill in
a gap in the Latin; the only surviving part of this line is mens est in quo (“Their
mind is one in which”).
5. “When someone like this shows up… plenty more than I will.”
a. This entire passage was reworked more substantially to fit the adapted context
and again steer away from discussion of the Roman judicial system, as
Menaechmus describes the process of vouching for his dependent in court.
Before rewriting this passage, I produced the below translation of the original,
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which helps to illustrate both the specificity that fails to adapt into the new
setting as well as the language that was still able to be carried over:
When these men are brought to court, their patrons are as well,
585
obviously, as we can speak on behalf of those who’ve done wrong.
The case is brought before either the people or the court or the aedile.
And thus a certain client kept me too busy today so that I couldn’t do what I
wanted
with those with whom I wanted to do those things, thus I was delayed and thus I
was detained.
Before the aediles I spoke in favor of all the things he’d done (which are as
plentiful as they are distasteful—both to a great extent)
590
and I proposed tortured and tricky terms:
and thus, by saying no more and no less than the debate required,
a settlement was reached. What did that man do who gave a surety?
I’ve never seen someone more obviously guilty than him.
There were even three witnesses present to testify to his misdeeds!
595
6. “He’s filled with dread!”
a. More literally, this line says “What are you afraid of?” However, as Plautus
appears to deliberately use words that sound similar to pallam (“dress”) after that
word has been repeated so many times (see page 18–19 in my introduction), I
went out of my way to create similar echoes in this section, here translating
paves (from pavere, “to be frightened of”) as “dread.”
7. “One of the staff not up to par? Did someone dare refuse your request?”
a. In the original text Menaechmus asks his wife if she has a problem with a slave
or one of her servant-women, and promises swift punishment to the offending
slave. In addition to retooling the reference to slavery, I also felt it necessary to
soften the severity of Manny’s promised retaliation.
8. “You wouldn’t know where it was”
a. The literal translation (“it wouldn’t be safe”) actually transplants fairly
effortlessly into the new context, but in this instance it felt like the joke relied too
much on subtext that might not be readily accessible. I opted to revise the
language to make this subtext overt while at the same time leaning into a patterngame of playing with which words are emphasized across this section.
9. “Must be the only time someone’s tried to get her to put on clothes. “
a. I created this aside as an embellishment to further engage with the perceptions of
Erotium and her work and the complex sexual politics in play.
10. “Prepare the doorman, L-O-L. Get ready, Erotium, cause here I come!”
a. While Manny sends a text to Erotium in this version, the original play has
Menaechmus speak to a porter guarding the door. These lines literally translate
as “Is there a doorkeeper here? Open up and call Erotium out to the front door.”
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Scene IV.3
MANNY hits send, prompting a whishing sound effect from his phone. Instantly—so fast that it’s
totally absurd—the doors to EROTIUM’s elevator open and she walks out.
EROTIUM. My ears are burning—is someone looking for me out here?
MANNY. A man who’s his own worst enemy, but bears no animosity toward you.

(675)

EROTIUM. My dear Manny, why are you standing down here? Follow me up!
MANNY. Just a second—
Do you know what the reason is which causes me to come to you?
EROTIUM. [Bashfully] Of course I know, so that we might enjoy the pleasure of each other’s
company.1
MANNY. [Clearly tempted] Dear god, I can’t believe I’m about to say this, but not quite.
Remember that dress, the one I gave you earlier? [EROTIUM nods along, excitedly, thinking
he’s fishing for more thanks.] The one that was going to look so great on you?
I need it back. [EROTIUM looks perplexed.] See my wife, she found out about the whole thing,
the whole shebang, the part where I took it from her…
But I’ll get you another dress—a better one, one that’s twice as expensive, whichever one you
want.
(680)
EROTIUM. But I gave that dress to you, to bring to the tailor. Just a short second ago.
With the bracelet that I wanted you to get fixed up for me.
MANNY. You gave the dress and a bracelet… to me? I hate to break it to you but that never
happened.
I remember it perfectly—I gave it to you, and then I went off to the Forum,
and I never came back, or at least not until when I came back to see you right now.
EROTIUM. [Mad and a bit hurt.] Oh no, I see what this is.
(685)
You trying to cheat me, Cheater Charlie? Or are you a Gaslight Gus?
MANNY. [Offended] Jesus, I can’t believe you’d—of course I’m not trying to cheat you!
Really, my wife found out, and—
EROTIUM. [Also offended] Now hold on, I never even asked you to give me that dress.
Nobody forced you to bring it to me, and you gave it to me as a gift.
Everyone knows you can’t just take back a gift. [Now with disdain.] But I’m a big girl, I can
handle such trifles, so fine, you can have it, do what you want with it,
(690)
your wife can wear it, or you can wear it, for all I care, or you can just shut it away in your safety
deposit box where nobody will ever see it again.
But after today you will not be setting foot in my home again, let’s not pretend otherwise,
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since you seem to hate me even despite everything I’ve done for you, AND [she gestures back to
her poster] your hotel…2
They say I’m the performer, but everything about you is an act, and I see right through it.3
So go, find some other woman to bother and lie to, because I’m done.
(695)
[EROTIUM storms back into the elevator and exits. A beat of silence.]
MANNY. Well that could have gone better. [Shouting vainly after her.] Hey! Can’t we just talk!
Come back! Are you still there? Will you come back as a favor to me if I ask you nicely?
[With a sigh] Well, she’s gone, and I don’t suspect she much wants me to follow her. [Looking
to both elevators] I guess that’s two homes I’m barred from, then.
Nobody believes me here [gestures to one], nobody believes me there [to the other]. What’s the
point of having a high credit score if nobody will give you any credit??
[A server passes with a tray of drinks. MANNY grabs one.]
In times like this, it’s helpful to consult one’s friends [he indicates the drink]. Let’s see what
wise counsel you have to offer.
(700)
[MANNY exits SL, throwing back the drink. Another entr’acte moment can follow if desired to
allow the tension of the previous interaction to dissipate.]
Notes:
1. “So that we might enjoy the pleasure of each other’s company.”
a. The Latin, not surprisingly, reflects Erotium’s status as a prostitute as she
promises to give Menaechmus pleasure once he joins her inside. The sense
translation to which I aspired here worked better with a more egalitarian approach
enabled by the use of “we” instead of “you.”
2. “Since you seem to hate me even despite everything I’ve done for you...”
a. Again, changes in this section were driven by recontextualizing Erotium’s role in
the new version. The original Erotium bemoans how much she has given
Menaechmus for free, with the expectation of payment to come. Crucially,
Erotium still mentions the casino’s bottom line, reminding us that there is still a
transactional quality to their relationship.
b. The use of the word bene in the Latin serves as a double-entendre, indicating both
that she has treated Manny “well” as well as “cheaply” (which is to say at no
expense to him). No similar English device was readily available, so instead I
expanded the line to address both their personal and business relationship, but I
acknowledge that this change is far less clever than the original word play.
3. “I’m the performer, but everything about you is an act, and I see right through it.”
a. This line literally translates as a direct comment on their transactional nature:
“You bring your money in vain, you can’t trick me.”
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ACT V
Scene V.1
ISAAC enters from SR, still holding the dress and bracelet, in the midst of scolding himself.
ISAAC. Stupid, stupid… what have I done!
I shouldn’t have entrusted Sonny with our money.
I bet he’s squandered it all on the buffet by now.
[The SR elevator chimes and the doors open to reveal MARINA, who speaks on her phone,
stepping out without noticing ISAAC.]
MARINA. I’m not sure when my husband plans to return home, mother. I’ll have to find out.
[She sees ISAAC; he doesn’t see her yet.] And here he is now, the son of a—well, would you
look at that! He has the dress. Guess I was right, after all.
(705)
ISAAC. [To himself, still without seeing MARINA, as he pulls out his phone to send a text] I
ought to see where Sonny got off to…
MARINA. Let me call you back, I’m going to go give that man a well-deserved talking-to. 1
[MARINA hangs up the phone and approaches ISAAC. In this next section she speaks
exaggeratedly, often repeating herself across lines and always trying to hit a different or
heightened emphasis each time.]
Have you no shame, even daring to come anywhere near me
with that dress? You wretched excuse for a man!
ISAAC. Excuse me?
What are you driving at, miss?
MARINA. I say again, have you no shame?
(710)
To speak to me with such audacity—even to utter one… single… word.
ISAAC. Beg pardon, what have I done that disqualifies me from speaking?
MARINA. You think it’s funny to ask that? I say again, [trying to make this an even bigger
performance] HAVE YOU NO SHAME, you shameless man?
ISAAC. Seems like you’ve answered your own question, ma’am, but you haven’t answered
mine, so I’ll ask you another: do you know why Elton John got the nickname “The Bitch?”2
MARINA. Because he wrote a song called “The Bitch is Back” where he says “I’m a bitch” six
different times?
(715)
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ISAAC. [Falters for a second—he hadn’t thought of that—before attempting to continue
confidently.] Because he wrote a song called “The Bitch is Back” where he keeps saying
“I’m better than you—”
MARINA. [Quickly interrupting] He only says that three times.
ISAAC. —which is exactly how you’re acting right now,
all smug and superior, like you’re better than everyone else,
just like a bi—
[He stops, abruptly, as he realizes what he’s about to call her. Some clumsy recovery is
attempted, but it’s too late. MARINA glares at him through all of this with an intensity not
seen before and finally slaps him. When she speaks, it’s fiery.]
MARINA. You know, I absolutely can’t stand what a bitch you are.
It’d be better to go through life all alone
(720)
than to stay hitched to a bitch.
ISAAC. What would that have to do with me, whether you can stand such a spouse
or would like to leave? Is this how things work around here?
Just rush at every visitor to unload gossip and lies?
MARINA. What lies? No, you know what? I’m done. No more.
(725)
I choose spouseless survival—no more of your perfidious practices causing me married madness.
ISAAC. Knock yourself out, go do your little divorce dance,
and live alone from now until kingdom come.
MARINA. I still can’t believe you denied that you’d taken that [the dress] from me,
and now here you stand, right before my very eyes, and there it is! [Less exaggerated this time,
betraying genuine hurt:] Have you no shame?
(730)
ISAAC. Hey, now wait a second, you’re asking me? Pot, meet kettle.
You’d dare to say that this was stolen from you?
Absolutely not. Another woman gave it to me so that I could have it fixed up.
MARINA. That’s it, I’m calling daddy.
I’ll tell him everything—he’ll be most disappointed by your disgraceful deeds.

(735)

[MARINA pulls her phone back out and redials her mother. As soon as she is talking to her
parents, her strong-willed manner vanishes and she takes on the aura of a spoiled teen.]
Mother, yes, I’m calling you back.3 No, no, he’s not… it’s more… no… can you please just send
daddy down right away?
There’s some… unexpected business he needs to attend to. [She hangs up.]
Now you’re in for it, you despicable, doomed man.
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ISAAC. I don’t understand you.4
What did I do?
MARINA. You steal clothes and jewelry from me,
from my home, and you give them to your mistress.
I have the story right, don’t I?

(740)

ISAAC. The story, as I see it, is that I need a stiff drink
if I’m going to manage to deal with this misplaced aggression.
I don’t know who you think I am,
but I know you about as well as I know John Doe’s long-lost niece.5

(745)

[The SR elevator chimes. MARINA speaks as the door opens, revealing MR. SENIOR. If Manny’s
vibe is hip new money, SENIOR’s is far more traditional. He has a goatee, wears a very
conventional suit, and carries a walking stick that’s more a statement than a mobility aid.]
MARINA. Mock me all you want, but you won’t be able to say those things
to daddy, and there he is now. Don’t you see him?
Don’t pretend you don’t recognize him.
ISAAC. Oh, yes, I met him at the same party I went to with my dear friend Rasputin.
Come on! You know I’ve never met either of you before today.
MARINA. You’re doubling down on this? Denying that you know me as well as my father?
(750)
ISAAC. If you want to bring your grandfather down, I’ll deny that I know him too.
MARINA. Good god! I’d worry something was wrong with you, except that you’re always this
exhausting.
Notes:
1. “I’ll call you back”
a. The Latin matrona is accompanied by a slave-girl named Deceo, who gets sent
off to fetch the senex (the matron’s father) a short time later.
b. While having Marina on the phone with her father would be a more direct patch
to the removal of this minor character, it is important that he enters without
extensive context on the dispute between the husband and wife, so the slave was
instead replaced with the implied presence of Marina’s mother, who could also
serve as a logical bridge to the father’s eventual entrance.
2. “Why Elton John got the nickname ‘The Bitch’…”
a. In the Latin, Sosicles asks the matrona if she knows why the Greeks always
called Hecuba (the queen of Troy during the Trojan War) a canem—a female dog,
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b.

c.

d.

e.

or a bitch. She replies that she doesn’t know, to which Sosicles replies, “She’d
always act just like you’re acting right now: Spit all manner of bile at anyone
whom she happened to see. And for that reason she was often called—quite
fairly—a bitch.”
“Bitch” appears to have been used as an insult in Plautus’s time in roughly the
same way that it has been in the modern era, as K.F.B. Fletcher notes, quoting M.
Graver: “Metaphors drawn from the κύων group are a rather harsh form of abuse,
one which labels its object as greedy and potentially cannibalistic in the domain
of material goods, or of fighting, sexuality, or speech” (quoted Fletcher 36 n. 35).
Fletcher also notes that by asserting his “superior mythical knowledge,” Sosicles
both “put[s] the Matrona in her place” and demonstrates his “greater control of
those around him” (Fletcher 36).
This, then, becomes an instance of tension between two approaches to a sense
translation. On the one hand, there is faithfulness to the sense of Sosicles’s words
that rather forcefully abuse of the matrona, which would—quite rightly—run
afoul of modern sensibilities that are (at least under ideal circumstances) less
receptive to finding humor in misogyny. It then seemed like a more liberal
approach was necessary to achieve the other option, which is to honor the
comedic spirit in which the scene was originally intended—one of the goals that I
established early on as one I would prioritize over fealty to the source.
Because of the questionable gender dynamics that I was trying to patch, this
became more complex than simply updating the Hecuba reference to a modern
figure. Playing with Elton John’s song “The Bitch is Back” offered an intriguing
possibility in that it flipped the gender within the reference itself, involved
someone labeling themself with the insulting term in question rather than having
it applied externally, and allowed for an opportunity for Marina to score a retort
against Isaac by using other lyrics from the same song.
In reconstructing this section, I hoped to actively push against Sosicles’s ability to
control others that Fletcher identifies and instead put Isaac on more equal, or even
lesser, footing relative to Marina. This is furthered in part by her ability to
eventually use invective toward him that he is too reluctant to use toward her.

3. “Mother, yes, I’m calling you back.”
a. As above, Marina’s unseen mom substitutes for the presence of the matrona’s
slave-girl Deceo.
4. “I don’t understand you.”
a. While Sosicles’ original line translates as “Are you in your right mind?” I wanted
to be cognizant of changing attitudes around the use of terms like “crazy” as
insults, being mindful of the ways that they can be seen to stigmatize mental
illness.
5. “John Doe’s long-lost niece… my dear friend Rasputin”
a. Sosicles invokes another set of mythical references here (see Fletcher 37–38).
b. He first says he knows the matrona as well as Porthaon, identified by De Melo as
“son of Meriones [a Greek soldier at Troy]; an obscure person” (De Melo 503).
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Indeed, Fletcher says that Porthaon “seems to be no more than one of the many
placeholders in Greek myth, filling out the genealogies of more interesting
figures” (Fletcher 38). The updated reference to “John Doe’s long-lost son” tries
to approximate the intended utter lack of interest in the figure referenced via a
hyperbolic reference not only to a name that is synonymous with anonymity, but
to someone who is mysterious to that person.
c. The second figure referenced is Calchus, the far better-known Greek seer
prominently featured at the start of the Iliad. Here, then, obscurity is not the
essence of the reference. Fletcher entertains the possibility that the name is chosen
more or less at random, but given Plautus’s care in most matters of composition, I
find his second suggestion more compelling: “that Sosicles has chosen the name
of one of myth’s most famous prophets to mock the idea that some old man he
does not know is going to clarify the present situation” (ibid.), hence the updated
reference to Rasputin.
d. As earlier, I’ve also tried to soften the male condescension embedded throughout
this original section toward a stock character who is largely defined by her
gender.
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Scene V.2
MARINA and ISAAC freeze mid-argument in the background, as SENIOR emerges from the
elevator and comes downstage to address the audience. Although his costuming is completely
different, his demeanor and presentational quality shares qualities with the shuttle driver
portrayed by the same actor earlier. Whereas the Celia/Marina performer is pointedly
differentiating the two roles, the SHUTTLE DRIVER/SENIOR performer is consciously blurring
that line.
SENIOR. Balancing the needs of my age and the situation,
step by step, I hurry where I’m needed.
But I’m not going to lie—it’s hardly as easy as it once was.
(755)
Speed’s sped away from me: old age has taken hold.
My body’s a burden I bear around, strength’s nowhere to be found.
What nonsense, old age, a product nobody has any need of.
But once it’s given to you, you’re stuck with it, and it bears many equally awful gifts.
I could tell you about all of them—how many hours do you have?
(760)
No, there’s no time—I have a bad feeling in my chest, and it’s not a heart problem, no, just
concern about whatever’s going on here.
[Hitting the rhymes hard] What could it be that made my dear Marie
ask for me with such urgency?
Nobody told me anything about what’s happening, or what they want to happen, or what they
think I’m going to do about it.
But, between us, I have a guess. You came here because you’re looking for some action, right?
I’ll make you a bet.
$5,000 bucks says she and that damn husband of hers are going at it again.
(765)
Look, you’re going to say I’m old-fashioned, but I’ve spent time with many women in my many
years, and many of them try to treat their husbands like the staff—
especially the wild ones who come from money.1
The men, of course, are hardly any less to blame,
and the truth is there’s a limit to how much any women should be expected to deal with.
In any event, I know my daughter—she never wants help from “daddy”
(770)
unless he’s done something wrong or they’re having an argument.
Well, whatever it is, I’ll know soon enough. And look,
there she is, her husband too, neither of them looking none too happy.
So yes, probably exactly what I expected. Remember our bet, right? I bet you’ll have to pay up.
But I’d better get to it, then.
[MARINA and ISAAC unfreeze. MARINA walks over to greet SENIOR, while ISAAC shrinks
back to continue trying to contact Sonny as he was before.]
MARINA. And look, here he is—nice to see you, daddy!

(775)

SENIOR. Sure looks like everyone’s having a nice time. So what am I doing here? Why did you
have me come, [trying a bit of humor] because everything is well?
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[This elicits no response.] Come, what’s upsetting you today? Why do you both look so angry
and seem so distant from one another?
I don’t know what kind of dispute’s dragging down your dispositions,
but come on and tell me who messed up, and spit it out, no tedious tall tales.
MARINA. You know I’d never do anything wrong of any sort anywhere, daddy, and so you
know first and foremost that I am blameless.
(780)
But, to be candid, I’m no longer able to live with this man, or to suffer him in any way
whatsoever.
So, if you might help, I’d like to arrange a move to my own apartment post-haste.2
SENIOR. What did he do this time?
MARINA. I’ve been humiliated, daddy!
SENIOR. By…
MARINA. By that man, my supposed “husband,” the very one you gave me away to on my
wedding day!
[SENIOR breaks away for a second, rushes downstage as the others look on in confusion, and
briefly addresses the audience.]
SENIOR. Surprise! What’d I tell you. The ushers will collect my payment.
[He returns to MARINA.]
Now how many times, my love, have I told you—both of you—
not to bother me with all your lovers’ quarrels?
(785)
MARINA. [Taken aback, more sternly.] But father, how could I have possibly avoided this?
SENIOR. You really want to know?
MARINA. Unless you don’t want to share…
SENIOR. It’s like I always say, men will be men! And it also happens men are dogs, so men
will be dogs.
You could make yourself much happier by turning a blind eye. If you stick your nose in his
business, you’re the one making yourself miserable.3
MARINA. You can’t be serious—you know he’s in love with that who—[stopping herself from
saying “whore”] that woman he booked for the Theatron. [Rolling her eyes] “The strip’s
stripper,” or whatever.
SENIOR. Well at least he has good taste.

(790)
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And the more you chastise him for it, the more you just drive him to her.
MARINA. He spends all day getting drunk, too.
SENIOR. And fighting with him, making him miserable—that’ll make him drink less?
Dammit, Marie, I thought I raised you to be smarter than that.
Forbidding him from making dinner plans will make him hungrier,
and prohibiting him from inviting people over—it’s his house as much as yours!
You’re his wife, not his supervisor. Do you want to just give him a task list,
have him take his meals in the staff cafeteria, dress in the subbasement locker rooms? 4

(795)

MARINA. Father, I must say that I brought you here to prosecute on my behalf,
so I’m surprised to see you representing the defendant pro bono.5
SENIOR. Now, now, I plan to be just as critical of his offenses
as I am of yours—even more so.
(800)
But you have a good thing going! As much jewelry and clothing as you want,
room service at your beck and call… just think carefully about what you’d be giving up.
MARINA. But he gives me gold and dresses only to steal them from his own home,
to steal them from me, so that he can give them to inferior women.
SENIOR. If he’s really done this, then I concede, shame on him. But if he hasn’t, then shame on
you,
(805)
besmirching an innocent individual.
MARINA. [With disbelief] Father! Open your eyes, he has the dress right now.
The bracelet too, these things that were “lost” while he secreted them away to her, only to “find”
them now that I’ve caught him in the act.
SENIOR. We’ll see what he has to say on the matter in a moment, as I question the second
witness.
[He crosses to ISAAC and pulls him aside discreetly.]
Now tell me, Manny, what this is all about? I want to know.
What’s got you down, why does she insist on placing such a distance between you two? (810)
ISAAC. I don’t know who you are, um, whatever-your-name-is, sir, I swear by my own
manhood—6
SENIOR. Whoa, there, why are we swearing like this all of a sudden?
ISAAC. I simply haven’t done anything bad to that woman over there, even though she’s
accusing me
of having snatched and stolen this [he shows SENIOR the dress] from her home.
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MARINA. Hah! Liar.
ISAAC. I’m not a man who violates the domains of strange women—and if I were,
I should become the most miserable of many miserable men.

(815)

SENIOR. Have you forgotten yourself? Do you want to be that miserable, or are you actually
denying that you’ve set foot in your own home before?
ISAAC. Whoa, there, Mr… uh… [He pauses, hoping for a name, but with none forthcoming he
just goes with what he sees, not knowing he has it right] senior, are you suggesting that I live
here?
(820)
SENIOR. You’re denying it?
ISAAC. With every fiber of my being.
SENIOR. Good god, I know you didn’t have much moral fiber, but you must have none at all,
unless you just moved out last night. Come here, Marie.
What do you say? Did you just move out of here?
MARINA. Why would you possibly think that? Where would we even go?
SENIOR. Well, I don’t know!
MARINA. Obviously he’s mocking you, can’t you tell?
SENIOR. OK, enough fooling around—Manny, focus and be honest with me.

(825)

ISAAC. I’m honestly asking, what do you want from me? Who are you, where are you from?
I don’t think I owe anything to you or to that woman, but she keeps pestering me—is there any
reason at all?
MARINA. [More concerned] Hmm, do you see how his eyes have a funny color? And, now that
I’m looking, there’s a greenish pallor
to his face. Don’t his pupils look bigger than usual?7
(830)
[MARINA pulls out her phone and she and SENIOR fall into a huddle. ISAAC takes the
opportunity to step away, coming downstage to speak to himself. MARINA can be heard in
the background speaking out search terms like “WebMD,” “concussion,” and “amnesia” as
she types them, but ISAAC doesn’t seem to notice.]
ISAAC. Wow… I mean, wow. They think something’s wrong with me? They’re the ones who
need an examination.
But this benefits me, doesn’t it? If they think I’m in no condition for conversation,
I’ll show them how unfit for conversation I am! What better way to drive them away?
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[ISAAC starts screaming and whimpering while moving erratically. He comes off as disoriented,
and possibly rabid. MARINA and SENIOR watch from a distance, her with fascination and
him with distaste.]
MARINA. Do you see how his face is contorting? [Starting to cautiously inch towards ISAAC]
What should we do, daddy?
SENIOR. Come back over here, Marie, sweetie, I’m not sure we should get that close to him in
this… state.
ISAAC. [Running to the statue at upstage center, with a frenetic energy] Ah, my old friend!
Pardon me, I’ve forgotten your face. Hmm, father? No… oh, god…. GOD! Are you god?
(835)
You’ll have to speak up, I can’t hear you well. If only we could be alone,
but my present company won’t leave me be. You’ve met them, yes? The woman’s a bit of a
bitch—oh, I know, I shouldn’t use that word, excuse me—
and I can’t decide if the old man looks more like a monkey—in which case we know he’s an
idiot—or a goat—which would probably mean he’s the devil.
Either way, you can be sure he’s a liar who’s done a lot of harm during his long, loooong life.8
SENIOR. [To MARINA] Hard to feel sorry for him, isn’t it?
ISAAC. [Still to the statue] My god—hah, get it, my… god!—you’re right!
(840)
[Turning towards SENIOR AND MARINA menacingly] If I take their eyes away, they can’t
watch over me anymore…
MARINA. [Disaffected or concerned more than frightened] Oh, did you hear that father, he
wants our eyes.
SENIOR. I do, dear. Hey, Marie?
MARINA. Yes, what? What do you think we should do now?
SENIOR. What if I call security and tell them to hurry over?
I’ll go get them, they can hold him in the basement office until he calms down.
We shouldn’t wait much longer, or he might make trouble.

(845)

ISAAC. [To himself] Crap! I overdid it.
If I don’t come up with some kind of recovery plan, I’ll get hauled off to this man’s… dungeon?
[ISAAC makes some adjustments before speaking out into the room again. This time, he’s
playing more cautiously, speaking stiltedly and watching their reactions closely so he can
tweak his strategy. It’s not too convincing, but MARINA and SENIOR are too concerned to
notice.]
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Oh! Me. Where am I? I am SO CONFUSED.
And… and DISORIENTED. And… it is… very upsetting to me.
[Gets an idea and picks up some steam.] The only thing that could make it worse would be if I
were to get moved from this specific spot!9
SENIOR. [With a sigh] Alright, new plan, why don’t you go—quickly, I’d add—
and see if you can find someone who can help the poor bastard before he hurts anyone.
Especially himself.

(850)

MARINA. Yes, I’ll go. Keep an eye on him, father, and make sure he doesn’t wander off.
[As MARINA starts to exit past the SR elevator, she takes out her phone and starts to compose a
text, trailing off as she leaves.]
“F-M-L! Why does karma hate me? I’m going to need a stiff drink…”
ISAAC. [Aside, encouraged, while SENIOR looks down, perhaps checking his nails.] OK, it
wasn’t too bad getting rid of her, now let’s get rid of the other one,
this big oaf, who happens to be the father—quite literally—of all my problems here.
[Now so that SENIOR can hear, performative and cheesy] Oh, how upset and fragile and
discombobulated I am! Nobody in his right mind would dare interfere with my processing of
this state of distress, lest I… um… dissociate!
(855)
Yes, for all we know, I might grab a man’s cane and beat him until his bones and joints and
manhood were no more.
SENIOR. [Somewhat matter-of-factly, without looking up] Try and lay a finger on me—take
even one step closer—and I promise you’ll regret it.
[ISAAC makes an expression/gesture indicating frustration, unseen by SENIOR. He spends a few
moments visibly fretting; he is grasping at straws, and he knows it. Suddenly he is struck by
an idea.]
ISAAC. Oh, now I remember! [Again addressing the statue] My old master—it’s you! Of
course, I’ll follow your orders, whatever you want. Uh huh. Yes, yes. I see. Sure. No.
[ISAAC continues this idle chatter until he sees SENIOR look up.]
Me, in the foyer, with the ax? I don’t think Clue has an ax, no. The wrench, maybe. Can a
wrench wrench away this interloper’s skin from his skeleton?
SENIOR. [Aside, more alarmed now] Now that I’m listening more, I may need to be on my toes
and on my guard here.
(860)
The way that man’s threatening me, I wouldn’t reasonably assume he wouldn’t do something bad
to me.
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ISAAC. [Sensing he’s getting close] Oh! Master—um, the god Apollo!10 You’ve asked so much
of me; now you order me to…
[ISAAC looks around, frantically hunting for an idea, then has an epiphany and runs over to the
painting of Hippolytus.]
… to team up with a team of wild, rampaging horses, and climb into your chariot,
so that we can crush this lion, with his sad excuse for a mane, nearly toothless, completely youthless, absolutely not odorless.
I feel myself doing it! I’m… [he examines the painting and tries to model himself after it]
standing in the chariot, I’m holding the reins, the, uh [inspecting the painting closely], that
spur thingy is in my hands.
(865)
Go, horses, go! [He gallops around the room.] Let’s hear those hooves clacking, [tapping his
hands on objects and walls as he passes] cla-clump, cla-clump, cla-clump.
Horses be nimble, horses be quick, horses charge towards this man who’s being a di—
SENIOR. [Jolting ISAAC out of his circles around the room] You’re trying to threaten me with
these imaginary horses?
ISAAC. Who’s that? [Runs back to the statue, in a final frenzy.] Hey, look, Apollo!
Just to confirm, you’re ordering me to attack that guy who’s standing there? Right there?
But oh no! Who is this, dragging me from my chariot by the hair?
(870)
He’s fighting the natural order and the orders of Apollo! My stars!
[After becoming increasingly worked up, ISAAC feigns a collapse to the ground. He doesn’t do
this smoothly or convincingly—he tries to cushion himself as he falls and adjusts himself
after hitting the floor—but SENIOR doesn’t notice.]
SENIOR. Christ almighty! This affliction isn’t anything to sneeze at. Lord help him.
This man seemed fine—strange, but fine—a few minutes ago, now look at him!
That such a horrific illness could overtake him with such haste…
I suppose I owe it to the poor bastard to go find a doctor just as quickly.
(875)
[SENIOR exits SL.]
Notes:
1. “You’re going to say I’m old-fashioned, but I’ve spent time with many women in my
many years…”
a. In another instance of working with gender norms that have evolved over several
millennia, the original senex character possesses, perhaps unsurprisingly, less
charitable views towards women—even while his allegiance in the dispute should
ostensibly lie with his daughter.
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b. While there is certainly a way to play humor in the father siding against his own
child, it would be difficult to do so without making Marina the butt of the joke in
a way that felt at odds with my approach to her character thus far.
c. Following the spirit of “equal opportunity offense,” I’ve tried to even out the
disdain Senior has toward both Marina and Manny and to characterize his
antagonism as a general personality trait rather than a byproduct of endemic
cultural sexism.
d. I’ve also aimed to give him a greater sense of self-awareness through selfreflective remarks like the “you’re going to say I’m old-fashioned” preface to this
section, and to take some of his more general remarks about women/men as a
whole and make them more specific to his own daughter and son-in-law.
2. “I’d like to arrange a move to my own apartment post-haste.”
a. Literally “Hence, please take me from here!” The Latin matrona, lacking
autonomy in that society, must either be married to Menaechmus or return to her
father’s home, and the decision lies with him.
b. This social background is ill-suited to the modern context here, so I used Marina’s
dependence on her father’s wealth as a roughly comparable alternative that still
fits the present day by giving her some sort of autonomy.
3. “Men will be men… you’re the one making yourself miserable.”
a. The senex tells his daughter that her lack of obedience is at fault for her issues
with her husband and proceeds to tell her she shouldn’t pry into his (literal)
affairs.
b. I wanted to preserve some of the absurdity arising from the out-of-touch father
finding fault with his daughter’s choosing to be upset rather than the actual
substantive problem that’s upsetting her, but in such a way that didn’t emphasize
a woman needing to be totally submissive to her husband.
c. There are certainly elements of toxic masculinity that remain embedded in this
section and the sexism cannot be neutralized completely, but within the new
context, they ought to be playable, with adequate self-awareness, as satirical.
4. “You’re his wife, not his supervisor… dress in the subbasement locker rooms?”
a. A literal translation of this section would be “Do you require that men be slaves to
you? Then give him work requiring an allotment for weaving, order him to sit
among the slave-women as he cards the wool.”
5. “I brought you here to prosecute on my behalf… representing the defendant pro bono.”
a. The Latin here is a bit perplexing, but of a decidedly legal nature. De Melo’s
literally and academically minded translation offers this line as “I brought you
here not as my advocate, my father, but as my husband’s. You stand here but you
plead his case from there” (De Melo 507).
b. Yet this reading, including De Melo’s added emphasis, seems at odds with the
remainder of the scene. Lawrence Estavan’s translation seems to assume a
missing fragment of text but the end result is far more appropriate for the context:
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“Father, I see, I brought you in haste. / You’re defending my husband to my face.
/ Retained by me, and plead his case” (Estavan 908).
c. Estavan, quoting this line within a discussion on Roman law in Plautus’s plays,
notes that “Generally, being a lawyer in Plautus’ time was just something that you
did for a friend for free, though under the principate compensation was gradually
permitted” (ibid. 907). As a result, the way this passage is translated—and
whether it implies a familiar or paid relationship between lawyer and client—is of
particular significance in how it reflects on the characters’ relationship.
d. Keeping that in mind, I decided to emphasize Marina’s sense of betrayal by
adding language about a pro bono arrangement to suggest that Manny (or Isaacthought-to-be-Manny) is receiving more favorable treatment in this metaphorical
court of law.
6. “I swear by my own manhood.”
a. This is an attempt at acknowledging the double meaning of the word testis in the
Latin, which means “witness/testimony” in this context but also, of course,
doubles as the word for testicle.
7. “Do you see how his eyes have a funny color… his pupils look bigger than usual?”
a. This line, originally focused more on the green color and “sparking” (scintillant)
quality of Sosicles’s eyes, begins a section of the play with a more medical focus,
as Sosicles decides to feign madness, prompting the matrona and senex to call in
a doctor.
b. Although it’s impossible to remove the posture of supposed insanity from the text,
I’ve tried to approach the topic with a greater sensitivity that avoids playing
mental illness or chronic neurological conditions for laughs and also reflects more
modern understandings of how the human body works.
c. Throughout this whole section, I’ve strayed further than usual from the original
text in order to adjust the lines to describe symptoms known to be associated with
acute neurological impairments like a concussion or dissociative amnesia.
d. As amnesia has become a laughably cliched trope from modern soap operas and
other works that depend on wild plot twists, it felt possible to deploy here to
comic effect as a means of facilitating the rather outlandish course of events in
this play.
8. Isaac speaks to the statue
a. The original line here is a short monologue addressed to Bacchus, as Sosicles
feigns a bacchic frenzy. He claims that Bacchus is calling him out to the woods to
engage in his rituals, but that he is unable to leave because he is trapped by the
matrona and senex, who he proceeds to individually insult.
b. He calls the matron a rabid bitch (rabiosa… canis), an insult intended to be
uncouth but not necessarily to turn the audience against him as it might today.
I’ve endeavored to address this by using the expletive and immediately offering a
rejoinder within the script over its use.
c. De Melo’s version of the Latin text has Sosicles diss the old man as a Cercops
(De Melo 512)—one of a group of dwarfs “turned into monkeys by Jupiter” (ibid.
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513 n. 25) but other versions of the Latin have him call the senex goatlike (hircus)
instead (see, for instance, the text edited by F. Leo in Tufts’ Perseus Digital
Library). De Melo, working most recently, may be more likely to be correct, but I
incorporated both versions into my adapted line here nonetheless.
9. “Oh! Me. Where am I? … if I were to get moved from this specific spot!”
a. Sosicles originally doubles down on threatening the matrona specifically,
claiming he hears Apollo urging him to sacrifice her.
b. Not only did such an escalation feel out-of-place in this version, but this was also
another instance where the modern viewer would be less apt to find humor in a
threat of targeted violence against women.
c. As mentioned above, I tried to use the amnesia trope to address these concerns in
a humorous way that pokes fun at a cliched melodramatic twist.
10. “Oh! Master—um, the god Apollo!”
a. Using the environment of the themed casino to heighten the absurdity of Isaac’s
performance allowed for me to eventually steer the translated language back to
that of the original text. At this point in the scene, it felt possible to abandon
modernization and use the dated language and references as a way of further
emphasizing the overstated nature of the act Isaac is putting on.
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Scene V.3
ISAAC lies still on the ground for several moments before cautiously raising his head to check
that Senior is gone. He begins to speak as he makes sure the coast is clear.
ISAAC. Oh please, let them all be gone, nobody as far as the eye can see,
nobody to call me sick when I know I’m sound.
But what am I still doing here? I ought to escape while I have the chance.
And, if the old man comes back, I beg of all of you…
(879–880)
[He starts to grandly address the room before realizing nobody else is there; he doesn’t see the
audience.]
…nobody tell him where I’ve gone.
[ISAAC nods affirmatively to himself and exits SR. The lights dim and some time passes. This can
be illustrated with movement (people passing through the space, reminiscent of the sequence
marking the entry into the casino), a clock advancing, a fast forward sound cue, etc.
The lights then come back up, as SENIOR reenters from SL.]
SENIOR. Everything below my waist hurts from sitting,1 and my eyes from watching,
all from the time I spent waiting for the doctor to get here.
He’s one of the fanciest concierge doctors—always busy catering to his devoted invalids.
Insufferable, too, the way he jokes with his fun “hints.” [Mockingly] “I can’t say who it is—
doctor/patient confidentiality—but let’s just say you’d go Gaga if you knew.
(885)
And I can’t Teller you anything about the rest of my day.” Ugh. In fact, I wonder
if I should even call him a doctor at all—maybe he’s more of a standup comedian.2
[The DOCTOR starts to enter from SL.]
Well, look who finally caught up. Come on, we don’t have all day!
Notes:
1. “Everything below my waist hurts from sitting”
a. The Latin uses the word lumbi, which translates as the seemingly suggestive
“loins.” But Adams—who is characteristically rather definite on matters of
euphemism—offers conflicting evidence as to whether the term should be
considered suggestive here. While claiming that the “equation” of lumbus with the
sexual organs “is usually unconvincing in Classical Latin,” he adds that “it must
be admitted that lumbus is often in ambiguous contexts… and it might sometimes
have been interpreted as a euphemism for a sexual organ” (Adams 48).
b. I decided to acknowledge and embrace this uncertainty by choosing a looser
translation that could be delivered suggestively but carries more ambiguity, in
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contrast to the more literal translation that would almost certainly register as
suggestive to a modern audience.
2. “He’s one of the fanciest concierge doctors… a standup comedian.”
a. This section was modernized to focus on contemporary references and reflect the
adapted context. In the Latin, the senex says the medicus has claimed his busy day
involved treating the broken leg of Aesculapius (the god of medicine) and the
fractured arm of Apollo (whose many purviews included healing). The senex
disdainfully says he does not know if he is bringing back a doctor or a carpenter.
b. There was no real parallel contemporary reference that captured the humor of the
medicus claiming to treat the immortal forces of medicine. However, the decision
to make him a jokester allowed me to replace the names of the ancient gods with
present-day references while also providing a playable character game that could
offer a blueprint for his speech and behavior in the rest of the scene.
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Scene V.4
DOCTOR. [Seriously] Alright, now, remind me what you said the problem is? [Jokingly] You
can tell me, I’m a doctor.
[Serious again] Is he hearing the voices of angels, or is this a more satanic possession? [Again
switches back to joking] You know I’m not an exorcist, right? That’s my brother!
(890)
[Serious] Now does he have too much energy, or too little of it?
SENIOR. Great questions. If only there was someone who could evaluate him and figure out the
answers, and then once they knew the answers, figure out a way to treat them.
Oh, wait, that’s what I hired you, a doctor, to do!
DOCTOR. But of course, [jokey] it’ll be easy-peasy.
[Serious, with one hand over his heart] He will be well again, that is my promise to you.
SENIOR. I want him treated with great care, you understand?

(895)

DOCTOR. Of course. At least six hundred times a day,
I’ll stand over him and sigh deeply, just to show you how seriously I’m taking his treatment.
[The DOCTOR keeps his face solemnly composed for this whole line, but bursts into laughter as
he finishes speaking. SENIOR is not amused. MANNY starts to enter from SL.]
SENIOR. Look, I see him coming. Watch, see what he does.
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Scene V.5
SENIOR and the DOCTOR hide behind the statue as MANNY comes toward center, speaking to
himself without noticing anyone around.
MANNY. Oof, what a day… I’m having an adverse reaction to how perverse it’s been.
That goddamned Prick has secreted all my secrets into the public domain,
(900)
my reward for everything I’ve given him is disgrace and dread.
He’s my own personal Loki, always looking to make mischief.1
I swear on my own life that I ought to take his away from him.
Well, it’s not really his to begin with, is it,
when I’ve been bankrolling it at every turn? So I’ll just be taking it back.
(905)
Meanwhile, since the women in my life love to gaslight me, why should that one [he gestures to
the Erotium poster] be any different?2
When I asked her about getting back the dress, she told me I already had it.
Am I [miming a hashtag symbol with his fingers, mockingly] #Blessed or what? Lucky me—of
all the men in the world, I’m the most miserable!
SENIOR. Are you getting this?
DOCTOR. He says he’s miserable.
SENIOR. I think you should talk to him.
[The DOCTOR collects himself and steps out from behind the statue, approaching MANNY
calmly and without acknowledging that he has just come out of hiding.]
DOCTOR. Hello, Manny. I’m here to help you. Why don’t you tell me why you’re grimacing
like that?
(910)
Don’t you know that frowning is bad for someone in such bad health as you?3
MANNY. Don’t you know that patronizing me is bad for someone soon-to-be in such bad health
as you? I’m in no mood to be bothered.
[The DOCTOR judges for a moment, before returning to SENIOR.]
SENIOR. So, do you notice anything?
DOCTOR. What don’t I notice?
A whole dispensary’s worth of pot couldn’t mellow this guy out.4
[DOCTOR does a take two, approaching MANNY like the previous interaction never happened.]
What’s the word, Manny?
MANNY. What do you want??
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DOCTOR. Only for you to answer a simple question: white bread or green tea, which do you
prefer?5
MANNY. I’d prefer if you went to hell.

(915)

DOCTOR. Aha, I believe… [mimes holding a magnifying glass and changes his voice] I’ve
found something.
MANNY. [Incredulously] What’s this interview for?
Maybe I like, I dunno, purple pita, saffron sourdough, or—ooh, the scarlet pumpernickel!
What else would you like to know? If I like my fowl to be scaly, or if I prefer feathery fish?
SENIOR. Yikes!
Do you hear this nonsense he’s spewing? No reason to wait—
(920)
pump the poor man with prozac before psychosis becomes his primary personality!
DOCTOR. [Still brandishing the imaginary magnifying glass] Hold your horses, I’m not done
with my investigation yet.
SENIOR. [Rolling his eyes] At this rate you’ll investigate him to death…
DOCTOR. Now tell me this! Do your eyes ever feel rigid?
MANNY. Huh? What do you think I am, some kind of crustacean, you quack clinician?
DOCTOR. Well then, tell me THIS! Have you ever experienced a—the medical term is a [with
air quotes] “rumbly in your tummy?”
(925)
MANNY. [Suddenly cooperative] When I’m full, my stomach is silent; when I’m hungry, I hear
that hankering.
DOCTOR. Gee, this is hardly the diction of one in distress.
Are you able to sleep through the night, til dawn? Do you sleep easily?
MANNY. Why, I sleep when my business is settled.
(930)
[Maintaining his calm tone] Now, you insufferable interrogator, may I kindly suggest that you
go fuck yourself?6
DOCTOR. [To SENIOR] OK, now he’s beginning to sound a bit unhinged. And from his tone,
sounds like you should probably be careful.
SENIOR. You should have been here before! The terrible things he said to his own wife…
(935)
Compared to that, he sounds like FDR, Ghandi, and Churchill all rolled into one.7
MANNY. Wait, what did I say?
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SENIOR. He can’t even remember, see? He’s lost it.
MANNY. I have?
SENIOR. You, yes, [pointing emphatically] YOU!
You even tried to run me over with an imaginary chariot.
I, yes, ME—I saw you do this, and I—ME—I am accusing you of it.

(940)

MANNY. Oh, well, if we’re accusing one another of things, I… saw you steal the crown of
thorns straight off your lord Jesus Christ’s head!8
Yeah, and I know that you got thrown into jail for it, too.
And I know that after you got out, they tarred and feathered you.
AND I know you killed your father—your own father!—and sold off your mother—your own
mother! (Whether out of greed or to fight off some perverse Oedipal impulse, I cannot say…)
Am I replying like a sane man to your insane accusations?
(945)
SENIOR. Good god, doctor, hurry up and do whatever you’re going to do.
Don’t you see your patient’s getting worse?
DOCTOR. [Unconcerned] Well, you know what I think would be best?
If you bring him in for an office visit.
SENIOR. Is that what you think, now?
DOCTOR. Certainly.
There I’ll be able to better evaluate how best to treat him.
SENIOR. Do what you think is best… [aside] and bill accordingly.
DOCTOR. [Back to MANNY] I’ll write you a prescription for what we call the [in a stoner
voice, miming a toke] “good medicinal shit.”
(950)
MANNY. Good luck writing anything when I’ve dispatched with you and had your body
taxidermized and mounted on the wall like a singing fish.
DOCTOR. [To SENIOR] Maybe you’d better get security to help us with him.
SENIOR. How many people will it take to subdue him, you think?
DOCTOR. Having concluded my observation, my expert medical opinion is four—no less.
SENIOR. They’ll be here momentarily. Keep an eye on him, doctor?
DOCTOR. I really need to go back to my office,
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so that I’ll be ready to bill—[he clears his throat] to fill his prescription when he arrives. Tell
security (955)
to drive him over to me there.
SENIOR. Fine, I’ll tell them.
DOCTOR. Godspeed…
SENIOR. Likewise.
[DOCTOR and SENIOR depart, DOCTOR to SR and SENIOR to SL, leaving MANNY alone. He
looks around, blissfully taking in his newfound solitude. He exhales deeply.]
MANNY. Ahhhh, they’re gone and I’m finally alone.
Say, I wonder why it was that they thought I was in such dire straits?
I’ve always been the picture of perfect health—never been sick a day in my life.
I may be in a bad mood right now, but I haven’t lost my mind, I’m not itching to start a fight or
an argument.
(960)
I’m doing great, everything I can lay eyes on is great. I enjoy conversation with the people I
know, especially the ones with cash to spare.9
Perhaps they were inclined to diagnose me with their own ailments, like a pair of pots looking
for a kettle to call black.
Well, what do I do now? I’m exhausted, all I want to do is go home, but my wife won’t let me.
And… [wistfully looking back toward Erotium’s poster] nobody else will let me in, either. This
hasn’t quite been my day, you know?
[MANNY pauses, looking around, no longer quite enjoying the solitude as he was before.]
I’ll just stick close by, I suppose. I know that by tonight, someone will have changed their mind
about letting me back inside.
(965)
Notes:
1. “My own personal Loki”
a. Menaechmus invokes the name of Ulysses, the Roman name for Odysseus, who
was known as a trickster. There may well be more to this comparison of Peniculus
to Ulysses, but the specifics are heavily disputed because, as Fletcher notes, the
allusion “has no obvious fit with any known myth of Ulysses” (Fletcher 43).
Some, including De Melo, believe this “could be a reference to Ulysses
persuading king Agamemnon to sacrifice his daughter” (De Melo 519 n. 31), but
Fletcher seems to doubt the related implication that “the comparison of Peniculus
to Ulysses may also cast Menaechmus as Agamemnon” (Fletcher 43). In any
event, Fletcher concludes that “While Peniculus is not particularly crafty in this
play, he is underhanded and thinks primarily about food, two qualities that
connect him with Ulysses” (ibid.).
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b. While Odysseus remains well-known to contemporary audiences as a character,
the specific associations of primary importance here have faded. The replacement
reference to Loki is as much a parallel mythological reference to another trickster
figure (who might be more likely to be recognized as such) as it is a contemporary
pop-culture reference, owing to Marvel’s popular use of the character.
2. “Since the women in my life love to gaslight me, why should that one be any different?”
a. The Latin text emphasizes Erotium’s status as a prostitute (meretrix) and
denigrates her for it, saying that she behaves dishonestly as all women of her
profession do.
b. It felt important to tweak Manny’s statement not just to avoid calling Erotium a
prostitute when she is no longer one, but to do it in such a way that the new line
would not come off as a blanket statement demonstrating sexist attitudes toward
all women.
3. “Why you’re grimacing… frowning is bad for someone in such bad health as you?”
a. This is adjusted from the medicus asking Menaechmus why he bares his arms, as
he suggests the increased health risks of such exposure.
b. Menaechmus replies by telling him to go hang himself, an insult that uses less
dated language but felt too extreme here.
4. “So, do you notice anything?” “What don’t I notice… mellow this guy out.”
a. Whose lines these are is disputed; the Leo version of the text has this exchange
completely between the senex and the medicus, as I have it here. This approach is
also used by Palmer Bovie’s translation for the Complete Roman Drama in
Translation series (see Bovie 154).
b. De Melo’s text and translation reassigns the first line to the doctor—he pinches
Menaechmus and asks if he feels it—and splits the second line between
Menaechmus (who says he obviously does feel the pinch) and the doctor, who
then comments to the senex that “even with a wagon of hellebore, this can’t be
achieved” (De Melo 521).
c. While many of De Melo’s text corrections are quite compelling, I found this one
more of a stretch. This version of the dialogue feels almost repetitive and the
extended back and forth between the doctor and his unreceptive patient starts to
seem tedious.
d. In addition to the contested dialogue, this section contains a somewhat obscure
reference to the medical use of hellebore, which I replaced with a far more
contemporary reference to a medical “herb” in wide use today.
5. “White bread or green tea, which do you prefer?”
a. The medicus asks Menaechmus to choose between red and white wine. De Melo
notes the former is intended to denote its supposed “laxative qualities,” while the
latter was thought to be an “astringent” (De Melo 521).
b. The wine reference seemed too obscure to translate literally, but it also seemed
useful to maintain the use of colors in the line to set up Manny’s response.
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c. I settled on a compromise translation that preserves the color-based play while
contrasting a heavily processed food with a healthier one.
6. “May I kindly suggest that you go fuck yourself?”
a. This is the harshest insult and most extreme language I use in the entire play,
intended the reflect the intensity of the Latin in which Menaechmus wishes utter
destruction from Jupiter upon the medicus.
7. “FDR, Ghandi, and Churchill all rolled into one.”
a. The senex compares Menaechmus to Nestor, a king known from the Iliad as an
elder statesman. In updating the reference, it felt more effective to invoke the
names of several political figures with this trait in common to ensure that the
underlying meaning is most fully conveyed.
8. “I… saw you steal the crown of thorns straight off of your lord Jesus Christ’s head.”
a. Menaechmus originally accuses the senex of stealing Jupiter’s crown.
9. “Especially the ones with cash to spare”
a. The Latin novi homines, adloquor is most logically translated as “I speak to
people who I’ve known” (taking novi from nosco, noscere—to know). But the
phrase novi homines could also be taken as the plural form of novus homo—a
“new man,” the term used for a man who enters the governing class through the
acquisition of wealth and influence (roughly the Roman equivalent of the nouveau
riche). Although the term arose out of the scoio-political context of the Republic,
the Oxford Classical Dictionary notes that it would have remained in use in
Plautus’s time, often referring to men who “can rise high on their own merits,
promoted by the emperor, to whom they give less cause for jealousy and
suspicion” (Badian).
b. While there was no wordplay to capture this potential double meaning with the
same economy, I extended the sentence in the new version to capture both
possible meanings in a way that related to Manny’s underlying character as a man
whose relationships are often transactional and motivated by selfishness or greed.
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Scene V.6
MANNY slumps down into a seat behind a bank of slot machines. SONNY enters from SR, not
seeing MANNY.
SONNY. This [he uses his hands to frame his face] is what a good friend looks like.1 When he
sees his pal in need,
he takes care of it, he does what needs to be done.
And more so when he’s on his own, with his friend nowhere to be found—he helps his friend be
in two places at once,
maybe even more convincingly than if this friend were to actually be there in the flesh.
If your heart is in the right place, you know you need to be ready to put yourself to work before
anything else—
you value your back above your stomach, your legs more than your taste buds.
(970)
Remember what comes of those who are unreliable, those good-for-nothings,
who get dropped and abandoned for their uselessness.
What a life! Alone, unsatisfied,
with nothing but your work to keep you company—a life of exhaustion, longing, hardship, and
(975)
cruelty!2
Not to sound dramatic, but I just know that’s the fate that awaits all bad friends.
And that—being by myself—happens to scare the pants off me, so I’m going to do everything
within my power to be good and not bad.
I can handle being underappreciated; it’s not being appreciated at all that’d be unbearable. I need
to be needed, what can I say?
And I can swallow my pride endlessly, as long as I’m not eating alone.
So yeah, I can do whatever Isaac wants, and I’ll do it well too.
(980)
It’s all to my own benefit in the end.
Everyone does what’s best for them—fine, let others do as they will, and I’ll do as I ought.
I’m motivated by fear, which keeps me focused and fully devoted.
If you’re afraid when you’ve got nothing to be afraid of, that’s a good sign.
You know you’ve got problems when you’re not afraid of anything.
[A short, thoughtful pause.]
My therapist might say this isn’t a healthy attitude, I realize. But you know what? I don’t care.
It’s worked for me so far. I’m here, aren’t I?
I’m not here just for him—I came along on the principle that it’d be good for me too.
(985)
Sure, he went off to enjoy an exciting afternoon while sending me to drop our things off in the
room, but now I can enjoy peace of mind knowing our stuff is safe.
Finding him is the next step, then. I’ll just give him a ring to remind him I’m ready…
and hopefully extract him from any compromising situations he might have gotten himself into…
even though I worry it might be too late for that.
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Notes:
1. “This is what a good friend looks like.”
a. As elsewhere, Sonny’s monologue required substantial adjustment to shift the
focus away from the master/slave dynamic and replace this relationship with a
more contemporary friendship marked by unevenness and unrequited devotion.
b. I primarily conceived of Sonny as having an unhealthy need for purpose and
validation that can only come from others (Isaac or otherwise; at the end, he
transfers his devotion to another character). There’s also, I realize, a reading of
this character that sees a more intensely homosocial and possibly erotic dimension
to his relationship to Manny. Such ambiguity could be embraced or downplayed
by a director in realizing the script in performance.
2. “A life of exhaustion, longing, hardship, and cruelty!”
a. I repurposed the general terms Messenio uses to describe the punishments
inflicted on disobedient or lazy slaves to describe Sonny’s fear of being alone,
trying to give some psychological depth to the character’s otherwise blind
devotion while remaining conscious of the melodramatic tone involved.
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Scene V.7
SONNY starts to pull out his phone but gets distracted as SENIOR rushes in from SL with several
SECURITY GUARDS. MANNY tries to hide further. SONNY keeps off to the side, watching.
SENIOR. Mark my words, gents, you’re going to want to follow my lead here,
(990)
so listen close and listen well.
We’re getting that man [pointing to MANNY] outside to a van, which is going to take him to the
doctor’s office,
and if you know what’s good for your jobs you’ll do it without allowing him to make a scene.
And fair warning—yes, he will say some terrible things, but don’t pay it any mind.
Kapeesh? Why are you all standing around? Why are you hesitating? You ought to have him out
the door by now.
(995)
I’ll go ahead to the doctor’s and will meet you there when you arrive.
[SENIOR exits SR. MANNY sneaks around the slot machines to address the audience, without
being seen by the GUARDS.]
MANNY. Argh! Just kill me now…
What is this nonsense? [The GUARDS see MANNY and start moving toward him.] Why are
those men coming this way?
What do you all want? What are you looking for? What are we surrounding me for?
[The GUARDS grab MANNY by the arms.]
What are we grabbing me for? What are you taking me away for? Where to, huh?
[MANNY gets increasingly worked up. He gets loose and starts running across the stage. The
GUARDS, trying not to draw attention to the situation, calmly fan out to try to stop him.]
Hey, stop it, hey! I’m done for. HELP!
Help me, patrons of the Epidamnus, you’re my only hope! Please! [The GUARDS grab him
again, as he continues to struggle.] Why won’t you just let me go!
(1000)
SONNY. Dear lord! What am I seeing here? My worst fears realized?
My friend—and traveling companion—being carted off, and in such an undignified way, too…
MANNY. [Breaking down] Anybody! Please! Won’t someone be so bold as to help me…
SONNY. [Trying to block the GUARDS, eager to prove himself.] Me! Yes, me, I will! Boldly!
For shame, sirs, what a shameful and ugly way to treat a guest of yours.
We came here of our own free will, could have stayed anywhere but chose the Epidamnus.
(1005)
And I don’t suppose kidnappings make for a great Yelp review,
So I suggest you let him go.
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MANNY. Oh, you beautiful stranger, whoever you are, [SONNY thinks this is an act and winks
conspiratorially] continue—keep helping me.
Make this exceptionally execrable evacuation end!
SONNY. I’m here for you, pal, don’t worry! I’ll defend you to the ends of the earth.
I’d never allow your abduction; I’d insist they take me first.
(1010)
[Overconfidently; he’s bluffing.] Should we fight them?1 This one by your shoulder looks pretty
weak. [The GUARD gives him a hurt look.]
But I could take all of you! [Starting to realize he’s overreached.] Yeah, I could, uh… punch
you. With my fists.
[Petering out] You crossed the wrong man, trying to hightail with this hombre today. [A pause,
then weakly] Let him go?
[After a tense moment, the GUARDS burst out laughing, letting their guard down. Sensing an
opportunity, MANNY grabs a baton from one of them and runs across the room, waving the
baton around energetically.]
MANNY. I’ve got one of them by the manhood!
SONNY. Don’t let go! Pull until he has none left!
[He blocks the GUARDS as they try to pursue MANNY.]
You jerks! You rapscallions! You knaves!
GUARDS. Hey! Stop! We’re getting real sick of this. [etc.]

(1015)

SONNY. Is that so? Well, then, leave him be!
[The GUARDS, with a sigh, pause their pursuit, allowing MANNY to stop as well. MANNY
collects himself, reclaiming his usual aura of superiority, and speaks with distaste.]
MANNY. Now hold on just a second, why were you touching me there before?
[To SONNY] Don’t just stand there! Do what you said and hit them! With your fists!
SONNY. Um, yes! I could, but you don’t want to make me. So go, get lost, leave here and go to
jail, go directly to jail, do not pass “go” and do not collect $200.
[The GUARDS, confused, decide none of this is worth it and lose interest. They start to exit SL.
SONNY runs up behind them and gives one a weak punch in the shoulder, causing them to
swiftly pivot back around and menace him. SONNY shrinks back meekly as his newfound
confidence collapses.]
Yes, well I think you’ve learned your lesson. Think of that as… oh, a parting gift to think about
and remember us by.
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[GUARDS finish exiting SL. SONNY gleefully runs over to MANNY.]
Did you see that??? I got so close to them, I could see every feature of their mouths. Honestly, it
was too close, if I do say so myself.
But good god, what a rush. And getting to rush in just in time and save the day, too!
(1020)
MANNY. You’ve earned some good karma today, my good man, my unknown savior.
[SONNY looks confused but repeats the wink from before like it’s a rote gesture.]
I mean, if you hadn’t come along, I wouldn’t have made it to see today’s sunset.
SONNY. Well, if I have some good karma coming to me… and you’re really grateful for my
saving you… I’ve been meaning to ask if you could help with the debt I’ve incurred on these
travels of ours.2
MANNY. Our travels?
SONNY. Right, you know the ones because you’ve been the reason for them all. It hasn’t been
cheap. And I just saved you from a real mess, so…
MANNY. What’s this? I think you have something wrong here.
SONNY. What, I didn’t save you?
MANNY. Not that—just, I’d swear, as if I was under oath, (1025)
that I’m not your travel buddy.
SONNY. Oh, stop it.
MANNY. I’m not kidding around!
Trust me, the folks I travel with would never do anything so stupid as to try to help me out of a
jam like that.
SONNY. [Thinking he’s playing along with something] Well then you could always pay a
reward if my kindness was so misguided.
MANNY. As far as I’m concerned, you can play any game here on the house tonight.
SONNY. And you’ll bankroll it? Well, if you insist…
MANNY. I certainly do, I call the shots around here so—

(1030)

SONNY. [Cutting MANNY off, playfully] Well, hello, you important benefactor, you. [Imitating
MANNY] “Now, Sonny, I’m glad you’re going to be rolling in it soon.”
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[Now as himself] Oh, Man, that’s very kind of you and I know you mean it, but know that I
mean this: Once I hit it big, it doesn’t need to change our relationship.
I’ll still follow you and your every whim.
MANNY. I should think not!
SONNY. Now I’ll head back to our room to rustle up your crap and your cash.
The trip emergency fund is sealed up nice and safe in a nice safe.
I’ll bring that back to you right away so you can reward me handsomely.

(1035)

MANNY. Great, off you go!
SONNY. You’ll owe me extra when you see how well I’ve taken care of everything so far. I’ll
be back. Wait for me here.
[SONNY exits SR.]
MANNY. So many strange things have happened to me today, and the ways they’ve happened
have been stranger still:
Some people have denied me my very self and kicked me to the curb,
(1040)
while strangers rush out to try to bring me back in.3
Just look at this man, who’s just run off to get some stash of cash—no doubt a meager one—did
you hear how he talked to me?
Saying I was his savior, and buddy, and travel companion… total nonsense!
He said he’s coming back with that wallet.
If he does, I’ll tell him I won’t accept a single cent of it.
That way I’m set when he regains his senses later and comes back to ask for anything back. I’m
not sure what’s wrong with him, but I’m not falling for anything!
(1045)
Now, my father-in-law and the doctor… they said something was wrong with me. Whatever’s
up, it’s definitely strange.
Could I be dreaming? It seems like I’m dreaming. Which reminds me…
I’d better go back to visit with the talent again [gesturing to Erotium’s elevator], even if she’s
furious with me.
Somehow, I’ll convince her to give me back that dress so I can have a place to sleep tonight.
[MANNY enters the SL elevator.]
Notes:
1. “Should we fight them?”
a. Messenio takes a more violent approach in the original text, urging Menaechmus
to poke out the eyes of the slaves who are trying to subdue him. The scene
becomes comically gruesome in line 1014 as Menaechmus actually claims to have
grabbed one of the slaves by the eye (Teneo ego huic oculum) and Messenio
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encourages him to leave nothing but the socket (Face ut oculi locus in capite
appareat).
b. In this section, I tried to tone down the violence so it wouldn’t seem quite as
cartoonish, instead comically casting Sonny and Manny as overconfident or
feigning toughness and swapping the grabbed eye for a grabbed weapon (and a
phallic one at that, allowing for a nod to the original’s bodily humor).
2. “Pay off all the debt I’ve incurred on these travels of ours”
a. In the original, the slave Messenio asks to be set free and the conversation that
follows hinges on Menaechmus being unable to free a slave who does not belong
to him (but doing so anyway).
b. It was difficult to approximate this dynamic in modern context, so I pushed the
new lines a bit further away from the source to return to the unfair relationship
that exists between Sonny and Isaac.
3. “While strangers rush out to try to bring me back in.”
a. This line is wholly my invention, filling the void of a missing section with an
imagined counterpart to the previous line that also logically connects to the
following.
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Scene V.8
ISAAC and SONNY enter from SR, midway through an argument.
ISAAC. I don’t know if you’re delusional or just a brazen liar, but we definitely have not
recently seen each other.
(1050)
Not since earlier, when we split up and agreed to meet here.
SONNY. Well I don’t know if you’re delusional or just having a laugh at my expense, but you
can’t fool me.
I was there, just now, when I saved you from those rent-a-cops who wanted to throw you out.
Right here, right in this very spot. You were shouting, and asking for any help you could get, and
even hoping for intervention from a higher power.
And that’s when I bravely stepped in and summoned the strength to save you, going against their
wishes.
And because of all this, because of the whole me saving you from certain doom thing, you
(1055)
promised me a great reward.1
And so I said I’d go off to get the money I’d hidden away, and you told me to hurry back,
but you seem to have scuttled off as fast as you were able so that you could affect some
effrontery and cancel our contract.
ISAAC. I promised you what? Money??
SONNY. In no uncertain terms.
ISAAC. What’s not uncertain is that I’d never make a promise like that. You know I don’t have
money to be throwing around like that!
Notes:
1. “You promised me a great reward.”
a. As in the previous scene, the subject of this confrontation is originally Sosicles’
(now contested) status as a slave.
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Scene V.9
The SL elevator opens, revealing MANNY speaking to an exasperated-looking EROTIUM.1 As
they step out, they are noticed by ISAAC and SONNY, whose argument stops dead as they look at
MANNY in wonderment. MANNY and EROTIUM do not yet see the other two.
MANNY. I don’t care how many times you swear it, cross your heart and hope to die, stick a
needle in your eye, and whatever else you can think of—none of that will make what you’re
saying true,
(1060)
this ridiculous idea that I went off with your—my—dress—and bracelet. I can’t believe you!
SONNY. Hol-ee bejeezus. Do you see what I see?
ISAAC. [Confused to the point of denial] What do you see?
SONNY. Well, you. In a mirror. A walking mirror that’s on the other side of the room?
ISAAC. And what’s causing you such distress about this?
SONNY. Well, Manny, it’s a bit confounding because he’s you. I mean… he’s as similar as
humanly possible. More than humanly possible.
ISAAC. [Turning away and trailing off] I guess we do look a little similar, but—
[MANNY turns and sees SONNY, but cannot see ISAAC’s face. He enthusiastically comes over,
cutting off ISAAC as he speaks.]
MANNY. Well look who it is! My savior stranger.

(1065)

SONNY. Oh! Hey! You! Uh…… hey, if it wouldn’t be too much trouble, any chance you can
tell me your name?
MANNY. Considering what I owe you—[aside] and how much more I was afraid you’d ask
for—that’s hardly any trouble.
My name is Manny.
[ISAAC hears this and sharply pivots back around. MANNY sees him and is just as confused.]
ISAAC. OK, no, that can’t be. That’s my name. Or, one of them. It was what my mom used to
call me. Long story…
MANNY. [Speaking slowly, as he considers the situation.] I’m from Syracuse.
ISAAC. No, I’m from Syracuse.
MANNY. What are you trying to suggest?
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ISAAC. Nothing, just stating facts.
SONNY. Ah, I know what’s happened here. I know this man [indicates MANNY],
(1070)
he’s my friend and confidante, there was just a mix-up and I thought it was him [indicates
ISAAC].
So I thought he [ISAAC] was you [MANNY], and even gave him a bit of a hard time.
[To ISAAC] Please accept my apologies, sir, if I’ve caused you any trouble while making a fool
of myself!
ISAAC. Sonny, what are you talking about? Don’t you remember,
we were just saying how we saw each other this morning when we split up?
SONNY. Oh, of course, you’re quite right.
(1075)
It’s always been you! [To ISAAC] Hi, [to MANNY] bye.
Quite sorry, you’ll have to go find yourself a new best friend.
PRICK. [From offstage] What!!!2
[Dashing in] Whose best friend did which? Where? With whom? He’s mine! Yes, I’ve forgiven
you, Manny, just in time for dinnerti—
[PRICK takes in the scene and suddenly realizes that he’s looking at both ISAAC and MANNY.
His face swivels back repeatedly between the two.]
Wait a second…
SONNY. So this [ISAAC] must be the one I call Manny.
MANNY. Now wait, I’m Manny. Manny is me.
ISAAC. What are you even suggesting, Manny?
If that is your real name…
MANNY. It is, after my mother Manuela.
ISAAC. Oh, so what, stealing my name isn’t enough, you’re the son of my mother now, too?
MANNY. No, I’m the son of my mother, you nincompoop.
I couldn’t care less about stealing from you.
(1080)
EROTIUM. [Dropping her seductive vocal affectations from earlier, she now speaks in a
harsher, less performative, more human voice.] Oh my GOD, don’t you all get it?3
[Blank stares, then MANNY, ISAAC, and SONNY go back to quietly discussing among
themselves, as PRICK watches and MARINA enters from SR. She gives EROTIUM a snarl,
but still approaches her.]
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MARINA. What’s going on here, harlot?
EROTIUM. [Too excited about the unfolding twist to take the bait.] You’ve missed a bit… I’ll
clue you in and fulfill your hopes you didn’t even know you’d hoped for. See anything odd?
[MARINA looks around, with her gaze eventually fixing on MANNY. Then ISAAC. Then MANNY.
Then back to ISAAC.]
MARINA. Dear god.
EROTIUM. Now, I’m not a geneticist—but they’re obviously twins.
They claim the same hometown, the same parentage, even the same name. And, well, look at
them!
Look what happens when I do this: “Hey, Manny!”
MANNY and ISAAC. [In unison] What!
[EROTIUM chuckles, amused.]
SONNY. Well I have no need for both of you,
but wait… who’s my friend who I arrived here with and who’s my ride home?
MANNY. Not me.

(1085)

ISAAC. [In unison with MANNY above] That’s me!
SONNY. OK, you’re the one that I want, then. Let’s sidebar for a moment?
ISAAC. Sure, sidebar away. [ISAAC and SONNY step away from the others.] What is it?
SONNY. That man is either a world-class con artist, or he’s your twin brother.
Let’s face it, I’ve never seen another person in the whole world who’s more similar to you.
There’s water less similar to water, milk to milk, than you are to him, and he to you—
trust me, I can see the situation with clearer eyes than you. Think about it! He claims the same
native land, the same parentage,
(1090)
Maybe it’d be best for us to inquire further?
ISAAC. Just as I’m getting carried away, you’re here to set me right. I’m lucky to have you.
Let’s proceed as you suggest, give him a little bit of a test. Just think—we’ll be free to stop
driving all over
if we find we’ve finally found him.
[SONNY realizes that the end of the trip might mean his fears of being left alone will come true,
and he speaks the following line in a panic, before realizing that he needs to be supportive
and sadly but dutifully offering his endorsement.]
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SONNY. Oh yeah, stop looking and go back to our separate lives… I… yes, fingers crossed.
ISAAC. Mine too.
[They rejoin the group.]
SONNY. So, sorry, you were saying—if I heard correctly—that your name is Manny?

(1095)

MANNY. You heard correctly.
SONNY. This man has also been called Manny, too.
And you said you were born in New York, in Syracuse—he was too.
And you said your mother was named Manuela—his was too.
Now, let’s do something that will help me and help me help both of you to be able to help me all
at once.
MANNY. I’m still not sold on him [ISAAC], but I owe you one, so I’ll play along.
(1100)
Hell, you could tell me to go jump into the Grand Canyon and I’d be inclined to do it for you.
SONNY. That won’t be necessary—all it would take to make my dreams come true is to find out
that you two are really, totally twin brothers,
born to the same parents, on the same day, in the same place. I mean, obviously.
MANNY. You’re suggesting something surreal. Would that it were possible, but…
SONNY. Oh, it’s possible. [Very serious] But now I’ll need your total cooperation in answering
what I’m going to ask. (1105)
MANNY. Fire when ready; I’ll be forthcoming in full. If I know it, I’ll share it. No holds barred.
SONNY. Is… your name Manny?
MANNY. Guilty.
SONNY. And yours?
ISAAC. Yep.
SONNY. And your mother was Manuela?
MANNY. Quite so.
ISAAC. Mine, too.
SONNY. And this was in Syracuse, where you’re from?
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MANNY. Certainly was.
SONNY. What about you?
ISAAC. Well, why not.
SONNY. Very good, everything so far seems to point in a promising direction. Bear with me just
a bit longer—
(1110)
PRICK. [Excitedly] Can’t you see you’re softballing them? How about a real question?4
Now think back—what’s your memory from longest ago, when you were growing up?
MANNY. I remember leaving for Tarentum with my father—a broken man, at that point—and
being snatched away from my old life.5
He kept saying we were going away for my sake, but even as a small child, I knew that wasn’t
true. It was all about him. What he’d done wrong.
So after we arrived, there was a street fair. I didn’t want to go, but he said we needed to. Get to
know our neighbors. I don’t know, maybe there was a woman he was trying to impress.
I didn’t stick around to find out—I wandered away from him, into the crowd of people, and got
found by getting lost. I was discovered by a new family, and I never looked back.
[A pregnant beat of silence.]
ISAAC. Holy shit.
PRICK. Don’t interrupt!
[To MANNY] How old were you when all this happened?

(1115)

MANNY. Seven years old. I’d just lost the first of my baby teeth on the drive down.
[A shrug] Anyway, that was the last time I saw my father. My new life became just… my life.
SONNY. And do you know how many children your father had?
MANNY. Hmm. Well, now that you mention it, I think I remember that there were two of us.
PRICK. And which one was older, you or the other?
MANNY. [Searching his memory] I don’t... well… I think we were right around the same age.
SONNY. And how might that have been possible?
MANNY. Because… we were twins.
EROTIUM. [With heavy sarcasm] Oh my god, who could have guessed.
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[Only MARINA hears, and she laughs; the two of them adopt a Statler and Waldorf dynamic as
they heckle the scene. The men continue their investigation.]
ISAAC. Holy shit. It’s happening.

(1120)

PRICK. If you keep interrupting, we’ll holy-shut-this whole thing down.
ISAAC. Fine, I’ll be quiet.
SONNY. Now, here’s what I’m wondering—
you both had the same name?
MARINA. [To EROTIUM] And I’m wondering how this is still going on. [They laugh.]
MANNY. Not quite. My name back then was the same
as it is now and always has been: Manny. But I remember his name was Isaac.
ISAAC. Holy SHIT! [Stopping PRICK as he tries to interject] No, I don’t need to be quiet, I’ve
heard enough. I know the signs, and I can’t wait any longer to give my dear brother a longhoped for hug.
Hello, my true twin—I’m Isaac.
(1125)
MANNY. Hold on, why then were you saying before that your name is also Manny?
ISAAC. After you left, and got lost, and we got word that dad died soon after—
we realized we’d probably never see you again. Mom was so distraught. You were, um, clearly
the favorite. She missed you so much that she tried to make me into you.
MANNY. Despite everything, I believe you, but I have to ask, just to be safe…
ISAAC. Whatever you want to ask!

(1130)

MANNY. What was our mother’s maiden name? Together on three. 1… 2… 3…
MANNY + ISAAC. Teuximarchae!
MARINA. [To EROTIUM] I don’t know, do you think it’s the same one? [They laugh.]
MANNY. Holy shit, we have a match!
My brother—all these years, I never in my wildest dreams would have imagined…
ISAAC. Brother!! I’ve been looking for you for so long, with much blood, sweat, and tears.
And now, here you are, and I’ve finally found a missing piece of myself. I’m so happy!
SONNY. It all makes sense now! This is why this lady [gestures to EROTIUM] called you by
that other name.
(1135)
She thought you were him, I think, when she invited you to lunch.
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EROTIUM. Well, I think that goes without saying. [To MARINA] Nothing was going to happen,
by the way.
MARINA. You’re not missing out on anything, trust me.
MANNY. Ah, so this is where the lunch I ordered went awry.
I wanted a chance to discreetly give my leading lady a gift that I’d chosen just for her.
MARINA. Ahem…
MANNY. Er, that my wife had chosen just for her. [MARINA rolls her eyes.]
But when I gave it to her—
ISAAC. I think I might be able to take the story from here. Do you mean this dress?
[ISAAC produces the dress from a hidden storage place, like a back pocket or satchel.]
MANNY. That’s the exact one! So how did it fall into your hands?
ISAAC. I believe I inadvertently usurped your lunch invitation.
(1140)
After Miss Erotium invited me upstairs, she gave it to me and said I’d given it to her. I confess I
played along,
for the sake of a free lunch and some good drinks and merriment. And I was rather taken with
her, too, I must confess.
[ISAAC looks at EROTIUM, hopefully. EROTIUM cringes in response.]
EROTIUM. No, absolutely not.
ISAAC. [With a shrug] In any event, as I went on my way, she entrusted me with the dress and
some jewelry.
MANNY. Well at least I can say that I was still responsible for your enjoying our hospitality, if
not in the way I usually aim for.
[To EROTIUM] So funny that you really thought he was me, though. [EROTIUM looks back
incredulously.]
(1145)
SONNY. [To ISAAC] So this is the end of our journey? Now what do we do with all our time?6
MANNY. Have you been along for this entire search as well?
ISAAC. He’s been a most faithful companion throughout, too. [SONNY beams.] But you’ve
more than done your part, my friend. [SONNY becomes concerned.] You’re free to move on.
MANNY. Here, here. Thank you for your help bringing me back together with my brother.
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SONNY. But… I… I’ll need more than thank-yous to keep me busy! I need company! I need
purpose! What will I do?
(1150)
ISAAC. [Ignoring SONNY] Since everything’s worked out so nicely, why don’t we get out of
here for a bit, brother,
head back east and see your old home. Mom will be so happy to see you.
MANNY. Oh, brother—
EROTIUM. [Aside to MARINA] Is it weird that they keep calling each other “brother?”
MARINA. Definitely, it’s like… we get it.
MANNY. I’ll do whatever you want!
There’s nothing I need to stay around here for.
MARINA. Hey! Not that I’m complaining, I could use a break from you too…
MANNY. Well, brother, want to come upstairs and catch up?
ISAAC. I’d love to.
MARINA. Why is he assuming he’s allowed back upstairs? I swear with this man…
PRICK. Wait, what about me! Manny, I need to ask you a question.
MANNY. What is it?
PRICK. [Unexpectedly bashful] Well, someone has to run the hotel while you’re away. And I
was thinking… maybe… I… perchance…
MANNY. You’ll do a great job, just don’t do anything too crazy.
PRICK. You mean it! I can? Then in that case…
I’ll need an employee to boss around.7

(1155)

SONNY. [Seeing an opportunity] Where do I apply?!
MANNY. Remember, you’re only running this place for a few weeks.
PRICK. Yes, I am running this place for a whole few weeks!
[To the audience] Attention, everyone, come one come all!
I am proud to announce the grand reopening of the Epidamnus Hotel and Casino.
We’re going to change everything, the furniture, the art, the food (not so much different, just
more of it)—[to EROTIUM] but don’t worry, my dear, never the talent.
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[Back out] We’re here for your entertainment, whenever you’d like to stop by, as long as you
can pay the price of admission. (1160)
Which, honestly, I’d say is pretty reasonable considering what you’re getting. This whole
production is probably only barely breaking even. And it’s not like we get paid that much.
Cheap bastards.
[PRICK looks around the stage and notices that everyone is staring at him with varying looks of
confusion and annoyance.]
Anyway, I fear my time is up. Goodnight, all, and quick, before anyone else can get the last
word—let’s get a round of applause!
[Blackout. End of play.]
Notes:
1. Erotium’s entrance with Manny
a. Plautus does not include any characters besides the two Menaechmuses and
Messenio in the final scene; since he crafted his plays according to the “threeactor rule” carried over from the Greek originals that he was adapting (Damen
409), this would have been the maximum number of speaking characters who
could be featured in one scene. (Mute characters such as the guards were played
by other actors; see Damen 412–13 for a detailed scene-by-scene breakdown of
casting.)
b. Now that it’s possible to have more actors on stage, however, the thought of
excluding so many distinctive characters from the conclusion feels anticlimactic
for what has had the feel of an ensemble piece thus far and would likely stand out
as lacking from the audience’s perspective.
c. In the spirit of honoring these characters, I made the decision to intervene rather
significantly and write the other major roles into this scene, finding opportunities
to make them physically present and reassigning several lines from
Messenio/Sonny (who’s arguably overrepresented in the Latin version of the last
scene compared with his role earlier on) where possible to make the other roles’
involvement go deeper than having them simply standing around.
2. Prick’s entrance
a. This line is fabricated to give an opportunity for this important character to enter
the last scene, making room for him in a way that is true to the general attitude of
the character and that points to his foiling status to Sonny, which becomes a key
part of the resolution for both these characters. All of Prick’s subsequent lines in
this scene are reassigned from Sonny.
3. “Oh my GOD, don’t you all get it?”
a. I chose to reassign this line from Sonny to Erotium both to allow her to participate
in the final scene as described above, and to allow a character with a bit more
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distance from the scene to voice the audience perspective on the obviousness of
the conclusion that seems to elude the other characters.
b. Marina’s subsequent entrance is my own addition inspired along similar lines.
c. Both Erotium and Marina’s lines throughout the remainder of the scene are newly
written to give the women a say in the final scene of the play, and to soften, if not
resolve, the tensions that would likely exist between the two characters.
4. “Can’t you see you’re softballing them? How about a real question?”
a. I added this line so that I could smoothly reassign the following one (which would
have been the second half of Sonny’s previous line) to Prick.
5. “I remember leaving for Tarentum with my father…”
a. This line is greatly expanded beyond the original (in which Menaechmus simply
says he remembers going to the market at Tarentum, being separated from his
father, and being snatched off) so that I could deepen the explanation as to how
the twins became separated. Though the twist of events that sets the play in
motion strains credulity in any case, I felt that grounding this incident in a bit
more character-driven emotion helped to make the explanation slightly more
believable in a modern production, especially given that today’s audiences are
more accustomed to psychologically determined characters than to stock roles
driven by plot-based machinations.
6. “So this is the end of our journey? Now what do we do with all our time?”
a. Here the play returns to Messenio’s status as a slave who is finally, in this
moment, granted his freedom; this was the final point at which this dynamic had
to be adjusted for the context.
b. Once Messenio is freed, Menaechmus offers his congratulations, but the newly
liberated slave notes that he needs more than just well-wishes to live now. While
not a direct parallel, I let this dynamic filter through Sonny’s preexisting angst
about his relationship with Isaac.
7. “I’ll need an employee to boss around.”
a. Plautus ends the play with Menaechmus returning to Syracuse permanently,
selling off all his belongings (including his wife, considered to be his property)
and entrusting the newly freed Messenio as the auctioneer. Since this business
transaction wouldn’t fit the modernized context in many ways, I instead created a
new professional opportunity for Prick that also offered an avenue for resolution
of Sonny’s journey.
b. While this comedy does not end with any traditional weddings, my adjustments to
the ending are designed to yield, out of the various conflicts of the play, three new
“couples” of the nonromantic sort. The brothers, of course, are reunited; Erotium
and Marina appear to become friendly once Manny is out of the picture; and Prick
and Sonny go from being the two sidekicks in search of validation to their own
partnership.
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Appendix: Latin Text of the Menaechmi
Note on the Text
All Latin text included here is taken from The Latin Library
(thelatinlibrary.com/plautus/menaechmi.shtml), an online repository of texts that have been
converted from public domain scans, a process which may introduce typographical errors.
Over the course of my project, in places where particularly significant discrepancies existed, I
spottily modified this text to reflect corrections to the surviving manuscript made by Wolfgang
De Melo in his Loeb Classical Library edition. This has not, however, been universally checked
and additional discrepancies between the two exist. Thus, the Latin provided below should be
considered highly imperfect and included for the most general reference only.
ARGVMENTVM
Mercator Siculus, quoi erant gemini filii,
Ei surrupto altero mors optigit.
Nomen surrepticii illi indit qui domist
Avos paternus, facit Maenaechmum e Sosicle.
Et is germanum, postquam adolevit, quaeritat
Circum omnis oras. post Epidamnum devenit:
Hic fuerat alitus ille surrepticius.
Menaechmum omnes civem credunt advenam
Eumque appellant meretrix, uxor et socer.
I se cognoscunt fratres postremo invicem.
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PROLOGVS
Salutem primum iam a principio propitiam
mihi atque vobis, spectatores, nuntio.
apporto vobis Plautum, lingua non manu,
quaeso ut benignis accipiatis auribus.
nunc argumentum accipite atque animum advortite;
5
quam potero in verba conferam paucissuma.
Atque hoc poetae faciunt in comoediis:
omnis res gestas esse Athenis autumant,
quo illud vobis graecum videatur magis;
ego nusquam dicam nisi ubi factum dicitur.
10
atque adeo hoc argumentum graecissat, tamen
non atticissat, verum sicilicissitat.
huic argumento antelogium hoc fuit;
nunc argumentum vobis demensum dabo,
non modio, neque trimodio, verum ipso horreo:
15
tantum ad narrandum argumentum adest benignitas.
Mercator quidam fuit Syracusis senex,
ei sunt nati filii gemini duo,
ita forma simili pueri, ut mater sua
non internosse posset quae mammam dabat, 20
neque adeo mater ipsa quae illos pepererat,
ut quidem ille dixit mihi, qui pueros viderat:
ego illos non vidi, ne quis vostrum censeat.
postquam iam pueri septuennes sunt, pater
oneravit navem magnam multis mercibus;
25
imponit geminum alterum in navem pater,
Tarentum avexit secum ad mercatum simul,
illum reliquit alterum apud matrem domi.
Tarenti ludi forte erant, cum illuc venit.
mortales multi, ut ad ludos, convenerant:
30
puer aberravit inter homines a patre.
Epidamniensis quidam ibi mercator fuit,
is puerum tollit avehitque Epidamnium.
pater eius autem postquam puerum perdidit,
animum despondit, eaque is aegritudine
35
paucis diebus post Tarenti emortuost.
Postquam Syracusas de ea re rediit nuntius
ad avom puerorum, puerum surruptum alterum
patremque pueri Tarenti esse emortuom,
immutat nomen avos huic gemino alteri;
40
ita illum dilexit, qui subruptust, alterum:
illius nomen indit illi qui domi est,
Menaechmo, idem quod alteri nomen fuit;
et ipsus eodem est avos vocatus nomine
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(propterea illius nomen memini facilius,
45
quia illum clamore vidi flagitarier).
ne mox erretis, iam nunc praedico prius:
idem est ambobus nomen geminis fratribus.
Nunc in Epidamnum pedibus redeundum est mihi,
ut hanc rem vobis examussim disputem.
50
si quis quid vestrum Epidamnum curari sibi
velit, audacter imperato et dicito,
sed ita ut det unde curari id possit sibi.
nam nisi qui argentum dederit, nugas egerit;
qui dederit, magis maiores nugas egerit.
55
verum illuc redeo unde abii, atque uno asto in loco.
Epidamniensis ille, quem dudum dixeram,
geminum illum puerum qui surrupuit alterum,
ei liberorum, nisi divitiae, nil erat:
adoptat illum puerum surrupticium
60
sibi filium eique uxorem dotatam dedit,
eumque heredem fecit, quom ipse obiit diem.
nam rus ut ibat forte, ut multum pluerat,
ingressus fluvium rapidum ab urbe haud longule,
rapidus raptori pueri subduxit pedes
65
abstraxitque hominem in maximam malam crucem.
illi divitiae evenerunt maximae.
is illic habitat geminus surrupticius.
Nunc ille geminus, qui Syracusis habet,
hodie in Epidamnum veniet cum servo suo
70
hunc quaeritatum geminum germanum suom.
haec urbs Epidamnus est, dum haec agitur fabula:
quando alia agetur, aliud fiet oppidum;
sicut familiae quoque solent mutarier:
modo hic habitat leno, modo adulescens, modo senex,
pauper, mendicus, rex, parasitus, hariolus
***
76a

72
73
74
75
76
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ACT I
Scene I.1
PENICVLVS Iuventus nomen fecit Peniculo mihi,
ideo quia mensam, quando edo, detergeo.
homines captivos qui catenis vinciunt
et qui fugitivis servis indunt compedes,
80
nimis stulte faciunt mea quidem sententia.
nam homini misero si ad malum accedit malum,
maior lubido est fugere et facere nequiter.
nam se ex catenis eximunt aliquo modo.
tum compediti anum lima praeterunt
85
aut lapide excutiunt clavom. nugae sunt eae.
quem tu adservare recte, ne aufugiat, voles,
esca atque potione vinciri decet.
apud mensam plenam homini rostrum deliges;
dum tu illi quod edit et quod potet praebeas,
90
suo arbitratu adfatim cottidie,
numquam edepol fugiet, tam etsi capital fecerit,
facile adservabis, dum eo vinclo vincies.
ita istaec nimis lenta vincla sunt escaria:
quam magis extendas, tanto adstringunt artius.
95
nam ego ad Menaechmum hunc eo, quo iam diu
sum iudicatus; ultro eo ut me vinciat.
nam illic homo homines non alit, verum educat,
recreatque: nullus melius medicinam facit.
ita est adulescens; ipsus escae maxumae
100
cerialis cenas dat, ita mensas exstruit,
tantas struices concinnat patinarias:
standumst in lecto, si quid de summo petas.
sed mi intervallum iam hos dies multos fuit:
domi domitus sum usque cum caris meis.
105
nam neque edo neque emo nisi quod est carissumum.
id quoque iam, cari qui instruontur deserunt.
nunc ad eum inviso. sed aperitur ostium.
Menaechmum eccum ipsum video, progreditur foras.
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Scene I.2
MENAECHMVS Ni mala, ni stulta sies, ni indomita imposque animi, 110
quod viro esse odio videas, tute tibi odio habeas.
praeterhac si mihi tale post hunc diem
faxis, faxo foris vidua visas patrem.
nam quotiens foras ire volo, me retines, revocas, rogitas,
quo ego eam, quam rem agam, quid negoti geram,
115
quid petam, quid feram, quid foris egerim.
portitorem domum duxi, ita omnem mihi
rem necesse eloqui est, quidquid egi atque ago.
nimium ego te habui delicatam; nunc adeo ut facturus dicam.
quando ego tibi ancillas, penum,
120
lanam, aurum, vestem, purpuram bene praebeo nec quicquam eges,
malo cavebis si sapis, virum observare desines.
atque adeo, ne me nequiquam serves, ob eam industriam
hodie ducam scortum ad cenam atque aliquo condicam foras.
PEN. Illic homo se uxori simulat male loqui, loquitur mihi;
125
nam si foris cenat, profecto me, haud uxorem, ulciscitur.
MEN. Euax, iurgio hercle tandem uxorem abegi ab ianua.
ubi sunt amatores mariti? dona quid cessant mihi
conferre omnes congratulantes, quia pugnavi fortiter?
hanc modo uxori intus pallam surrupui, ad scortum fero.
130
sic hoc decet, dari facete verba custodi catae.
hoc facinus pulchrumst, hoc probumst, hoc lepidumst, hoc factumst fabre:
meo malo a mala abstuli hoc, ad damnum deferetur.
avorti praedam ab hostibus nostrum salute socium.
PEN. Heus adulescens, ecqua in istac pars inest praeda mihi?
135
MEN. Perii, in insidias deveni. PEN. Immo in praesidium, ne time.
M. Quis homo est? P. Ego sum. M. O mea Commoditas, o mea Opportunitas,
salve. P. Salve. M. Quid agis? P. Teneo dextera genium meum.
MEN. Non potuisti magis per tempus mi advenire quam advenis.
PEN. Ita ego soleo: commoditatis omnis articulos scio.
140
MEN. Vin tu facinus luculentum inspicere? PEN. Quis id coxit coquos?
iam sciam, si quid titubatumst, ubi reliquias videro.
MEN. Dic mi, enumquam tu vidisti tabulam pictam in pariete,
ubi aquila Catameitum raperet aut ubi Venus Adoneum?
PEN. Saepe. sed quid istae picturae ad me attinent? MEN. Age me aspice. 145
ecquid adsimulo similiter? PEN. Quis istest ornatus tuos?
MEN. Dic hominem lepidissimum esse me. PEN. Vbi essuri sumus?
MEN. Dic modo hoc quod ego te iubeo. PEN. Dico: homo lepidissime.
MEN. Ecquid audes de tuo istuc addere? PEN. Atque hilarissime.
MEN. Perge <perge>. PEN. Non pergo hercle, nisi scio qua gratia.
150
litigium tibi est cum uxore, eo mi abs te caveo cautius.
MEN. Clam uxoremst ubi pulchre habeamus atque hunc comburamus diem.
PEN. Age sane igitur, quando aequom oras, quam mox incendo rogum?
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dies quidem iam ad umbilicum est dimidiatus mortuos.
154-155
MEN. Te morare, mihi quom obloquere. PEN. Oculum ecfodito per solum 156
mihi, Menaechme, si ullum verbum faxo nisi quod iusseris.
MEN. Concede huc a foribus. PEN. Fiat. MEN. Etiam concede huc. PEN. Licet.
MEN. Etiam nunc concede audacter ab leonino cavo.
PEN. Eu edepol ne tu, ut ego opinor, esses agitator probus.
160
MEN. Quidum? PEN. Ne te uxor sequatur, respectas identidem.
MEN. Sed quid ais? PEN. Egone? id enim quod tu vis, id aio atque id nego.
MEN. Ecquid tu de odore possis, si quid forte olfeceris,
facere coniecturam? ***
PEN. *** captum sit collegium.
165
MEN. Agedum odorare hanc quam ego habeo pallam. quid olet? apstines?
PEN. Summum olfactare oportet vestimentum muliebre,
nam ex istoc loco spurcatur nasum odore illutili.
MEN. Olfacta igitur hinc, Penicule. lepide ut fastidis. PEN. Decet.
MEN. Quid igitur? quid olet? responde. PEN. Furtum, scortum, prandium. 170
tibi fuant ***
MEN. elocutus, nam *** <prandium>.
nunc ad amicam deferetur hanc meretricem Erotium.
mihi, tibi atque illi iubebo iam adparari prandium. PEN. Eu.
MEN. Inde usque ad diurnam stellam crastinam potabimus. PEN. Eu, 175
expedite fabulatus. iam fores ferio? MEN. Feri.
vel mane etiam. PEN. Mille passum commoratus cantharum.
MEN. Placide pulta. PEN. Metuis, credo, ne fores Samiae sient.
MEN. Mane, mane obsecro hercle: eapse eccam exit. oh, solem vides 179-180
satin ut occaecatust prae huius corporis candoribus?
181
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Scene I.3
EROTIVM Anime mi, Menaechme, salve. PEN. Quid ego? ER. Extra numerum es mihi.
PEN. Idem istuc aliis adscriptivis fieri ad legionem solet.
MEN. Ego istic mihi hodie adparari iussi apud te proelium.
184-185
ER. Hodie id fiet. MEN. In eo uterque proelio potabimus.
186
PEN. uter ibi melior bellator erit inventus cantharo,
tu seligito ac iudicato cum utro... hanc noctem sies.
MEN. ut ego uxorem, mea voluptas, ubi te aspicio, odi male!
PEN. Interim nequis quin eius aliquid indutus sies.
190
ER. quid hoc est? MEN. Induviae tuae atque uxoris exuviae, rosa.
ER. Superas facile, ut superior sis mihi quam quisquam qui impetrant.
PEN. Meretrix tantisper blanditur, dum illud quod rapiat videt;
nam si amabas, iam oportebat nasum abreptum mordicus.
194-195
MEN. Sustine hoc, Penicule: exuvias facere quas vovi volo.
196
PEN. Cedo; sed obsecro hercle, salta sic cum palla postea.
MEN. Ego saltabo? sanus hercle non es. PEN. Egone an tu magis?
si non saltas, exue igitur. MEN. Nimio ego hanc periculo
surrupui hodie. meo quidem animo ab Hippolyta subcingulum
200
Hercules haud aeque magno umquam abstulit periculo.
cape tibi hanc, quando una vivis meis morigera moribus.
ER. Hoc animo decet animatos esse amatores probos.
PEN. Qui quidem ad mendicitatem se properent detrudere.
MEN. Quattuor minis ego emi istanc anno uxori meae.
205
PEN. Quattuor minae perierunt plane, ut ratio redditur.
MEN. Scin quid volo ego te accurare? ER. Scio, curabo quae voles.
MEN. Iube igitur tribus nobis apud te prandium accurarier
atque aliquid scitamentorum de foro opsonarier,
glandionidam suillam, laridum pernonidam,
210
aut sincipitamenta porcina aut aliquid ad eum modum,
madida quae mi adposita in mensa miluinam suggerant;
atque actutum. ER. Licet ecastor. MEN. Nos prodimus ad forum.
iam hic nos erimus: dum coquetur, interim potabimus.
ER. Quando vis veni, parata res erit. MEN. Propera modo.
215
sequere tu. PEN. Ego hercle vero te et servabo et te sequar,
neque hodie ut te perdam, meream deorum divitias mihi.
ER. Evocate intus Culindrum mihi coquom actutum foras.
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Scene I.4
sportulam cape atque argentum. eccos tris nummos habes.
CYL. Habeo. ER. Abi atque obsonium adfer; tribus vide quod sit satis: 220
neque defiat neque supersit. CYL. Cuius modi hi homines erunt?
ER. Ego et Menaechmus et parasitus eius. CYL. Iam isti sunt decem;
nam parasitus octo hominum munus facile fungitur.
ER. Elocuta sum convivas, ceterum cura. CYL. Licet.
cocta sunt, iube ire accubitum. ER. Redi cito. CYL. Iam ego hic ero. 225
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ACT II
Scene II.1
II.i
MENAECHMVS Voluptas nullast navitis, Messenio,
maior meo animo, quam quom ex alto procul
terram conspiciunt. MESSENIO Maior, non dicam dolo,
[quam] si adveniens terram videas quae fuerit tua.
sed quaeso, quam ob rem nunc Epidamnum venimus?
230
an quasi mare omnis circumimus insulas?
MEN. Fratrem quaesitum geminum germanum meum.
MESS. Nam quid modi futurum est illum quaerere?
hic annus sextust postquam ei rei operam damus.
Histros, Hispanos, Massiliensis, Hilurios, 235
mare superum omne Graeciamque exoticam
orasque Italicas omnis, qua adgreditur mare,
sumus circumvecti. si acum, credo, quaereres,
acum invenisses, si appareret, iam diu.
hominem inter vivos quaeritamus mortuom;
240
nam invenissemus iam diu, si viveret.
MEN. Ergo istuc quaero certum qui faciat mihi,
qui sese dicat scire eum esse emortuom:
operam praeterea numquam sumam quaerere.
verum aliter vivos numquam desistam exsequi.
245
ego illum scio quam cordi sit carus meo.
MESS. In scirpo nodum quaeris. quin nos hinc domum
redimus, nisi si historiam scripturi sumus?
MEN. Dictum facessas, datum edis, caveas malo.
molestus ne sis, non tuo hoc fiet modo. MESS. Em!
250
illoc enim verbo esse me servom scio.
non potuit paucis plura plane proloqui.
verum tamen nequeo contineri quin loquar.
audin, Menaechme? quom inspicio marsuppium,
viaticati hercle admodum aestive sumus.
255
ne tu hercle, opinor, nisi domum revorteris,
ubi nihil habebis, geminum dum quaeres, gemes.
nam ita est haec hominum natio: in Epidamnieis
voluptarii atque potatores maxumi;
tum sycophantae et palpatores plurumi
260
in urbe hac habitant; tum meretrices mulieres
nusquam perhibentur blandiores gentium.
propterea huic urbi nomen Epidamno inditum est,
quia nemo ferme huc sine damno devortitur.
MEN. Ego istuc cavebo. cedo dum huc mihi marsuppium.
MESS. Quid eo vis? MEN. Iam aps te metuo de verbis tuis.

265
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MESS. Quid metuis? MEN. Ne mihi damnum in Epidamno duis.
tu magnus amator mulierum es, Messenio,
ego autem homo iracundus, animi perditi;
id utrumque, argentum quando habebo, cavero,
270
ne tu delinquas neve ego irascar tibi.
MESS. Cape atque serva. me lubente feceris.
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Scene II.2
CYLINDRVS Bene opsonavi atque ex mea sententia,
bonum anteponam prandium pransoribus.
sed eccum Menaechmum video. vae tergo meo,
275
prius iam convivae ambulant ante ostium,
quam ego opsonatu redeo. adibo atque alloquar.
Menaechme, salve. MEN. Di te amabunt quisquis <es>.
CYL. Quisquis *** <es> ego sim?
MEN. Non hercle vero. CYL. Vbi convivae ceteri?
280
MEN. Quos tu convivas quaeris? CYL. Parasitum tuom.
MEN. Meum parasitum? certe hic insanust homo.
MESS. Dixin tibi esse hic sycophantas plurumos?
** *
MEN. Quem tu parasitum quaeris, adulescens, meum? 285
CYL. Peniculum. MESS. Eccum in vidulo salvom fero.
CYL. Menaechme, numero huc advenis ad prandium.
nunc opsonatu redeo. MEN. Responde mihi,
adulescens: quibus hic pretiis porci veneunt
sacres sinceri? CYL. Nummis. MEN. Nummum a me accipe: 290
iube te piari de mea pecunia.
nam equidem insanum esse te certo scio,
qui mihi molestu's homini ignoto, quisquis es.
CYL. Cylindrus ego sum: non nosti nomen meum?
MEN. Si tu Cylindrus seu Coriendrus, perieris.
295
ego te non novi, neque novisse adeo volo.
CYL. Est tibi Menaechmo nomen, tantum quod sciam.
MEN. Pro sano loqueris quom me appellas nomine.
sed ubi novisti me? CYL. Vbi ego te noverim,
qui amicam habes eram meam hanc Erotium?
300
MEN. Neque hercle ego habeo, neque te quis homo sis scio.
CYL. Non scis quis ego sim, qui tibi saepissime
cyathisso apud nos, quando potas? MEN. Ei mihi,
quom nihil est qui illi homini diminuam caput.
Tun cyathissare mihi soles, qui ante hunc diem
305
Epidamnum numquam vidi neque veni? CYL. Negas?
MEN. Nego hercle vero. CYL. Non tu in illisce aedibus
habes? MEN. Di illos homines, qui illic habitant, perduint!
CYL. Insanit hicquidem, qui ipse male dicit sibi.
audin, Menaechme? MEN. Quid vis? CYL. Si me consulas,
310
nummum illum quem mihi dudum pollicitu's dare
iubeas, si sapias, porculum adferri tibi.
(314-315)
nam tu quidem hercle certo non sanu's satis,
(312)
Menaechme, qui nunc ipsus male dicas tibi.
MES. Eu hercle hominem multum, et odiosum mihi!
(316)
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CYL. Solet iocari saepe mecum illoc modo.
quam vis ridiculus est, ubi uxor non adest.
quid ais tu? Quid vis, inquam. Satin hoc quod vides
tribus vobis opsonatumst, an opsono amplius,
320
tibi et parasito et mulieri? MEN. Quas [tu] mulieres,
quos tu parasitos loquere? MESS. Quod te urget scelus,
qui huic sis molestus? CYL. Quid tibi mecum est rei?
ego te non novi: cum hoc quem novi fabulor.
MESS. Non edepol tu homo sanus es, certo scio. 325
CYL. Iam ergo haec madebunt faxo, nil morabitur.
proin tu ne quo abeas longius ab aedibus.
numquid vis? MEN. Vt eas maximam malam crucem.
CYL. Ire hercle meliust te interim atque accumbere,
dum ego haec appono ad Volcani violentiam.
330
ibo intro et dicam te hic adstare Erotio,
ut te hinc abducat potius quam hic adstes foris.
MEN. Iamne abiit? <abiit.> edepol hau mendacia
tua verba experior esse. MESS. Opservato modo:
nam istic meretricem credo habitare mulierem,
335
ut quidem ille insanus dixit, qui hinc abiit modo.
MEN. Sed miror qui ille noverit nomen meum.
MESS. Minime hercle mirum. morem hunc meretrices habent:
ad portum mittunt servolos, ancillulas;
si quae peregrina navis in portum advenit,
340
rogitant cuiatis sit, quid ei nomen siet,
postilla extemplo se applicant, agglutinant:
si pellexerunt, perditum amittunt domum.
nunc in istoc portu stat navis praedatoria,
aps qua cavendum nobis sane censeo.
345
MEN. Mones quidem hercle recte. MESS. Tum demum sciam
recte monuisse, si tu recte caveris.
MEN. Tace dum parumper, nam concrepuit ostium:
videamus qui hinc egreditur. MESS. Hoc ponam interim.
asservatote haec sultis, navales pedes.
350
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Scene II.3
EROTIVM Sine fores sic, abi, nolo operiri.
intus para, cura, vide, quod opust fiat:
sternite lectos, incendite odores; munditia
inlecebra animost amantium.
354-355
amanti amoenitas malost, nobis lucrost.
356
sed ubi ille est, quem coquos ante aedis esse ait? atque eccum video,
qui mi est usui et plurimum prodest.
item hinc ultro fit, ut meret, potissimus nostrae domi ut sit;
nunc eum adibo, adloquar ultro.
360
animule mi, mihi mira videntur,
te hic stare foris, fores quoi pateant,
magis quam domus tua domus quom haec tua sit.
omne paratumst, ut iussisti
atque ut voluisti, neque tibi
365
ulla morast intus.
prandium, ut iussisti, hic curatumst:
ubi lubet, ire licet accubitum.
M. Quicum haec mulier loquitur? E. Equidem tecum. M. Quid mecum tibi
fuit umquam aut nunc est negoti? ER. Quia pol te unum ex omnibus
370
Venus me voluit magnificare, neque id haud immerito tuo.
nam ecastor solus benefactis tuis me florentem facis.
MEN. Certo haec mulier aut insana aut ebria est, Messenio,
quae hominem ignotum compellet me tam familiariter.
MESS. Dixin ego istaec hic solere fieri? folia nunc cadunt,
375
praeut si triduom hoc hic erimus: tum arbores in te cadent.
nam ita sunt hic meretrices: omnes elecebrae argentariae.
sed sine me dum hanc compellare. heus mulier, tibi dico. ER. Quid est?
MESS. Vbi tu hunc hominem novisti? ER. Ibidem ubi hic me iam diu,
in Epidamno. MESS. In Epidamno? qui huc in hanc urbem pedem,
380
nisi hodie, numquam intro tetulit? ER. Heia, delicias facis.
mi Menaechme, quin, amabo, is intro? hic tibi erit rectius.
MEN. Haec quidem edepol recte appellat meo me mulier nomine.
nimis miror, quid hoc sit negoti. MESS. Oboluit marsuppium
huic istuc quod habes. MEN. Atque edepol tu me monuisti probe.
385
accipe dum hoc. iam scibo, utrum haec me mage amet an marsuppium.
ER. Eamus intro, ut prandeamus. MEN. Bene vocas: tam gratiast.
ER. Cur igitur me tibi iussisti coquere dudum prandium?
MEN. Egon te iussi coquere? ER. Certo, tibi et parasito tuo.
MEN. Cui, malum, parasito? certo haec mulier non sanast satis. 390
ER. Peniculo. MEN. Quis iste est Peniculus? qui extergentur baxeae?
ER. Scilicet qui dudum tecum venit, quom pallam mihi
detulisti, quam ab uxore tua surrupuisti. MEN. Quid est?
tibi pallam dedi, quam uxori meae surrupui? sanan es?
certe haec mulier cantherino ritu astans somniat.
395
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ER. Qui lubet ludibrio habere me atque ire infitias mihi
facta quae sunt? MEN. Dic quid est id quod negem quod fecerim?
ER. Pallam te hodie mihi dedisse uxoris. MEN. Etiam nunc nego.
ego quidem neque umquam uxorem habui neque habeo, neque huc
umquam, postquam natus sum, intra portam penetravi pedem.
400
prandi in navi, inde huc sum egressus, te conveni. ER. Eccere,
perii misera, quam tu mihi nunc navem narras? MEN. Ligneam,
saepe tritam, saepe fixam, saepe excussam malleo;
quasi supellex pellionis, palus palo proxumust.
ER. Iam, amabo, desiste ludos facere atque i hac mecum semul. 405
MEN. Nescio quem, mulier, alium hominem, non me quaeritas.
ER. Non ego te novi Menaechmum, Moscho prognatum patre,
qui Syracusis perhibere natus esse in Sicilia,
ubi rex Agathocles regnator fuit et iterum Phintia,
tertium Liparo, qui in morte regnum Hieroni tradidit,
411
nunc Hiero est? MEN. Haud falsa, mulier, praedicas. MESS. Pro Iuppiter,
num istaec mulier illinc venit, quae te novit tam cate?
MEN. Hercle opinor, pernegari non potest. MESS. Ne feceris.
414-415
periisti, si intrassis intra limen. MEN. Quin tu tace modo. 416
bene res geritur. adsentabor quidquid dicet mulieri,
si possum hospitium nancisci. iam dudum, mulier, tibi
non imprudens advorsabar: hunc metuebam, ne meae
419-420
uxori renuntiaret de palla et de prandio.
421
nunc, quando vis, eamus intro. ER. Etiam parasitum manes?
MEN. Neque ego illum maneo, neque flocci facio, neque, si venerit,
eum volo intromitti. ER. Ecastor haud invita fecero.
sed scin quid te amabo ut facias? MEN. Impera quid vis modo.
425
ER. Pallam illam, quam dudum dederas, ad phrygionem ut deferas,
ut reconcinnetur atque ut opera addantur quae volo.
MEN. Hercle qui tu recte dicis: eadem ignorabitur,
ne uxor cognoscat te habere, si in via conspexerit.
ER. Ergo mox auferto tecum, quando abibis. MEN. Maxime.
430
ER. Eamus intro MEN. Iam sequar te. hunc volo etiam conloqui.
eho Messenio, accede huc. MESS. Quid negoti est? MEN. Sciscito.
MESS. Quid eo opust? MEN. Opus est. MESS. Scio ut mendices. Tanto nequior.
MEN. Habeo praedam: tantum incepi operis. ei quantum potes,
434-435
abduc istos in tabernam actutum devorsoriam.
436
tum facito ante solem occasum ut venias advorsum mihi.
MESS. Non tu istas meretrices novisti, ere. MEN. Tace, inquam <atque hinc abi.>
mihi dolebit, non tibi, si quid ego stulte fecero.
mulier haec stulta atque inscita est; quantum perspexi modo,
440
est hic praeda nobis. MESS. Perii, iamne abis? periit probe:
ducit lembum dierectum navis praedatoria.
sed ego inscitus qui domino me postulem moderarier:
dicto me emit audientem, haud imperatorem sibi.
sequimini, ut, quod imperatum est, veniam advorsum temperi.
445
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ACT III
Scene III.1
PENICVLVS Plus triginta annis natus sum, quom interea loci,
numquam quicquam facinus feci peius neque scelestius,
quam hodie, quom in contionem mediam me immersi miser.
ubi ego dum hieto, Menaechmus se subterduxit mihi
atque abiit ad amicam, credo, neque me voluit ducere.
450
qui illum di omnes perduint, qui primus commentust ***
contionem habere, qui homines occupatos occupat.
non ad eam rem otiosos homines decuit deligi,
qui nisi assint quom citentur, Consus capiat ilico?
qu**quam senatus deu**contionem**
455
***
affatim est hominum, in dies qui singulas escas edint,
quibus negoti nihil est, qui essum neque vocantur neque vocant:
eos oportet contioni dare operam atque comitiis.
si id ita esset, non ego hodie perdidissem prandium,
460
quoi tam credo datum voluisse quam me video vivere.
ibo: etiamnum reliquiarum spes animum oblectat meum.
sed quid ego video? Menaechmus cum corona exit foras.
sublatum est convivium, edepol venio adversum temperi.
observabo, quid agat, hominem. post adibo atque adloquar.

465
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Scene III.2
MENAECHMVS Potine ut quiescas? ego tibi hanc hodie probe
lepideque concinnatam referam temperi.
non faxo eam esse dices: ita ignorabitur.
PEN. Pallam ad phrygionem fert confecto prandio
vinoque expoto, parasito excluso foras.
470
non hercle <ego> is sum qui sum, ni hanc iniuriam
meque ultus pulchre fuero. opserva quid dabo.
MEN. Pro di immortals! quoi homini umquam uno die
boni dedistis plus, qui minus speraverit?
prandi, potavi, scortum accubui, apstuli
475
hanc, quoius heres numquam erit post hunc diem.
PEN. Nequeo quae loquitur exaudire clanculum;
satur nunc loquitur de me et de parti mea?
MEN. Ait hanc dedisse me sibi, atque eam meae 480
uxori surrupuisse. quoniam sentio
errare, extemplo, quasi res cum ea esset mihi,
coepi adsentari: mulier quidquid dixerat,
idem ego dicebam. quid multis verbis <opust>?
minore nusquam bene fui dispendio.
485
PEN. Adibo ad hominem, nam turbare gestio.
MEN. Quis hic est, qui adversus it mihi? PEN. Quid ais, homo
levior quam pluma, pessime et nequissime,
flagitium hominis, subdole ac minimi preti?
quid de te merui, qua me causa perderes?
490
ut surrupuisti te mihi dudum de foro!
fecisti funus med absente prandio.
quor ausu's facere, quoi ego aeque heres eram?
MEN. Adulescens, quaeso, quid tibi mecum est rei,
qui mihi male dicas homini ignoto insciens?
495
an tibi malam rem vis pro male dictis dari?
PEN. Post eam quidem edepol te dedisse intellego.
MEN. Responde, adulescens, quaeso, quid nomen tibi est?
PEN. Etiam derides, quasi nomen non noveris?
MEN. Non edepol ego te, quod sciam, umquam ante hunc diem 500
vidi neque novi; verum certo, quisquis es,
si aequom facias, mihi odiosus ne sies.
PEN. Menaechme, vigila. MEN. Vigilo hercle equidem, quod sciam.
PEN. Non me novisti? MEN. Non negem, si noverim.
PEN. Tuom parasitum non novisti? MEN. Non tibi
505
sanum est, adulescens, sinciput, intellego.
PEN. Responde, surrupuistin uxori tuae
pallam istanc hodie atque dedisti Erotio?
MEN. Neque hercle ego uxorem habeo neque ego Erotio
dedi nec pallam surrupui. PEN. Satin sanus es?
510
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occisast haec res. non ego te indutum foras
exire vidi pallam? MEN. Vae capiti tuo.
omnis cinaedos esse censes, quia tu es?
tun med indutum fuisse pallam praedicas?
514-515
PEN. Ego hercle vero. MEN. Non tu abis quo dignus es?
aut te piari iube, homo insanissime.
PEN. Numquam edepol quisquam me exorabit, quin tuae
uxori rem omnem iam, uti sit gesta, eloquar;
omnes in te istaec recident contumeliae:
520
faxo haud inultus prandium comederis.
MEN. Quid hoc est negoti? satine, ut quemque conspicor,
ita me ludificant? sed concrepuit ostium.
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Scene III.3
ANCILLA Menaechme, amare ait te multum Erotium,
ut hoc una opera <sibi> ad aurificem deferas,
525
atque huc ut addas auri pondo unciam
iubeasque spinter novom reconcinnarier.
MEN. Et istuc et aliud, si quid curari volet,
me curaturum dicito, quidquid volet.
ANC. Scin quid hoc sit spinter? MEN. Nescio, nisi aureum.
530
ANC. Hoc est quod olim clanculum ex armario
te surrupuisse aiebas uxori tuae.
MEN. Numquam hercle factum est. ANC. Non meministi, obsecro?
redde igitur spinter, si non meministi. MEN. Mane.
immo equidem memini. nempe hoc est, quod illi dedi.
535
ANC. Istuc. MEN. Vbi illae armillae sunt, quas una dedi?
ANC. Numquam dedisti. MEN. Nam pol hoc unum dedi.
ANC. Dicam curare? MEN. Dicito: curabitur.
et palla et spinter faxo referantur simul.
539-540
ANC. Amabo, mi Menaechme, inauris da mihi
faciendas pondo duom nummum, stalagmia,
ut te libenter videam, quom ad nos veneris.
MEN. Fiat. cedo aurum, ego manupretium dabo.
ANC. Da sodes abs te: <ego> post reddidero tibi. 545
MEN. Immo cedo abs te: ego post tibi reddam duplex.
ANC. Non habeo. MEN. At tu, quando habebis, tum dato.
ANC. Numquid [me] vis? MEN. Haec me curaturum dicito…
ut quantum possint quique liceant veneant.
iamne abiit intro? abiit, operuit fores.
550
***i***a***am
(550a)
di me quidem omnes adiuvant, augent, amant.
sed quid ego cesso, dum datur mi occasio
tempusque, abire ab his locis lenoniis?
propera, Menaechme, fer pedem, confer gradum.
demam hanc coronam atque abiciam ad laevam manum,
555
ut, siquis sequatur, hac me abiisse censeant.
ibo et conveniam servom, si potero, meum,
ut haec, quae bona dant di mihi, ex me sciat.
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ACT IV
Scene IV.1
MATRONE Egone hic me patiar frustra in matrimonio,
ubi vir compilet clanculum quidquid domi est
560
atque ea ad amicam deferat? PEN. Quin tu taces?
manufesto faxo iam opprimes: sequere hac modo.
pallam ad phrygionem cum corona ebrius
ferebat, hodie tibi quam surrupuit domo.
sed eccam coronam quam habuit. num mentior?
565
em hac abiit, si vis persequi vestigiis.
atque edepol eccum optume revortitur;
sed pallam non fert. MAT. Quid ego nunc cum illoc agam?
PEN. Idem quod semper: male habeas; sic censeo.
huc concedamus: ex insidiis aucupa.
570
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Scene IV.2
MENAECHMVS Vt hoc utimur maxime more moro
molesto atque multum! atque uti quique sunt
optumi, maxume morem habent hunc: clientes
sibi omnes volunt esse multos: bonine an
mali sint, id haud quaeritant; res magis quae575
ritur quam clientum fides quoius modi clueat.
si est pauper atque haud malus, nequam habetur,
(577–78)
sin dives malust, is cliens frugi habetur.
qui neque leges neque aequom bonum usquam colunt, 580
sollicitos patronos habent.
datum denegant quod datum est, litium
pleni, rapaces viri, fraudulenti,
qui aut faenore aut periuriis
habent rem paratam, mens est in quo *
584a
eis ubi dicitur dies, simul patronis dicitur,
585
quipp’ qui pro illis loquimur quae male fecerunt.
[aut ad populum aut in iure aut apud aedilem res est.]
sicut me hodie nimis sollicitum cliens quidam habuit, neque quod volui
agere aut quicum licitumst, ita med attinuit, ita detinuit.
apud aediles pro eius factis plurumisque pessumisque
590
dixi causam, condiciones tetuli tortas, confragosas:
aut plus aut minus quam opus fuerat dicto dixeram controrsim,
ut sponsio fieret. quid ille qui praedem dedit?
nec magis manufestum ego hominem umquam ullum teneri vidi:
omnibus male factis testes tres aderant acerrumi.
595
di illum omnes perdant, ita mihi
hunc hodie corrupit diem,
meque adeo, qui hodie forum
umquam oculis inspexi meis.
diem corrupi optimum:
iussi adparari prandium,
amica exspectat me, scio.
ubi primum est licitum, ilico
properavi abire de foro.
600
iratast, credo, nunc mihi;
placabit palla quam dedi,
quam hodie uxori abstuli atque huic detuli Erotio.
601a
PEN. Quid ais? MAT. Viro me malo male nuptam. PEN. Satin audis quae illic loquitur?
MAT. Satis. MEN. Si sapiam, hinc intro abeam, ubi mi bene sit. PEN. Mane; male erit potius.
MAT. Ne illam ecastor faenerato abstulisti. PEN. Sic datur.
MAT. Clanculum te istaec flagitia facere censebas potis?
605
MEN. Quid illuc est, uxor, negoti? MAT. Men rogas? MEN. Vin hunc rogem?
MAT. Aufer hinc palpationes. PEN. Perge tu. MEN. Quid tu mihi
tristis es? MAT. Te scire oportet. PEN. Scit, sed dissimulat malus.
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ME. Quid negotist? MA. Pallam-- ME. Pallam? MA. Quidam pallam-- PEN. Quid paves?
MEN. Nil equidem paveo. PEN. Nisi unum: palla pallorem incutit.
610
at tu ne clam me comesses prandium. perge in virum.
MEN. Non taces? PEN. Non hercle vero taceo. nutat, ne loquar.
MEN. Non hercle ego quidem usquam quicquam nuto neque nicto tibi.
PEN. Nihil hoc confidentius, qui quae vides ea pernegat.
615
MEN. Per Iovem deosque omnis adiuro, uxor, (satin hoc est tibi?)
me isti non nutasse. PEN. Credit iam tibi de isto: illuc redi.
MEN. Quo ego redeam? PEN. Equidem ad phrygionem censeo. ei, pallam refer.
MEN. Quae istaec palla est? PEN. Taceo iam, quando haec rem non meminit suam.
619
MAT. Ne ego ecastor mulier misera. MEN. Qui tu misera es? Mi expedi.
Numquis servorum deliquit? num ancillae aut servi tibi
620
responsant? eloquere. impune non erit. MAT. Nugas agis.
MEN. Tristis admodum es. non mi istuc satis placet. MAT. Nugas agis.
MEN. Certe familiarium aliquoi irata es. MAT. Nugas agis.
MEN. Num mihi es irata saltem? MAT. Nunc tu non nugas agis.
MEN. Non edepol deliqui quicquam. MAT. Em rursum nunc nugas agis.
625
MEN. Dic, mea uxor, quid tibi aegre est? PEN. Bellus blanditur tibi.
MEN. Potin ut mihi molestus ne sis? num te appello? MAT. Aufer manum.
PEN. Sic datur. properato absente me comesse prandium,
post ante aedis cum corona me derideto ebrius.
MEN. Neque edepol ego prandi neque hodie huc intro tetuli pedem.
630
PEN. Tun negas? MEN. Nego hercle vero. PEN. Nihil hoc homine audacius.
non ego te modo hic ante aedis cum corona florea
vidi astare? quom negabas mi esse sanum sinciput,
et negabas me novisse, peregrinum aibas esse te?
MEN. Quin ut dudum divorti abs te, redeo nunc demum domum.
635
PEN. Novi ego te. non mihi censebas esse, qui te ulciscerer.
omnia hercle uxori dixi. MEN. Quid dixisti? PEN. Nescie,
eam ipsus [i] roga. MEN. Quid hoc est, uxor? quidnam hic narravit tibi?
quid id est? quid taces? quin dicis quid sit? MAT. Quasi tu nescias.
[palla mi est domo surrepta. MEN. Palla surrepta est tibi?]
639a
MAT. Me rogas? MEN. Pol haud rogem te, si sciam. PEN. O hominem malum,
ut dissimulat. non potes celare: rem novit probe.
omnia hercle ego edictavi. MEN. Quid id est? MAT. Quando nil pudet
neque vis tua voluntate ipse profiteri, audi atque ades.
et quid tristis <sim> et quid hic mihi dixerit, faxo scias.
palla mi est domo surrupta. MEN. Palla surruptast mihi?
645
PEN. Viden ut <te> scelestus captat? huic surruptast, non tibi.
nam profecto tibi surrupta si esset… salva non foret.
MEN. Nil mihi tecum est. sed tu quid ais? MAT. Palla, inquam, periit domo.
MEN. Quis eam surrupuit? MAT. Pol istuc ille scit qui illam abstulit.
MEN. Quis is homo est? MAT. Menaechmus quidam. MEN. Edepol factum nequiter.
650
quis is Menaechmust? MAT. Tu istic, inquam. MEN. Egone? MAT. Tu. MEN. Quis arguit?
MAT. Egomet. PEN. Et ego. atque huic amicae detulisti Erotio.
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MEN. Egon dedi? MAT. Tu, tu istic, inquam. PEN. vin adferri noctuam,
quae 'tu tu' usque dicat tibi? nam nos iam defessi sumus.
MEN. Per Iovem deosque omnis adiuro, uxor (satin hoc est tibi?)
655
non dedisse. PEN. Immo hercle vero, nos non falsum dicere.
MEN. Sed ego illam non condonavi, sed sic utendam dedi.
MAT. Equidem ecastor tuam nec chlamydem do foras nec pallium
cuiquam utendum. mulierem aequom est vestimentum muliebre
dare foras, virum virile. quin refers pallam domum?
660
MEN. Ego faxo referetur. MAT. Ex re tua, ut opinor, feceris;
nam domum numquam introibis, nisi feres pallam simul.
eo domum. PEN. Quid mihi futurum est, qui tibi hanc operam dedi?
MAT. Opera reddetur, quando quid tibi erit surruptum domo.
PEN. Id quidem edepol numquam erit, nam nihil est quod perdam domi.
cum viro cum uxore di vos perdant. properabo ad forum,
nam ex hac familia me plane excidisse intellego.
MEN. Male mi uxor sese fecisse censet, quom exclusit foras;
quasi non habeam, quo intromittar, alium meliorem locum.
si tibi displiceo, patiundum: at placuero huic Erotio,
670
quae me non excludet ab se, sed apud se occludet domi.
nunc ibo, orabo ut mihi pallam reddat, quam dudum dedi;
aliam illi redimam meliorem. heus, ecquis hic est ianitor?
aperite atque Erotium aliquis evocate ante ostium.

665
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Scene IV.3
EROTIVM Quis hic me quaerit? MEN. Sibi inimicus magis quam aetati tuae. 675
ER. Mi Menaechme, cur ante aedis astas? sequere intro. MEN. Mane.
scin quid est quod ego ad te venio? ER. Scio, ut tibi ex me sit volup.
MEN. Immo edepol pallam illam, amabo te, quam tibi dudum dedi,
mihi eam redde. uxor rescivit rem omnem, ut factum est, ordine.
ego tibi redimam bis tanto pluris pallam, quam voles.
680
ER. Tibi dedi equidem illam, ad phrygionem ut ferres, paulo prius,
et illud spinter, ut ad aurificem ferres, ut fieret novom.
MEN. Mihi tu ut dederis pallam et spinter? numquam factum reperies.
nam ego quidem postquam illam dudum tibi dedi atque abii ad forum,
nunc redeo, nunc te postillac video. ER. Video quam rem agis.
685
quia commisi, ut me defrudes, ad eam rem adfectas viam.
MEN. Neque edepol te defrudandi causa posco (quin tibi
dico uxorem rescivisse) --ER. Nec te ultro oravi ut dares:
tute ultro ad me detulisti, dedisti eam dono mihi;
eandem nunc reposcis: patiar. tibi habe, aufer, utere
690
vel tu vel tua uxor, vel etiam in loculos compingite.
tu huc post hunc diem pedem intro non feres, ne frustra sis;
quando tu me bene merentem tibi habes despicatui,
nisi feres argentum frustra, me ductare non potes.
aliam posthac invenito quam habeas frustratui.
695
MEN. Nimis iracunde hercle tandem. heus tu, tibi dico, mane,
redi. etiamne astas? etiam audes mea revorti gratia?
abiit intro, occlusit aedis. nunc ego sum exclusissimus:
neque domi neque apud amicam mihi iam quicquam creditur.
ibo et consulam hanc rem amicos, quid faciendum censeant.
700
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ACT V
Scene V.1
MENAECHMVS Nimis stulte dudum feci, quom marsuppium
Messenioni cum argento concredidi.
immersit aliquo sese, credo, in ganeum.
MATRONA Provisam quam mox vir meus redeat domum.
sed eccum video. salva sum, pallam refert.
705
MEN. Demiror ubi nunc ambulet Messenio.
MAT. Adibo atque hominem accipiam quibus dictis meret.
non te pudet prodire in conspectum meum,
flagitium hominis, cum istoc ornatu? MEN. Quid est?
quae te res agitat, mulier? MAT. Etiamne, impudens,
710
muttire verbum unum audes aut mecum loqui?
MEN. Quid tandem admisi in me, ut loqui non audeam?
MAT. Rogas me? <o> hominis impudentem audaciam!
MEN. Non tu scis, mulier, Hecubam quapropter canem
Graii esse praedicabant? MAT. Non equidem scio.
715
MEN. Quia idem faciebat Hecuba quod tu nunc facis:
omnia mala ingerebat, quemquem aspexerat.
itaque adeo iure coepta appellari est canes.
MAT. Non ego istaec <tua> flagitia possum perpeti.
nam med aetatem viduam esse mavelim,
720
quam istaec flagitia tua pati quae tu facis.
MEN. Quid id ad me, tu te nuptam possis perpeti
an sis abitura a tuo viro? an mos hic ita est,
peregrino ut advenienti narrent fabulas?
MAT. Quas fabulas? non, inquam, patiar praeterhac,
725
quin vidua vivam quam tuos mores perferam.
MEN. Mea quidem hercle causa vidua vivito,
vel usque dum regnum optinebit Iuppiter.
MAT. At mihi negabas dudum surrupuisse te,
nunc eandem ante oculos attines: non te pudet?
730
MEN. Eu hercle, mulier, multum et audax et mala es.
tun tibi hanc surreptam dicere audes, quam mihi
dedit alia mulier ut concinnandam darem?
MAT. Ne istuc mecastor iam patrem accersam meum
atque ei narrabo tua flagitia quae facis.
735
i, Deceo, quaere meum patrem, tecum simul
ut veniat ad me: <sub>ita<m> rem esse dicito.
iam ego aperiam istaec tua flagitia. MEN. Sanan es?
quae mea flagitia? MAT. Pallas atque aurum meum
domo suppilas <tua> tuae uxori et tuae
740
degeris amicae. satin haec recte fabulor?
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MEN. Quaeso hercle, mulier, si scis, monstra quod bibam,
tuam qui possim perpeti petulantiam.
quem tu hominem <me esse > arbitrere nescio;
ego te simitu novi cum Porthaone.
745
MAT. Si me derides, at pol illum non potes,
patrem meum, qui huc advenit. quin respicis?
novistin tu illum? MEN. Novi cum Calcha simul:
eodem die illum vidi quo te ante hunc diem.
MAT. Negas novisse me? negas patrem meum? 750
MEN. Idem hercle dicam, si avom vis adducere.
MAT. Ecastor pariter hoc atque alias res soles.
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Scene V.2
SENEX Vt aetas mea est atque ut hoc usus facto est
gradum proferam, progredi properabo.
sed id quam mihi facile sit, haud sum falsus.
755
nam pernicitas deserit: consitus sum
senectute, onustum gero corpus, vires
reliquere: ut aetas mala est; mers mala ergost.
nam res plurumas pessumas, quom advenit, fert:
quas si autumem omnis, nimis longus sermost.
760
sed haec res mihi in pectore et corde curaest,
quidnam hoc sit negoti, quod filia sic
repente expetit me, ut ad sese irem.
nec, quid id sit, mihi certius facit, quid
763a
velit, quid me accersat.
verum propemodum iam scio, quid siet rei.
764a
credo cum viro litigium natum esse aliquod.
765
ita istaec solent, quae viros subservire
sibi postulant, dote fretae, feroces.
et illi quoque haud abstinent saepe culpa.
verum est modus tamen, quoad pati uxorem oportet;
nec pol filia umquam patrem accersit ad se,
770
nisi aut quid commissi aut iurgi est <iusta> causa.
sed id quidquid est, iam sciam. atque eccam eampse
ante aedis et eius virum tristem video.
id est quod suspicabar.
appellabo hanc. MAT. Ibo advorsum. salve multum, mi pater.
775
SEN. Salva sis. salven advenio? salven accersi iubes?
quid tu tristis es? quid ille autem abs te iratus destitit?
nescio quid vos velitati estis inter vos duos.
loquere, uter meruistis culpam? paucis, non longos logos.
MAT. Nusquam equidem quicquam deliqui: hoc primum te absolvo, pater.
780
verum vivere hic non possum neque durare ullo modo.
proin tu me hinc abducas. SEN. Quid istuc autem est? MAT. Ludibrio, pater,
habeor. SEN. Vnde? MAT. Ab illo, quoi me mandavisti, meo viro.
SEN. Ecce autem litigium. quotiens tandem edixi tibi,
ut caveres, neuter ad me iretis cum querimonia?
785
MAT. Qui ego istuc, mi pater, cavere possum? SEN. Men interrogas?
MAT. Nisi non vis. SEN. Quotiens monstravi tibi, viro ut morem geras, 787-788
quid ille faciat, ne id observes, quo eat, quid rerum gerat.
789
MAT. At enim ille hinc amat meretricem ex proxumo. SEN. Sane sapit,
atque ob istanc industriam etiam faxo amabit amplius.
MAT. Atque ibi potat. SEN. Tua quidem ille causa potabit minus,
si illic sive alibi libebit? quae haec, malum, impudentiast?
una opera prohibere, ad cenam ne promittat, postules,
neve quemquam accipiat alienum apud se. serviren tibi
795
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postulas viros? dare una opera pensum postules,
inter ancillas sedere iubeas, lanam carere.
MAT. Non equidem mihi te advocatum, pater, adduxi, sed viro.
hinc stas, illim causam dicis. SEN. Si ille quid deliquerit,
multo tanto illum accusabo, quam te accusavi, amplius.
800
quando te auratam et vestitam bene habet, ancillas penum
recte praehibet, melius sanam est, mulier, mentem sumere.
MAT. At ille suppilat mihi aurum et pallas ex arcis domo,
me despoliat, mea ornamenta clam ad meretrices degerit.
SEN. Male facit, si istuc facit; si non facit, tu male facis,
805
quae insontem insimules. MAT. Quin etiam nunc habet pallam, pater,
<et>spinter, quod ad hanc detulerat, nunc, quia rescivi, refert.
SEN. Iam ego ex hoc, ut factumst, scibo. <ibo>ad hominem atque adloquar.
dic mi istuc, Menaechme, quod vos dissertatis, ut sciam.
quid tu tristis es? quid illa autem irata abs te destitit?
810
MEN. Quisquis es, quidquid tibi nomen est, senex, summum Iovem
deosque do testes -- SEN. Qua de re aut cuius rei rerum omnium?
MEN. Me neque isti male fecisse mulieri, quae me arguit
hanc domo ab se surrupuisse atque abstulisse MAT. peierat.
MEN. si ego intra aedis huius umquam, ubi habitat, penetravi <pedem>, 815-816
omnium hominum exopto ut fiam miserorum miserrimus. 817
SEN. Sanun es, qui istuc exoptes aut neges te umquam pedem
in eas aedis intulisse ubi habitas, insanissime?
MEN. Tun, senex, ais habitare med in illisce aedibus? 820
SEN. Tun negas? MEN. Nego hercle vero. SEN. Immo hercle ~ludere negas;
nisi quo nocte hac exmigrastis. concede huc, <mia>filia.
quid tu ais? num hinc exmigrastis? MAT. Quem in locum aut <quam>ob rem, obsecro?
SEN. Non edepol scio. MAT. Profecto ludit te hic. non tu tenes?
SEN. Iam vero, Menaechme, satis iocatu's. nunc hanc rem gere. 825
MEN. Quaeso, quid mihi tecum est? unde aut quis tu homo es? <quid debeo>
tibi aut adeo isti, quae mihi molest<i>ae est quoquo modo?
MAT. Viden tu illi oculos virere? ut viridis exoritur colos
ex temporibus atque fronte, ut oculi scintillant, vide.
829-830
MEN. Ei mihi! insanire me aiunt, ultro cum ipsi insaniunt.
843
Quid mihi meliust, quam quando illi me insanire praedicant,
831
ego med adsimulem insanire, ut illos a me absterream?
MAT. Vt pandiculans oscitatur. quid nunc faciam, mi pater?
SEN. Concede huc, mea nata, ab istoc quam potest longissime.
MEN. Euhoe Bacche, Bromie, quo me in silvam venatum vocas?
835
audio, sed non abire possum ab his regionibus,
ita illa me ab laeva rabiosa femina adservat canis,
poste autem ille Cercops alius, qui saepe aetate in sua
perdidit civem innocentem falso testimonio.
SEN. Vae capiti tuo. MEN. Ecce, Apollo mi ex oraclo imperat,
840
ut ego illi oculos exuram lampadibus ardentibus.
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MAT. Perii, mi pater, minatur mihi oculos exurere.
SEN. Filia, heus. MAT. Quid est? quid agimus? SEN. Quid si ego huc servos cito?
ibo, abducam qui hunc hinc tollant et domi devinciant,
845
prius quam turbarum quid faciat amplius. MEN. Enim haereo;
ni occupo aliquid mihi consilium, hi domum me ad se auferent.
pugnis me votas in huius ore quicquam parcere,
ni a meis oculis abscedat in malam magnam crucem.
faciam quod iubes, Apollo. SEN. Fuge domum, quantum potest, 850
ne hic te obtundat. MAT. Fugio. amabo, adserva istunc, mi pater,
ne quo hinc abeat. sumne ego mulier misera, quae illaec audio?
MEN. Haud male illanc amovi; <amoveam> nunc hunc impurissimum,
barbatum, tremulum Titanum, qui cluet Cynos patre,
ita mihi imperas ut ego huius membra atque ossa atque artua
855
comminuam illo scipione quem ipse habet. SEN. Dabitur malum,
me quidem si attigeris aut si propius ad me accesseris.
MEN. Faciam quod iubes; securim capiam ancipitem, atque hunc senem
osse fini dedolabo assulatim viscera.
SEN. Enim vero illud praecavendumst, atque adcurandumst mihi; 860
sane ego illum metuo, ut minatur, ne quid male faxit mihi.
MEN. Multa mi imperas, Apollo: nunc equos iunctos iubes
capere me indomitos, ferocis, atque in currum inscendere,
ut ego hunc proteram leonem vetulum, olentem, edentulum.
iam adstiti in currum, iam lora teneo, iam stimulus in manust. 865
agite equi, facitote sonitus ungularum appareat,
cursu celeri facite inflexa sit pedum pernicitas.
SEN. Mihin equis iunctis minare? MEN. Ecce, Apollo, denuo
me iubes facere impetum in eum qui stat atque occidere.
sed quis hic est qui me capillo hinc de curru deripit?
870
imperium tuom demutat atque edictum Apollinis.
SEN. Eu hercle morbum acrem ac durum *** di, vostram fidem!
vel hic qui insanit quam valuit paulo prius!
ei derepente tantus morbus incidit.
ibo atque accersam medicum iam quantum potest.
875
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Scene V.3
MEN. Iamne isti abierunt, quaeso, ex conspectu meo,
qui me vi cogunt, ut validus insaniam?
quid cesso abire ad navem, dum salvo licet?
vosque omnis quaeso, si senex revenerit,
879-880
ne me indicetis qua platea hinc aufugerim.
881
SENEX Lumbi sedendo, oculi spectando dolent,
manendo medicum, dum se ex opere recipiat.
odiosus tandem vix ab aegrotis venit.
ait se obligasse crus fractum Aesculapio, 885
Apollini autem brachium. nunc cogito,
utrum me dicam ducere medicum an fabrum.
atque eccum incedit. move formicinum gradum.

Scene V.4
MEDICVS quid esse illi morbi, dixeras? narra, senex.
num laruatust aut cerritus? fac sciam.
890
num eum veternus aut aqua intercus tenet?
SEN. Quin ea te causa duco, ut id dicas mihi
atque illum ut sanum facias. MED. Perfacile id quidemst.
sanum futurum, mea ego id promitto fide.
SEN. Magna cum cura ego illum curari volo. 895
MED. Quin suspirabo plus sescenta in die:
ita ego eum cum cura magna curabo tibi.
SEN. Atque eccum ipsum hominem. observemus, quam rem agat.
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Scene V.5
MENAECHMVS Edepol ne hic dies pervorsus atque advorsus mi optigit.
quae me clam ratus sum facere, ea omnia fecit palam
900
parasitus, qui me complevit flagiti et formidinis,
meus Vlixes, suo qui regi tantum concivit mali.
quem ego hominem, siquidem vivo, vita evolvam sua
sed ego stultus sum, qui illius esse dico, quae meast:
meo cibo et sumptu educatust. anima privabo virum.
905
condigne autem haec meretrix fecit, ut mos est meretricius:
quia rogo, palla ut referatur rursum ad uxorem meam,
mihi se ait dedisse. eu edepol ne ego homo vivo miser.
SEN. Audin quae loquitur? MED. Se miserum praedicat. SEN. Adeas velim.
MED. Salvos sis, Menaechme. quaeso, cur apertas brachium?
910
non tu scis, quantum isti morbo nunc tuo facias mali?
MEN. Quin tu te suspendis? SEN. Ecquid sentis? MED. Quidni sentiam?
non potest haec res ellebori ~iungere optinerier.
sed quid ais, Menaechme? MEN. Quid vis? MED. Dic mihi hoc quod te rogo:
album an atrum vinum potas? MEN. Quin tu is in malam crucem?
915
MED. Iam hercle occeptat insanire primulum. *** MEN. Quin tu me interrogas,
purpureum panem an puniceum soleam ego esse an luteum?
soleamne esse avis squamosas, piscis pennatos? SEN. Papae,
audin tu ut deliramenta loquitur? quid cessas dare
919-920
potionis aliquid prius quam percipit insania?
921
MED. Mane modo, etiam percontabor alia. SEN. Occidis fabulans.
MED. Dic mihi hoc: solent tibi umquam oculi duri fieri?
MEN. Quid? tu me lucustam censes esse, homo ignavissime?
MED. Dic mihi: en umquam intestina tibi crepant, quod sentias?
925
MEN. Vbi satur sum, nulla crepitant; quando esurio, tum crepant.
MED. Hoc quidem edepol hau pro insano verbum respondit mihi.
perdormiscin usque ad lucem? facilin tu dormis cubans?
MEN. Perdormisco, si resolvi argentum cui debeo-929–930
qui te Iuppiter dique omnes, percontator, perduint.
931–933
MED. Nunc homo insanire occeptat: de illis verbis cave tibi.
SEN. Immo Nestor nunc quidem est de verbis, praeut dudum fuit;
935
nam dudum uxorem suam esse aiebat rabiosam canem.
MEN. Quid ego dixi? SEN. Insanu’s, inquam. MEN. Egone? SEN. Tu istic, qui mihi
etiam me iunctis quadrigis minitatu's prosternere.
egomet haec te vidi facere, egomet haec ted arguo.
939–940
MEN. At ego te sacram coronam surrupuisse Iovi scio,
et ob eam rem in carcerem ted esse compactum scio,
et postquam es emissus, caesum virgis sub furca scio;
tum patrem occidisse et matrem vendidisse etiam scio.
satin haec pro sano male dicta male dictis respondeo?
945
SEN. Obsecro hercle, medice, propere, quidquid facturu's, face.
non vides hominem insanire? MED. Scin quid facias optimum est?
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ad me face uti deferatur. SEN. Itane censes? MED. Quippini?
ibi meo arbitratu potero curare hominem. SEN. Age ut lubet.
MED. Elleborum potabis faxo aliquos viginti dies.
950
MEN. At ego te pendentem fodiam stimulis triginta dies.
MED. I, arcesse homines, qui illunc ad me deferant. SEN. Quot sunt satis?
MED. Proinde ut insanire video, quattuor, nihilo minus.
SEN. Iam hic erunt. asserva tu istunc, medice. MED. Immo ibo domum,
ut parentur quibus paratis opus est. tu servos iube
955
hunc ad me ferant. SEN. Iam ego illic faxo erit. MED. Abeo. SEN.Vale.
MEN. Abiit socerus, abiit medicus. [nunc] solus sum. pro Iuppiter,
quid illuc est quod med hisce homines insanire praedicant?
nam equidem, postquam gnatus sum, numquam aegrotavi unum diem,
neque ego insanio neque pugnas neque ego litis coepio.
960
salvus salvos alios video, novi homines, adloquor.
an illi perperam insanire me aiunt, ipsi insaniunt?
quid ego nunc faciam? domum ire cupio: uxor non sinit;
huc autem nemo intromittit. nimis proventum est nequiter.
hic ero usque: ad noctem saltem, credo, intromittar domum.
965
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Scene V.6
MESSENIO Spectamen bono servo id est, qui rem erilem
procurat, videt, collocat cogitatque,
ut absente ero rem eri diligenter
tutetur, quam si ipse adsit aut rectius.
tergum quam gulam, crura quam ventrem oportet
970
potiora esse, cui cor modeste situmst.
recordetur id, qui nihili sunt, quid eis preti
detur ab suis eris, ignavis, improbis viris:
verbera compedes
molae, [magna] lassitudo fames frigus durum,
975
haec pretia sunt ignaviae.
id ego male malum metuo: propterea bonum esse certumst potius quam malum;
nam magis multo patior facilius verba: verbera ego odi,
nimioque edo lubentius molitum, quam molitum praehibeo.
propterea eri imperium exsequor, bene et sedate servo id;
980
atque mihi id prodest.
alii [esse] ita ut in rem esse ducunt, sint: ego ita ero ut me esse oportet;
metum [id] mihi adhibeam, culpam abstineam, ero ut omnibus in locis sim praesto:
servi, qui cum culpa carent metuont, solent esse eris utibiles.
983a
nam illi, qui nil metuont, postquam malum promeriti, tunc ei metuont.
983b
metuam haud multum. prope est quando ceruso faciam pretium exsolvet.
<eo> ego exemplo servio, tergo ut in rem esse arbitror.
985
postquam in tabernam vasa et servos conlocavi, ut iusserat,
ita venio adversum. nunc foris pultabo, adesse ut me sciat,
nequamque erum ex hoc saltu damni salvom ut educam foras.
sed metuo ne sero veniam depugnato proelio.
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Scene V.7
SENEX Per ego vobis deos atque homines dico, ut imperium meum 990
sapienter habeatis curae, quae imperavi atque impero:
facite illic homo iam in medicinam ablatus sublimen siet,
nisi quidem vos vostra crura aut latera nihili penditis.
cave quisquam, quod illic minitetur, vostrum flocci fecerit.
quid statis? quid dubitatis? iam sublimen raptum oportuit. 995
ego ibo ad medicum: praesto ero illi, cum venietis. MEN. Occidi,
quid hoc est negoti? quid illisce homines ad me currunt, opsecro?
quid voltis vos? quid quaeritatis? quid me circumsistitis?
quo rapitis me? quo fertis me? perii, opsecro vestram fidem,
Epidamnienses, subvenite, cives. quin me mittitis?
1000
MESS. Pro di immortales, obsecro, quid ego oculis aspicio meis?
erum meum indignissime nescio qui sublimen ferunt.
MEN. Ecquis suppetias mihi audet ferre? MESS. Ego, ere, audacissime.
o facinus indignum et malum, Epidamnii cives, erum
meum hic in pacato oppido luci deripier in via,
1005
qui liber ad vos venerit.
mittite istunc. MEN. Obsecro te, quisquis es, operam mihi ut des,
neu sinas in me insignite fieri tantam iniuriam.
MESS. Immo et operam dabo et defendam et subvenibo sedulo.
numquam te patiar perire, me perirest aequius.
1010
eripe oculum isti, ab umero qui tenet, ere, te obsecro.
hisce ego iam sementem in ore faciam pugnosque obseram.
maximo hodie malo hercle vostro istunc fertis. mittite.
MEN. Teneo ego huic oculum. MESS. Face ut oculi locus in capite appareat.
vos scelesti, vos rapacis, vos praedones. LORARII Periimus.
1015
obsecro hercle. MESS. Mittite ergo. MEN. Quid me vobis tactiost?
pecte pugnis. MESS. Agite abite, fugite hinc in malam crucem.
em tibi etiam: quia postremus cedis, hoc praemi feres.
nimis bene ora commetavi atque ex mea sententia.
edepol, ere, ne tibi suppetias temperi adveni modo. 1020
MEN. At tibi di semper, adulescens, quisquis es, faciant bene.
nam absque te esset, hodie numquam ad solem occasum viverem.
MESS. Ergo edepol, si recte facias, ere, med emittas manu.
MEN. Liberem ego te? MESS. Verum, quandoquidem, ere, te servavi. MEN. Quid est?
adulescens, erras. MESS. Quid, erro? MEN. Per Iovem adiuro patrem,
1025
med erum tuom non esse. MESS. Non taces? MEN. Non mentior;
nec meus servos umquam tale fecit quale tu mihi.
MESS. Sic sine igitur, si tuom negas me esse, abire liberum.
MEN. Mea quidem hercle causa liber esto atque ito quo voles.
MESS. Nempe iubes? MEN. Iubeo hercle, si quid imperi est in te mihi. 1030
MESS. Salve, mi patrone. cum tu liber es, Messenio,
gaudeo. credo hercle vobis. sed, patrone, te obsecro,
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ne minus imperes mihi quam cum tuos servos fui.
apud ted habitabo et quando ibis, una tecum ibo domum.
MEN. Minime. MESS. Nunc ibo in tabernam, vasa atque argentum tibi
referam. recte est obsignatum in vidulo marsuppium
cum viatico: id tibi iam huc adferam. MEN. Adfer strenue.
MESS. Salvom tibi ita ut mihi dedisti reddibo. hic me mane.
MEN. Nimia mira mihi quidem hodie exorta sunt miris modis:
alii me negant eum esse qui sum, atque excludunt foras
1040
***
1040a
vel ille qui se petere argentum modo, qui servom se meum
esse aiebat,<meus servator,>quem ego modo emisi manu;
is ait se mihi allaturum cum argento marsuppium:
id si attulerit, dicam ut a me abeat liber quo volet,
ne tum, quando sanus factus sit, a me argentum petat. 1045
socer et medicus me insanire aiebant. quid sit, mira sunt.
haec nihilo esse mihi videntur setius quam somnia.
nunc ibo intro ad hanc meretricem, quamquam suscenset mihi,
si possum exorare ut pallam reddat, quam referam domum.

1035
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Scene V.8
SOSICLES Men hodie usquam convenisse te, audax, audes dicere,
1050
postquam advorsum mi imperavi ut huc venires? MESSENIO Quin modo
erupui, homines quom ferebant te sublimen quattuor,
apud hasce aedis. tu clamabas deum fidem atque hominum omnium,
quom ego accurro teque eripio vi pugnando ingratiis.
ob eam rem, quia te servavi, me amisisti liberum.
1055
cum argentum dixi me petere et vasa, tu quantum potest
praecucurristi obviam, ut quae fecisti infitias eas.
SOS. Liberum ego te iussi abire? MESS. Certo. SOS. Quin certissimumst,
mepte potius fieri servom, quam te umquam emittam manu.
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Scene V.9
MENAECHMVS Si voltis per oculos iurare, nihilo hercle ea causa magis 1060
facietis, ut ego <hinc> hodie apstulerim pallam et spinter, pessumae.
MES. Pro di immortales, quid ego video? S. Quid vides? MES. Speculum tuom.
SOS. Quid negoti est? MES. Tuast imago. tam consimilest quam potest.
SOS. Pol profecto haud est dissimilis, meam quom formam noscito.
MEN. O adulescens, salve, qui me servavisti, quisquis es.
1065
MESS. Adulescens, quaeso hercle eloquere tuom mihi nomen, nisi piget.
MEN. Non edepol ita promeruisti de me, ut pigeat, quae velis
<obsequi>. mihi est Menaechmo nomen. SOS. Immo edepol mihi.
MEN. Siculus sum Syracusanus. SOS. Eadem urbs et patria est mihi.
MEN. Quid ego ex te audio? SOS. Hoc quod res est. MESS. Novi
equidem hunc: erus est meus.
1070
ego quidem huius servos sum, sed med esse huius credidi.
ego hunc censebam te esse, huic etiam exhibui negotium.
quaeso ignoscas, si quid stulte dixi atque imprudens tibi.
SOS. Delirare mihi videre: non commeministi, simul
te hodie mecum exire ex navi? MESS. Enim vero aequom postulas. 1075
tu erus es: tu servom quaere. tu salveto: tu vale.
hunc ego esse aio Menaechmum. MEN. At ego me. SOS. Quae haec fabulast?
tu es Menaechmus? MEN. Me esse dico, Moscho prognatum patre.
SOS. Tun meo patre es prognatus? MEN. Immo equidem, adulescens, meo;
tuom tibi neque occupare neque praeripere postulo.
1080
MESS. Di immortales, spem insperatam date mihi quam suspicor.
nam nisi me animus fallit, hi sunt gemini germani duo.
nam et patriam et patrem conmemorant pariter qui fuerint sibi.
sevocabo erum. Menaechme. MEN. SOS. Quid vis? MESS. Non ambos volo,
sed uter vostrorum est advectus mecum navi. MEN. Non ego.
1085
SOS. At ego. MESS. Te volo igitur. huc concede. SOS. Concessi. quid est?
MESS. Illic homo aut sycophanta aut geminus est frater tuos.
nam ego hominem hominis similiorem numquam vidi alterum.
neque aqua aquae nec lacte est lactis, crede mi, usquam similius,
quam hic tui est, tuque huius autem; post eandem patriam ac patrem
1090
memorat. meliust nos adire atque hunc percontarier.
SOS. Hercle qui tu me admonuisti recte, et habeo gratiam.
perge operam dare, obsecro hercle; liber esto, si invenis
hunc meum fratrem esse. MESS. Spero. SOS. Et ego item spero fore.
MESS. Quid ais tu? Menaechmum, opinor, te vocari dixeras.
1095
MEN. Ita vero. MESS. Huic item Menaechmo nomen est. in Sicilia
te Syracusis natum esse dixti: <et>hic natust ibi.
Moschum tibi patrem fuisse dixti: huic itidem fuit.
nunc operam potestis ambo mihi dare et vobis simul.
MEN. Promeruisti ut ne quid ores quod velis, quin impetres. 1100
tam quasi me emeris argento, liber servibo tibi.
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MESS. Spes mihi est, vos inventurum fratres germanos duos
geminos, una matre natos et patre uno uno die.
MEN. Mira memoras. utinam efficere quod pollicitu's possies.
MESS. Possum. sed nunc agite uterque id quod rogabo dicite. 1105
MEN. Vbi lubet, roga: respondebo. nil reticebo quod sciam.
MESS. Est tibi nomen Menaechmo? MEN. Fateor. MESS. Est itidem tibi?
SOS. Est. MESS. Patrem fuisse Moschum tibi ais? MEN. Ita vero. SOS. Et mihi.
MESS. Esne tu Syracusanus? MEN. Certo. MESS. Quid tu? SOS. Quippini?
MESS. Optime usque adhuc conveniunt signa. porro operam date.
1110
quid longissime meministi, dic mihi, in patria tua?
MEN. Cum patre ut abii Tarentum ad mercatum, postea
inter homines me deerrare a patre atque inde avehi.
SOS. Iuppiter supreme, serva me. MESS. Quid clamas? quin taces?
quot eras annos gnatus, quom te pater a patria avehit?
1115
MEN. Septuennis: nam tunc dentes mihi cadebant primulum.
neque patrem umquam postilla vidi. MESS. Quid? vos tum patri
filii quot eratis? MEN. Vt nunc maxime memini, duo.
MESS. Vter eratis, tun an ille, maior? MEN. Aeque ambo pares.
MESS. Qui id potest? MEN. Gemini ambo eramus. SOS. Di me servatum volunt. 1120
MESS. Si interpellas, ego tacebo potius. SOS. Taceo. MESS. Dic mihi:
uno nomine ambo eratis? MEN. Minime. nam mihi hoc erat,
quod nunc est, Menaechmo: illum tum vocabant Sosiclem.
SOS. Signa adgnovi, contineri quin complectar non queo.
mi germane gemine frater, salve. ego sum Sosicles.
1125
MEN. Quo modo igitur post Menaechmo nomen est factum tibi?
SOS. Postquam ad nos renuntiatum est te *** et patrem esse mortuom,
avos noster mutavit: quod tibi nomen est, fecit mihi.
MEN. Credo ita esse factum ut dicis. sed mi hoc responde. SOS.Roga. 1129-1130
MEN. Quid erat nomen nostrae matri? SOS. Teuximarchae. MEN. Convenit. 1131
o salve, insperate multis annis post quem conspicor.
SOS. Frater, et tu, quem ego multis miseriis laboribus
usque adhuc quaesivi quemque ego esse inventum gaudeo.
MESS. Hoc erat, quod haec te meretrix huius vocabat nomine: 1135
hunc censebat te esse, credo, quom vocat te ad prandium.
MEN. Namque edepol iussi hic mihi hodie prandium appararier,
clam meam uxorem, quoi pallam surrupui dudum domo,
eam dedi huic. S. Hanc, dicis, frater, pallam, quam ego habeo? M. <Haec east.>
quo modo haec ad te pervenit? SOS. Meretrix huc ad prandium 1140
me abduxit, me sibi dedisse aiebat. prandi perbene,
potavi atque accubui scortum, pallam et aurum hoc <abstuli>.
MEN. Gaudeo edepol, si quid propter me tibi evenit boni.
nam illa quom te ad se vocabat, memet esse credidit.
1144-1145
MESS. Numquid me morare quin ego liber, ut iusti, siem? 1146
MEN. Optimum atque aequissimum orat, frater: fac causa mea.
SOS. Liber esto. MEN. Quom tu es liber, gaudeo, Messenio.
MESS. Sed meliorest opus auspicio, ut liber perpetuo siem. 1149-1150
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SOS. Quoniam haec evenerunt, frater, nostra ex sententia,
1151
in patriam redeamus ambo. MEN. Frater, faciam, ut tu voles.
auctionem hic faciam et vendam quidquid est. nunc interim
eamus intro, frater. SOS. Fiat. MESS. Scitin quid ego vos rogo?
M. Quid? MES. Praeconium mi ut detis. M. Dabitur. MES. Ergo nunciam
vis conclamari auctionem fore? MEN. Equidem die septimi.
MESS. Auctio fiet Menaechmi mane sane septimi.
venibunt servi, supellex, fundi, aedes, omnia.
venibunt quiqui licebunt, praesenti pecunia.
venibit uxor quoque etiam, si quis emptor venerit. 1160
vix credo tota auctione capiet ~ quinquagesies.
nunc, spectatores, valete et nobis clare plaudite.

1155
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